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THE CLASSICS

TAX RATE IS LOWER

An Appeal For 1 heir Wider
Under Which Postmasters Will
Assessors
Report
a
Valuation
Which
Enables
a
Reduc

Study In the High Schools
Be Appointed — Modified
tion
Of
One
Mill
—
Interesting
Figures.
ot Knox County.
Civil Service.

The following article is contributed
by a man of wide experience in teach
ing, .1. F. Rich, M. A . Wesleyan ’84:
. . • •
A Defense of the Classics
freercr hand in exoerising its own
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The child of today is born into a
The Rockland Gazette was established In judgment ip regard to the qualiti
rich legacy. Ill the sciences and the
1840. In 1874 the Courier was established, es t io.’.s of applicants.
and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882.
humanities—history.
I>oetry, bellesThe Free Press was established in 1855, and
In an executive ord«r affecting ap
lettres and the classics—he is heir to
in 1881 changed Its name to the Tribune. proximately 13,000 post offices of the
“the love of learning, the sequestered
These papers consolidated March 17. 1897.
first, second and third classes, the
nooks and all the sweet serenity of
M, ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
••• ••• ga president authorized the selection of
hooks."
any oAe of the first three on the eligi Ward
Totals The study of Latin and Greek has
Polls
Real Estate Personal Estate
! •*
The farmers are the founders ofcivili- ••• ble list as determined by open com
great disciplinary value. Students in
I ••• zation.—Daniel Webster.
•••
1
examinations.
Undetj an
$45,170.
$ 287,361. High Schools and colleges testify to
320
$ 242,191.
•*
— petitive
order
of
President
Wilson,
the
exe

M *•* ••• ••• ••• ••• •«. .«. .«. .«. .«.
.». .«. .*. gp
this by electing easier courses in
102,550.
376,266. which
249
2
273,716.
cutive could exercise no such choice,
Latin and Green are not re
PRESIDENT’S PROCLAMATION
but was required to appoint the ap
quired.
2,488,835.
632,504.
3
452
1,856,331.
plicant standing at the head of the
The habit of committing accurately,
MEMORIAL DAY
list.
1,721,810. acquired in the mastery of the de
4
670,507.
367
1,051,303.
Whereas, this nation has been conceived in
In making the order public Mr.
prayer ami devotion by men and women who
clensions and inflections of these lan
were moved under God to found a nation where Harding issued a statement sayipg
458
175,255.
632,137. guages, is a great help in other sub
5
456,882.
principles of right should form the lasting cor that the new arrangement had been
nerstone; and whereas these principles pur
108,490.
418,941. jects. The good instructor Insists upon
6
310,451.
432
chased at the price of great sacrilice have been decided on because it would permit
tin. instant recognition of every form.
fostered by a worthy posterity; and whereas such elements as businss training
293,820. There should he 11.0 guessing, for sat
64,743.
7
226
229,077.
the great war haa lately laid its costly de and experience to figure in the selec
mantis upon our lands, now, therefore, I, War
isfactory progress ill rending the lit
ren G. Harding, President of the United States, tion of postmasters , and would not
erature of the classics depends upon
do hereby proclaim
take the choice merely on “a- clois
$6,219,170. most thorough elementary work. To
$1,799,219.
2504
$4,419,951.
MONDAY, THE THIRTIETH DAY OF MAY
tered. scholastic examination which
a day already freighted with sacred and stimu
secure such a degree of proficiency In
lated memories, a day of public memorial
1 might result, in a high grade in
$120,695.
$486,131. the etymology and syntax of these
$365,436.
invite my fellow-citizens fittingly to pay homage theory, hut not a guaranty of effi Non-Resident,
languages as to render their advanced
on this day to a noble dead who sleep in ciency in fact.”
home-land, beneath the sea, or on foreign Helds,
study a pleasure teaches the learner
The president also pointed out that
so that we, who survive, might enjoy the bless
$6,705,301 that thorough preparation is essential
$4,785,387.
$1,919,914.
ings of peace and happiness and to the end that a choice among the first three already Grand Totals,
io success in other subjects as well.
liberty and justice, without which no nation is permitted for fourth class post
can exist, shall live forever.
He may get cold feet in crossing the
permanent civil
In witness whereof 1 have hereunto set my masterships under
Resident
Real
Estate
.......................
$4,419,951.
Styx but the Elysian Fields of literary
hand ami caused the seal of the United States service regulations as fixed by law.
to he affixed. Done in the District of Columbia He expressed the hope that Congress
beyond are ample reward.
Resident Personal Estate............... 1,799,219.
6,219,170 enjoyment
this third day of May, in the year of our Lord.
As a teacher of Latin and Greek I
1921, and ot the independence of the United would extend these permanent regu
have found that students appreciate
S-.i;Iti.- I I'Eli
lations to all post masterships by Non Resident Real Estate...............
365,436.
,
WARREN G HARDING
tbe force and beauty of the classics by
bringing them under the classification
Non Resident Personal Estate . . .
120,695.
486,1 31. reading over the original several limes
of civil service.
ARBOR DAY PROCLAMATION
until they feel the full meaning of the
Wednesday’s action was the first
author and are in sympathetic touch
Arbor Day has a special significance for the important step taken by the new ad
Total...................................................................... $6,705,301. with him. Then to find the English
State of Maine. Over fifteen million acres of ministration in regard to the general
all the land of the State our of the total of problem of patronage, and is under
equivalent for this tests their knowl
nineteen million acres are covered with trees
edge of their mother tongue. In com
These vast areas once were the property of our stood to have been decided on after
$
36,482.62
paring the idioms of the two languages,
people. This great inheritance was squandered extended conferences between
the T’lof Property $6,705,301.00 State Tax,
by our forefathers and Maine today owns but president, Postmaster General
Hays
11,816.12 in searching for the proper English
County Tax,
a few thousand acres of forest from which
and constructing forcible sen
most of tlie timber has been sold The people and other high administration offi
178,886.00 words
City Budget,
tences tlic student acquires a vocabu
of Maine, its men, women and children, should cials. Jt has been forecast as a part
take an interest in trees, and should study and of the post office reorganization plan Tax @ 34 Mills,
lary amt the ability to use words with
227,980.23
plant them
Trees are blessings, beautiful to
discrimination. For illustration, take <
post
look upon and useful to man, to birds and to under contemplation by the
$227,
1
84.74
beasts May the day come when for both senti master general.
7.512.00
the following from Caesar’s Commen
Pc IS,
mental and practical reasons every city, town
8,307.49 taries:—
Overlay,
amt village shall line Its streets with shade
“Caesar Aeduos frumentum flagitrees, shall buy land for reforestation and shall
WHITE RIBBON DAY
own public wood lots
tare.” The pupil hunts for a good
Our Suite of Maine once again should begin
$235,492.23 meaning for the tilsrbrlcal infinitive
$235,492.23
to acquire land for reforestation that future
Total,
tiagitaiW-.” Tin- lexicon gives "to de
generations may be supplied with timber, and Program For Knox County W.
that Maine may continue to be known the
mand earnestly;" but why did Caesar
world over as the Pine Tree State. Now there
C. T. U. Convention in
THAT RETURN GAME
THOSE CHURCH BOWLERS.
use flagitare instead of petere, postufore. I, Percival P Baxter, Governor of Maine,
do hereby proclaim
lare, or poscerc?
In answering this
North
Union
Next
Tuesday.
SATUROAY. MAY FOURTEENTH
Dr. Herrick Says a Friendly Word Pratt’* Pirates Tackled Herrick’s Hoo question correctly■ the English trans
ARBOR DAY IN THE STATE OF MAINE
lation will be suggested, for he finds
ligans and Got Trimmed.
For Pastor Pratt and His Clever
The annual convention \of the Knox
and I urge our citizens to observe the day both
aesar was ashing for something
Pa
rishioners.
at home and in the schools with fitting exer County W. C. T. V. will be held in
promised and therefore due and over
Editor of The Courier-Gazette; —
cises. The planting of a tree is a public ser
vice for it benefits not only those who plant it North Union next »Tdesdav. The pro Editor of The Courier-Gazette;.—
The return game was rolled off last due. The verb "dun" is the nearest
but also those who pass it by.
equivalent and to bring out the inten
gram follows:
PERCIVAL P BAXTER.
The many friends of Rev. Mr. Pratt night, May 11, at Fall River. Fifteen sive force of "flagitare" he adds
Governor of Maine.
Morning: 10, devotions, leader Mrs will be interested in a little visit that
boys from Stoughton Street went down “kept” and translates “Caesar kept
Georgia Norwood; convention called
to order, roll call; appointment of I was able to make to his church, In in autos and were welcomed at the dunning the Aeduans for grain.”
PUBLIC BUSINESS.
The foregoing are the more obvious
committees, courtesies, credentials, company with a group of men who parish house of the First Baptist
PontmAsttr General Haya haa had resolution; minutes of last conven went from Fall River to engage in church by Mr. and Mrs Herrick. A results of the study of the Latin and
the word ‘ private" removed from his tion; reading of greetings from State a bowling contest with a team from delightful supper was served, with the Greek—the power to think accurately,
to express thought In fitting words and
office door and you just walk in when President; President’s recommenda
you want to see him.
Inside you’ll tions; music; report of coresponding his church. His men had won the Good Old Rockland Lobster Stew as to appreciate the delicacy and beauty
The Stoughton Street of language. But the growth of the
find u huge room with Mr. Hoys at secretary; reports of county superin championship in a league of several the starter.
his desk in one corner and a lot of tendents; noon-tide prayer, Mrs. Er churches on the South side of Boston boys looked over the wonderful parish soul, tile development of a refinement
ehnirs scattered around. Mr. Hays mine Hawes, Thomaston; adjourn and one of his men was champion house, and concluded that their pastor of thought, tlie awakening ift the moral
high roller of the entire league. They was right when he said on a certain sense, are also inherited in the study
will hand you his engagement list ment for dinner.
Afternoon: 1, meeting of the exec invited a team from our league and occasion to the Rockland Baptist Men’s of tile classics.
ami you can 8"e for yourself how he’s
All through life the gross and mater
fixed for time, pick out your own slice utive committee; 2, memorial service, on Wednesday night we took ma League that they ought to have a
of any not already appropriated and Mrs. E. S. Ufford, Union; reports of chines and drove to Dorchester. We house just like it as a part of their ial world is forced upon us all. ‘‘Na
then eamp in a their until your time superintendents continued; address. were first of all most hospitably en plant, with or without the cards! 1 ture,’’ as Sir William Hamilton says,
comes. Cot ferenees are held in sight. Miss Chaplin, county health nurse: tertained by a company of ladies who didn’t see any cards, by the way, but I docs not reveal God; she reveals only
If not within actual hearing, of every solo, Miss Lottie Young, Appleton; served a fine supper, then went to saw 150 of the happiest young women late, only an indissoluble chain of
having a delightful May party.*
It nitre efficient causes, excluding both
body in the room There is no usher, “Our Big Task.” Mrs. Effie M. Law their alleys, where we suffered
looked good to me. Yes, it will be providence and chance; but man re
secretary, confidential clerk, messen rence, Rockland; 4.30, address, Sheriff creditable defeat at their hands,
many
parts of
the veals God, for lie rises above and is
ger or other functionary to deal with. Raymond E. Thurston; report of say creditable, because we met them copied in
treasurer; auditor’s report; report of on their own alleys, which our men country, and the Stoughton Street men superior Io nature.”
credentials committee; election of of had never seen before, and candle agreed that we mu.4t be doing some
To hold communion with Cicero, Vir
WOULD RESTORE GANNET.
ficers; report of resolutions commit pins were used, whereas our men al thing like it soon.
gil, Horace, Kcueca, Homer, Xenophon,
A Washington despatch says that
tee; reading and approval of min ways bowl with duck pins. We hope
What about the howling score? Oh, Demosthenes ami Sophocles is far
Congressman Wallace 11 Mhite of utes;
music; collection; adjourn to make good our defeat when the well, the same thing happened as be more inspiring than to study theTossils
Maine appeared before the appropria ment.
return visit is paid, as it will be this fore—the visiting team lost! It was of a past age. The latter were im
tion committee of the House Tues
Evening: 730. music; Scripture and week, and we meet them on our own inevitable. • With different pins and pressions left In the clay or sand and
day for the purpose of urging an ap prayer. Rev. E. S. Ufford. Union;
alleys and use our own pins
alleys the Boston team had As little hardened into stone; the former be
propriation of $6000 for the resump
solo, Miss Ada Wadsworth, Appleton,
What I was particularly interested chance of winning as the Fall River queathed to us the imprints of their
tlon and maintenance of the Booth- medal contest, director, Mrs. L. L.
in was the very happy and success team had in Boston. The Fall River minds on the living page that will en
bay Harbor service rendered by the
Fish, Appleton. Nellie Clark, Lewis ful pastorate which Mr. Pratt is hav boys are fine rollers and their spirit of dure in the souls of men as long as
17. S. Fisheries' steamer. Gannet,
Fish, Sylvia Pease, Arthur Small, ing. We saw the new baptistry sportsmanship made them good losers there shall exist In any human breast
which was recently removed
from
Caro Fish, Philip Pease; address, which has been installed, borrowing and gooel winners in turn.
We all an aspiration to claim kinship with tho
that section and turned over to the
Mrs. Maud S. Perkins, Syracuse, N. in some measure the very fine effect agreed that the getting together was noble intellects of the past and “to fol
Massachusetts coast.
Y.; collection: America; benediction, of your Rockland baptistry.
We so good that we must keep it up on low knowledge, like a sinking star, be
Rev. B. W. Russell, Camden.
learned of the. large congregations other occasions.
Willard L. Pratt.
yond the utmost hound of human
and the growing Sunday school and
Boston, May 12.
thought."
The above quotation lluslrates well
Jones & Stream Taxi Service—All most of all felt that warm, enthusias
the Inspiration of the classics, for had
boat and train calls promptly attend tic atmosphere which is the choice
White St., near Llnierock
not Tennyson entered Into the very
ed to. Reasonable prices on local possession of any c hurch when things
Rev. A. E. Scott. Rector
soul of Homer he could not have writ
and long trips. Good comfortable are. on the upgrade.
81 Pleasant St..
Telephone 29-M
Mr. Pratt welcomed us with the
ten the poem “Ulysses,” said to be the
open and closed 5 and 7 passenger
If this telephone is not answered
cars. Telephone 367-6 or 511W, or same hearty cordiality which he al
noblest specimen of blank verse in the
Call 56-M
ways showed
us in
Rockland.
EDISON DIAMOND AMBEROLA English language.
56. Night calls 367-6.—adv.
Whenever his friends in Rockland are
WhitMiindny. May 15th, one of the
51-62
Had Germany given as much atten
in Boston and have the opportunity
PHONOGRAPH and RECORDS tion
great festivals of the year, Holy
to the study of the classics as she
they should go out and visit
his
Communion at 7.30 a. m., Holy
gave to the sciences, there would not
All kinds of 7 alking
Communion with music and ser
church and be assured of the same
have been developed a type of mind
mon at 10.30; Festival Service for
welcome.
Machines Repaired
the Church School and others at
that sacrificed the spiritual to the ma
Everett C. Herrick.
12.15; Evening Prayer with music
terial, that aspired to dominion in
MUSICIANS' SUPPLIES
and sermon at 7.30.
Services by
to our
Fall River, Mass., May 10.
stead of service.
fast time.
Whitsunday, or Pente
Violins
Made
and
Repaired
cost, is one of the special times
My great interest in classical studies
Sunday Services
in the year for receiving Holy
Any ex-service men interested in
F WFIT 362 MAIN 8T,
is my excuse for writing this for your
S
Communion, so all communicants
10.30
Vocational
Training
will
please
notify
•
*-•
UPSTAIRS
are urged to make their comexcellent paper.
J. F. Rich.
KOCKLAND, MAINE
the American Red* Cross Headquar
' munions on this day if possible.
730
Glencove, May 10.
Monday ui Whllwun Week,
Holy
ters at once.
57-59
A tax rate one mill under last year’s
is the outstanding feature of the re
port made by the local assessors, who
yesterday turned their annual com
mitment over to Collector Ixvvejoy.
The total valuation found by the
assessors is $6,705,301, and of this
amount $4,419,$51 is on real estate. The
total number of polls is 2504, and Ward

5 leads by a margin of six male voters
over Ward 3. When it comes to tax
able property, however, Ward 3 is al
most in a class by itself, leading Ward
4, its nearest competitor by more than
$800,000.
The total tax commitment this year
is $235,492.23, and includes the State
and county tax, the city budget and
overlay. The figures follow:

ST. PETER’S CHURCH

for the safe course of his vessel, so the investor
should use the chart of financial soundness for the
safety of his funds.
L

POLICY ANNOUNCED

Subscription $3 00 |»er year payable la ad
vance; Mingle copies three cents.
Civil Service restrictions govern
Advertising rates bused upon circulation and
very reasonable.
ing
the choice of postmasters were
Communications upon topics of general Inter
est are solicited.
modi lied by Preside n t Harding Wed
Entered at the postofflce In Rockland for cir
nesday to give the administration a
culation at second-class postal rates

Floral Designs a Specially
The

Vol lime 76................. Number 58.

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, May 14, 1921.

Single Copies Three Cents.

Three Dollars a Year.

H. GLFNDENNING, Prosrleter

—Manufacturers of—

CEMETERY WORK

Native and Scotch Granite,
Marble Shelves, Etc.
Lindsey Street

AGENT

FOR

welcome:

Communion at 7.30 a. m. Tues. is
also a holy day. but on account
of the absence of the Rector and
delegates there will be no ser
vices next week after Monday.
Ember Bay* come Wednesday. Fri
day and Saturday of next week;
these are days of self-denial and
prayer, on which we are asked
especially to pray for the clergy
and those about to be ordained.
See Prayer Hook, page xxiv and
page 40.
The Bioeexnn Convention (the 102nd
annual one) meets at the Cathe
dral in Portland next Tuesday and
Wednesday; the Annual Meeting
of the Diocesan Woman’s Auxi
liary meets at the same place
Wednesday evening and Thurs
day.
The lay delegates to the
Convention elected by this parish
are A
W. Deerow and A. VV.
Nye; alternates C. W. Livingston
and F S. March.
The delegates
elected by the parish Auxiliary
are Mrs. O. B. Hyland, Mrs. A.
E. Scott, and Mrs. A. W. Decrow;
alternates Mrs. A. S. Niles. Mrs.
R. Rhodes, and Mrs. A. B. Browne
Marle-boiiixe Varache, the French
orphan supported by the Church
School the past two years, has
been taken by the School for an
other year.
For < hinrMe Relief this parish made
an offering in February through
Church headquarters; there
is
still a need in China, and some
have not yet given; other religious
bodies are trying to collect aid
next Sunday; so if any will give
something marked for that pur
pose, or add to what they have
already given, we shall be glad
to forward such offerings; one
such has already been received.
The Armenian book still has some
unsold coupons, have you talren
yours?

“The

Atonement”
The Friend of
Sinners”
ANTHEM
QUARTETTE
SOLOS
INSTRUMENTAL

FIRST
BAPTIST CHURCH

HARINE
ENGINEERS
Wanted for permanent employment. Good
salary and bonus. Transportation
paid to men who qualify.

Bonus as follows:

myTOniiiiifaTi’r,griima

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
' ATThe Sign of'_
SiNorlh National Bank,

Vi

North,&
National \
'/
Bank 7

V

POCKET MONEY IS

Life is reall Life Is earnestl
And the grave Is not its goal;
Dust thou art, to dust, returnoth,
Was not. spoken of the soul.

EASY TO SPEND
A Bank account gives you system and
builds credit. We invite your patronage.
Bank book and check books furnished
without charge.

4rf Interest paid on Savings
account
1854

NORTH NATIONAL BANK

1921

U. S. DEPOSITORY OF POSTAL SAVINGS

Member Federal Reserve Bank
Open Saturday Evenings From 7 Until -9

Chief Engineers .................... $5.00 per day
First Asst. Engineers ............ $3.00 per day
Sec. Asst. Engineers ............ $2.50 per day
Third Asst. Engineers .......... $2.50 per day
For full particulars, write or apply to

North National Bank

MR. MURRAY

Rockland, Maine

Narragansett Hotel. ROCKLAND
Strike on

56*58

A PSALM OF LIFE

Tell me not, in mournful numbers,
Life is but an empty dream,
For the soul is dead that, slumbers,
And things are nut what they seem.

Not enjoyment and not sorrow
Is diii <l.
iiiu.l end <>r u.1 \ ,
But to act, that each tomorrow
Finds us farther than today.
Art is long, and Time is
And our hearts, though
Still, like muffled drums,
Funeral marches to the

fleeting,
stout and brave,
are beating
grave.

In the world’s broad field of battle,
In the bivouac of Life,
Be not like dumb, driven cattle,
Be a hero in the strife I
Trust no Future, howe’er pleasant,
Let the dead Past bury its dead,
Act -act in the living Present,
Heart within and God o’erheadl
Lives of great men all remind us
We can make our lives sublime,
And departing leave behind its
Footprints on the sands of time—•

Footprints that perhaps another,
Sailing o’er life’s solemn main.
A forlorn and shipwrecked brother,
Seeing shall take heart again.
Let us then be up and doing.
With a heart for any fate.
Still achieving, still pursuing.
Learn to tabor and to wait.

—Bewy Wadsworth Uogfellow,

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, May 14, 1921.
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TH WEE-T1M E8-A-WE £K_______
Rockland. Maine, .May 14, 1921.
Personally appeared Frank S. L.vddie, who on
oath declares that he Vs pressman in the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
the Issue of The Courier-Gazette of May 12.
1921, there was printed a total of 5.947 copies
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER,

STARVING CHINA

Every-OtEer-DaJ

THE PAST WEEK IN REVIEW

Cnox County Is Now taking
Part In the rGeat Piece ofj

THIS IS CHINA WEEK !

Work For Humanity.

The Courier-Gazette's Brief Glance At the Most Important Things
Engaging the World’s Attention.

n the churches of Knox county to
U. S. to Enter World Councils
Germany Accepts the Ultimatum.
Notary Public.
morrow there is to be a general collec- |
. .............. —
■
■
------------------------------ -Following immediately upon Secre
Confronted by the menace of an Al
tion taken for the China Famine Relief
tary Hughes's letter to Berlin, declin- lied occupation of the Ruhr region
ROCKLAND'S CEMETERIES
ig to serve as an intermediary in if she failed to accept the ultimatum
und, this community’s part of the |
the German reparations proposals. before May 12, Germany, by a vote
The advance of spring brings into statewide campaign.
Knox county’s
nd urging that Germany make di in the Reichstag of 221 to 175, ac
prominence the work carried on dur proportion is $3000.
rectly to the Allied Governments any cepted the terms May 10. Before this
Go to church with your purse confurther proposals she might wish to action was taken, a new Cabinet was
ing the past three years by the Rock
offer, came an inyltation from the formed, of which Dr. Wirtlx was the
land Cemetery Association, improving eniently open, or else prepared to sign
. -A V, »' .
»• — ' - •»*
* ** ** '■ U ’•
card pledging your gift, for which
Allied Conference to he represented head, in the posts of chanceHor and
the condition of the two more import ou can be called upon later.
This
in the Allied Supreme Council, the foreign minister. Democrats. Social
There
are
S,
000,000
Human
Beings
in
China
to
ant burial places of thfe city.
The
ork of collection is under direction
Socialists,
otincil of Ambassadors, and the ists. Centrists, Majority
Miss Martha B. Cobb, assisted by
Reparations Commission. Of these and Social-Democrats accepted posi
story of this improvement was told at
Feed From Now Till July 1st, Harvest Time
liodies, the Supreme Council is a con tions In the new Cabinet. The total
length in this paper last year, but a Mrs. Wiliam C. Bird. Mrs. Arthur F.
amh. Miss Charlotte Buffum. Mrs.
ference of the heads of ihe govern sunt whidx Germany is called upon to
great deal has been done since that William H. Rhodes, Mrs. Lloyd N.
ments. or their representatives of the pay, under the terms of the ultima
"I was an hungred, and ye gave me meat.”
time by way of graveling the drive .awrence and Mrs. Ralph W. Hansprincipal allied powers: tlie council tum, is $33,750,000,000. Disarmament
ol' ambassadors sits at Paris, and is is to he carried out in accordance
ways, grading lots, etc., and this work com.
jt is not the intention to pursue a
omposed of ambassadors at that with the terms of the Treaty, and 4t
There has come to The Couriergoes steadily on, limited only by the
capital representing the
principal is agreed tiiat the trial of war crimi
house to house canvass after the formAssociation's command of funds. It •r manner, tlie belief being that the re- Gazette’s care during the jrast two
allied and associated powers; the nals shall he put into effect. Other
has cost many thousands of dollars to ponse by the people will be of such days a number of contributions to
reparations commission is ihe only important terms, in which Germany
Fund.
Mrs.
one of the three bodies created by has been in default, are to he en
produce the improvement now in evi generous nature as will make the work the Chinese Famine
the Treaty of Versailles. May 6, Sec forced.
dence, money and time so intelligently easy for all who for high humanitarian Lettie R. Simmons of Meduncook
• ♦ • •
jfp
retary Hughes accepted the Invitation,
easons have engaged in it.
sent
$7.
which
increases
the
town
of
expended that visitors to the ceme
on behalf of the I'nlted States.
War Over Silesia.
A crisis has been reached in the
Checks should be trade payable to and mailed to the NEW ENG
• • • •
teries, recalling their previous forlorn China famine situation and in the ef Friendship’s amount to $131. L. M.
What is practically a state of war
LAND COMMITTEE FOR CHINA FAMINE RELIEF, 8 Arlington
The Limits of Participation.
condition, marvel at the results thus fort which we are unitedly making to Upham of Rockport sends $5. Mr. and
exists in Upper Silesia, where- Polish
Street,
Boston,
Mass.
lessen and to avert in some measure Mrs. Edward
Bradford of South
Secretary Hughes’s letter of ac forces are at ta king the Allied troops,
far attained.
hat. in the words of U. S. Minister
ceptance explained that the govern in the »hope of securing for Poland
Or send to Elmer C. Davis, Rockland, Treasurer of the Knox County
The foreman in charge of the ceme Charles R. Crane, threatens to become Warren $2. with two contributions
ment of the United States took this the coveted mining regions, the final
donors. Robert W.
Committee, stating to which town’s quota check should be applied.
teries is Albert R. Marsh, who has a one of the world’s greatest catastro from unknown
action, “while maintaining tlie tradi disposition of which, under the recent
Law,
Jr.,
sends
from
New
York
his
tional policy of abstention from par plebiscite, is stdl a nuttier of doubt.
crew of ten men engaged in the details phes.” Contrary to recent erroneous
check
for
$25
whidx
will
go
to
Ihe
ticipation in matters of distinctly The Allied ambassadors have (‘ailed
of Improvement. Every lot owner is eports of improved and fairly satis
European concern,” because it was upon the Polish Government to use
factory conditions (which reports were credit of Rockport’s quota.
■■
concerned in this work and can help it based on partial data and mis-infordeeply interested in the economic its influence to check the warlike
Capt. A. E. Wingfield, Boston.................... $10 00
forward by putting into the hands of mation) authentic word by letter and Mrs. M T. Amesbury, Thomaston .......... 1.00
adjustments a ml in the just settle demonstration of the Poles. The Ger
Mr.
and
Mrs
O
A
Palmer,
Rockland....
1
50
ment of the matters of world-wide man Government professes solicitud *
the Cemetery Association whatever is able, which has just arrived from Mrs H. P.. Rockland ........................ .......... 2 00
FORTY MEN SENT
RE-ENTER MR. FOG
importance which are under discus for the maintenance of order, and has
2 00
needed to be done by way of caring for missionary leaders and others in the Clara Anderson, Warren ..........................
sion in the conferences, and desires intimated its willingness to send
five famine stricken provinces of Mrs. F J. Bicknell, Rockland..................... 1.00
a lot. Only through such co-operation Northern China, indicate a situation of Mrs It W. Keep, Rockland ...................... 1 00
helpfully to co-operate in the delib troops “to protect the Upper Silesian
A Friend, Rockland ..................................... 5.00 And Bids the Tennessee Pro-I From This Section To Operate
can the full measure of improvement hunger, disease and death involving Isabel Lattie. Boston....................................... 5 00
eration* upon these questions.” Ac population;” hut such an intervention
A
Friend,
Rockland
.....................................
1.00
cordingly, Ambassador
Harvey is would mean actual war, and France
Idle Shipping Board Craft.
long Its Stay At Rockland.
aimed at be attained. For generations millions of people which is too harrow
Mrs M E Stanley, Friendship ................ 10.00
designated to take part, as the rep has notified Germany that the Treaty
the burial places of the city cried ing to attempt to convey to our read A Friend, Rockland ..................................... .">00
.Mrs Louie R. Simmons, Meduncook .... 7 00
Nearly 40 men who have been resentative of the President of tlie gives the Allies complete authority in
ers.
The perversity of fate, which has for
aloud for attention, which was a
M Upborn, Rockport ............................ .’ oO
United States, in the deliberations of Upper Silesia, and that German
The time between this and the latter L.
identified with the Merchant Marine
full
year
kept
Ihe
superdreadnaught
Mr
and
Mrs
E.
Bradford,
Warren
..........
2
00
the Supreme Council; the American troops cannot cross the frontier with
corded only when this little band of part of June, when it is hoped the new A Friend, Rockland ..................................... 1.00
her official service have gone from Kockland Ambassador to France will be in out violating it.
10 Tennessee from having
public-spirited citizens laid tlieir hands harvest will come in. constitutes, ac Unknown. Friendship ...................................
ami
vicinity
to
aid
the
F.
Ft.
Shipping
Robert
Law.
Jr
.
Rockport
..........................
25.
Oil
structed to resume his place as an
trial has been steadily on the job since
• • • •
to the task. How intelligently they cording to absolutely reliable testi
mony from government and other
tlie naval leviathan came to Kockland. Board in operating the ships which unofficial observer on (he Conference
The “Slacker Lists.”
have wrought and how deserving they
of Ambassadors; and Roland \V.
sources the period of greatest need and
On the run from Boston Wednesday were held up on account of the ma
The War Department has begun to
are of the support of the rest of us, most acute suffering. Unless our help,
rilie engineers’ strike. The govern Boyden will sit again in an unoffi give out for publication the so-called
motor
No.
4.
which
developed
a
re

the Reparations
can be seen at a glance by the visitor in largely increased measure, can be
ment, through the Shipping Board, cial capacity on
“Slacker Lists” of men who were
fractory streak at Guantanamo last announces that ail men who have Commission.
continued these wretched people in
to the cemeteries at this time.
drafted for service in tlie war hut
♦ ♦ * ♦
remained loyal and are standirg by
their extreme desperation will eat the
winter,
and
what
followed
is
told
by
failed tn report for service. Obvious
Never on a Memorial Day have these
The British Coal Strike.
growing crops and thereby project into
the Tennessee Tar, tiie daily news their ships through this controversy
ly, the preparation and publication
resting places of our dead presented another year this awful famine condi
The. situation in the British coal of such lists call for the most minute
will he guaranteed permanent empaper published on hoard: "Hats off ployment. It is said that with few
such an ordered and beautiful appear tion.
strike has grown increasingly serious precautions to avoid errors and con
to the Engineers! What has been done exceptions the Shipping Board craft as the wcelQ? have passed without a
In addition to all that America has
ance as will be disclosed when that sa
“PICK A PAL IN CHINA’
fusions of identity, with the painful
with
accordance
m
are
moving
already
done,
several
million
dollars
below decks the last thirty hours de
settlement, or any approach to set result, if mistakes are made, that
cred anniversary this year is celeschedule.
must go to China in quickly following
serves comment and commendation. A
tlement. At Glasgow last week, the men who rendered brave service—
brated.
Men desiring employment should dockers refused to handle a cargo of some of whom were already in the
installments during the next few weeks
disappointing surprise turned up when
Thomas
72
Tillson
apply
to
W.
H.
otherwise much that has already been
Welsh coal shipped from Cardiff to service as volunteers before the draft
No. 4 Motor was hooked up and tried
The critical period of the fsmine
out Tuesday night. Somehow a small tfvenue The following scale of wages the Caledonian railway, in spite of took effect, and received medals in
in China has arrived.
THE POSTMASTERSHIP done will after all be lost.
is
being
offered:
the fact that it was mined before (he recognition of their bravery, are ree
The Courier-Gazette knows that the
flat circular piece of iron had gotten
Engineers, class E, chief, $260 strike, under a contract signed be orded and their names published as
With relief from every source al
good people of Knox county will not
into the motor and made it necessary
Local Candidates Receive Ex hold back of their abundance in this lowed for, 5,000,000 famine victims to disassemble it again. The presence first assistant, $185; second assistant fore the strike. After the coal had draft-evaders. So many errors of
are still destitute.
moment of opportunity. The organi
of the piece was discovered in plenty $160; third assistant, $110; deck en- been landed by volunteer labor, when this typo wero dis dosed in the first
ecutive Order Telling How zation
committee has been deeply grat
of time to head ,ff serious damage gims'rs and pumpmen, $S5; donkey- an attempt was made to forward it lists published that there is a wide
continuous and voluminous
to the motor. The motor was taken men, oilers, storekeepers, and water by rail, signalmen refused to work spread demand that further publica
Appointment Will Be Made. ified at the hearty spirit of co-oper aidOnly
from America can eave these
ation with which their appeal for
apart promptly, minor repairs were tenders, $80; firemen, $73; coal pass the signals.—this in spite of the tion be delayed until there can he an
5,000,000 people.
completed and the motor once more era and wipers. $65; carpenters, $83; resolution adopted by the National other and more searching revision.
The local candidates for the post county w orkers has been met. Here is
one of the heartening responses re
• • • •
assembled. All this has been accom carpenters’ mates and boatswains Union of Railwaymeti directing its
Contributions sent to The Couriermaster appointment, H. R. Mullen, G ceived from Criehaven:
plished ip such a small period of time $80; boatswain’s mates. $77.30; quar members to handle all coal for public
The Budget Bill.
Gazette
will
be
forwarded
to
the
termasters,
$75;
able
seamen,
$72.50.
utilities. The Government is report
H. Blethen and N. F. Cobb, yesterday
that the trials have not been delayed
T made a house to house can
American Committee for China
The hill for the establishment of n
received copies of an executive order
as seemed likely when the trouble was ordinary seamen, $52.50; hoys, $30; ed to be prepared at short notice to national budget system, which was
vass and raised for the Chinese
Famine Fund, and will be actually
cooks
and
stewards,
reduction
of
$10
institute
its
own
transport
service
discovered.
Those
who
have
looked
on
Relief $14 which I have sent to the
dated May 10, in which is contained
saving life within two weks.
mentioned in this column two weeks
throughout the country.
and worked at the overhauling of the from old scale of wages.
county treasurer, Elmer C. Davis.
ago as having passed the United
the detailed information as to how
• • • •
motor
will
appreciate
what
this
burst
I thank you for the opportunity to
States Senate without even a record
the postmaster will be appointed.
The Marine Strike.
Send What You Spend
of speed means in labor and energy THE VALOROUS FROSH
help.
Eben W. Crie.”
vote, was passed by the House May
The order follows:
expended”
The conference held by Secretary 5, by a vote of 344 to 9. There are
“I thank you for the opportunity to
When a vacancy exists or hereafter
Alas and alack! The motor was still TrottecJ Jn 30-ClaSS During of Labor Davis with representatives some minor differences which will
One Day To China
on its bad behavior Thursday morning,
° of the marine engineers and with Ad have to be adjusted in conference, hut
occurs in the position of postmaster help!” There is the spirit in w’hich
and the standardization trial scheduled
at an office of the first, second or the great and wealthy United States is
Game With the Grammar miral Benson of the Shipping Board, they are not expected to consume
in the attempt to end the marine much time, and tbe overwhelming
for that day did not take place. Yes
third class, if such vacancy is not going to the rescue of suffering human
strike ended May 9 in what seemed approval of the general features of
School.
terday the. Tennessee went off into
filled by nomination of some person beings on the other side of the globe.
Cut this out and mail with
to be an impasse. Chairman Benson the hill in both houses encouraged
within |the competitive classified
deep-water and held its anchor, steer
ing and compass tests, which are said
Civil Service who has the required
With the sting of their Saturday' reiterated his demand for a 15 per the hope that such differences as ex
Contribution
PARK THEATRE
qualifications, then the Postmaster
to have fully met requirements.
defeat at the hands of t'ne Sophomores cent reduction of wages; and the ist will soon he reconciled, and the
marine, engineers declared that they
General shall certify the fact to th
Meantime the wind swung around
Anniversary Week closes today,
The Courier-Gazette:
still in their minds, the Freshmen, de would leave Washington to attend to measure become effective. It is
Civil Service Crtamjssion,
which with William Farnum in “The Scutfrom the northwest and filled Penob
counted upon to systematise
and
shall forthwith hold an open eompeti tiers.” It is a story of the sea and
scot Bay with a choice assortment of termlned to get revenge upon their op other matters Admiral Benson stat economise
governmental expendi
I hereby enclose $....................... to
tive examination to test the fitness gives the popular Fox star a fine op
Its densest fog. And that's why there's ponents, the Grammar School, in their ed that reports from all over the tures, and to prevent overlapping and
aid China Famine Victims,
of applicants to fill such vacancy portunity to play the hero. Most of
no trial today.
midweek game, which they did to the country were very hopeful, and show
duplication.
ed an increasing number of officers
and when such examination has been the action takes place on board a ship
• • • •
tunc of 30-3.
and men volunteering to return to
held and the papers in connectioi far out in the Pacific, and there are
An impressive staff of motion pic
Much of the success of the Frosh work. Sailings, he added, were near
Bluebird Brand Corn is the very best,
therewith have been rated, the said also stirring scenes on a desert isl
(Name)
ture operators is in the city waiting was due to the excellent pitching of ly normal.
-adv.
Commission shall certify the result and. Farnum enacts the role of a
with
more
or
less
patience
until
the
Rising. While he was in the box their
thereof to the Postmaster General detective for Lloyds, who, disguised
big ship comes across with her stand opponents only got two hits and a base
who shall submit to the President the as a common sailor, is commissioned
ardization
trial.
The
Naval
Recruit

on balls, and in those six innings, he
name of one of the highest three to run down suspicions that a captain
(Address)
ing Burea\j, New York, is represented struck 12 men out. Ames pitched the
qualified etegibles for appointmt nt
is scuttling his ships for the insur
by
M.
Siemea,
C.
M.
A.
A.;
Charles
V.
remaining time. The Grammar school
fill such vacancy unless it is cstafc
ance.
Duhme, C. S. K.; and W. W. Morris, pitchers were Hlack, Chapin and Lewis
lished that the character of resident
The daily change of pictures at this
C.
V.
The
commercial
camera
men
of any such applicant disqualifies theatre begins next week, with Wal
and although not so promising as Ris
here are: A. H. Moffat. Kinograms;
him for
appointment:
Provided lace Reid in “What’s Your Hurry?”
VISITORS AT THE KNOX John Coolidge and Mr, Harding. ing, they showed their worth. In spite
That at the expiration of th., term oi MacMurran decides to obtain public
of the great odds against which these
Pathe; R. W. Sears, National; Harry
any person Appointed to such posi ity himself, but his efforts only les
Grammar school lads were lighting,
Berger,
Selznlek;
Daniel
Maher.
Fred
tion through examination before the sen thf* Pakio truck in the eyes of the Found Much To Amaze Them
they showed themselves to he first
M.
Delavan
and
Larry
Ellis,
Fox
Civil Service Commission, the Post Cabrillo Company. In disgust, he
class sports, and fought hard to the
News.
This
jolly
group
was
observed
In
Calibre
of
the
Hospita
master General may, in his disere goes with his daughter to his home
last. All the Freshmen had a chance
yesterday posing with an air of seri
lion, submit the name of such pet son in Cabrillo Valley, unconscious of the
to play, everyone scoring at least one
Work.
ousness
while
George
Marshall,
a
to the President for renomination fact that the Cabrillo dam is in a
Thomaston photographer, immortalized point. None of the Grammar school
without further examination.
team felt so gloomy as R. Snow in the
dangerous condition owing to recent
No person who has passed hi: storms The dam threatens to break
Visitors’ day at Knox Hospital, them in a group picture. Mr. Mar last inning. Although he Indirpctljshall
was
somewhat
astonished
when
sixty-tifth birthday, or who has not and flood the valley. “Dusty” (Wal Thursday, brought a disappointingly
caused many men to score by his good
actually resided within the delivery lace Reid) hears of this peril and small number of callers, hut was not enlightened as to the identity of the batting, and reached third base four
men comprising the group. The movie
of such office for two years next pre puts a force of racing drivers on Palimes, he was unable to score a point
ceding such vacanct. shall ice given kro trucks laden with sacks of sand without its fruits, as every visitor men are quartered at Hotel Rockland himself. He just had to redeem him
and
the
Thorndike,
but
during
the
went away to spread the word con
the examination herein provided for and explosives.
trial will do their ’’shooting" princi self. With two men out and bases full
If, under this order, it it. desired
'‘Panthea” is Tuesday’s feature, cerning the notable progress which pally from the destroyer Haraden and lie knocked a single causing two points
to make nomination for any office of dealing with Russia,—dark,, myster is being made at this institution.
to be scored, and later scored himself
the submarine chaser 408.
a person in the competitive class! ious, blood-stained Russia—providing
Rogers and Kirkpatrick, two K. H.
S.
T.
Kimlball,
president
of
the
tied sert ice. such person must brat the locale. True, things have chang
Juniors umpired.
COMPLETING
THE
CALIFORNIA
corporation
assisted
the
hospital
staff
l,o found by the Civil Service Com ed in turbulent Russia—whether for
The runs scored by the Freshmen
mission to meet the minimum
better or worse is a matter of con in receiving the guests, who w’ere
The superdreadnaught California were: Rising 3, Knight 4, S. Snow 1,
quiremonts for the office.
jecture. But “Panthea” shows cer shown every department of the insti building at Mare Island Navy Yard, Ames 4, Baum 5, R. Snow 1, Masalin 4
tain phases of Russian life that will tution. The operating room and will be commissioned Aug. 15, instead Perry 2, Grant 1, Staples 2, WinchenTHOMAS AND LEROY McLOON
enable the average person to to bet X-ray departments in the new wing of Sept. 9, as previously planned. De baCh 2, Robishaw 1.
F.O.B.Rockland Formerly $944
ter understand the mental and moral
The Grammar school lineup was:
sire to have the vessel in active service
attitude of the people of this stricken drew’ the most attention, and after as soon as possible led to the change. Black p, Chapin c, Lewis lb, Benner
The mortuary depariment of th
issue notes the death in California country, and the reasons back of viewing these the visitors expressed She will be commanded by Capt. H. J. 2b, Achorn ss, Brackett 3b, Fifield If,
earlier in the year of two men, for their desperate methods, which, to the their great surprise; they had no Ziegemeier, now on duty with the Jameson rf, Sawyer cf. Young 3b.
merly well known to o nr Ider reader casual observer, makes their remedy conception that such a modern and Bureau of Navigation at Washington. it. II. S. Frosh,
1 6 2 4 2 3 3 4 5—30
—Thomas McLoon, ag 1 85, who die, appear worse than their original thorough hospital plant existed in
Grammar School, 0(i 000000 3— 3
6,
anil
hi
trouble.
—
adv.
this
part
of
the
country.
in Los Angeles Marc
Bases on balls off Rising, 2 in 6 inn
Laforest S. May of this city died yes
brother, Charles Le Roy McLoon. age
On the walls and windows of th
terday at Oxford Sanatorium, where he ings; oft Ames 0, off Black, 9 in 5 inn
THE AMHERST BOOKS
65, who died in San Diego Jan. 229
operating room were displayed j itad been receiving treatment the past ings; olT Chapin 4, off Lewis 5. Struck
Both were born in South Thomaston
In connection with the celebration series of X-ray pictures showing year. The funeral service;-, will be out by Rising, 12 in six innings, by
KonS of Charles and Nancy (Martir of her 100th anniversary, Amherst Col how that invention is used for the held Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at Ames, 4, by Black 3 in 5 innings, off
McLoon.
lege is publishing a series of volumes, determination of fractures and for the home of Edward S. May, father Chapin 2, off Lewis 1.
Thomas McLoon lived for severs written by Amherst men, known as diagnostic purposes. The most inter ol' the deceased, 26 Masonic street. It
years in Rockland, where his abiliti
“The Amherst Books.” They deal sim esting pictures were those which will not he a military funeral, hut the
The tenement on James street,
as a portrait artist won him wide re ply and clearly with matters and showed the stomach and intestines members of Winslow-Holbrook Post, owned by Mrs. W. P. Hurley, and oc
nown. Hi' removed to California
after
a
barium
meal
had
been
given
problems of significance and are ad
to which he belonged, will attend in cupied the part two weeks by Mrs.
3892 and it was at the home of h
dressed primarily not to the expert and And the novices gained new’ light
civilian dress, and will perform their Samuel Dalzell of Vinalhaven, was
daughter. Leila McLoon Wallace, 301 specialist, but to the general intelli to methods which surgeons now’ use ritual exercises. Obituary mention de gutted by fire late last night. A por
West Third Street, with whom lie ha gent public. In typography, paper and in locating intestional trouble.
ferred to Tuesday’s issue.
tion of the furniture was saved.
lived for 13 years, this his life came
The visitors were further amazed
binding they give satisfaction and
WililB HIM :i|J ? "fif i f?
its end. The oldest of his family i
when
they
learned
the
extent
of
Knox
pleasure to those who appreciate wellihe last to die, lie lies buried in the made books. The managing editor is Hospital’s activities.
Since Jan. 18
family lot at St. Marcos Valley, San
Prof. Harry de Forest Smith, who for of the present year the staff has at
Diego, where the family all settled
a
some years has filled the chair of tended to the wants of 177 surgica
u
lie is survived by the daughter, abov
and medical house patients, in addi
Greek
in
Amherst
and
whose
early
mentioned, and a son Charles, who
pedagogic life was associated with tion to 125 X-ray patients. The
Jives in Randsburg, Calif.
above statistics do not take into
Regarding I lie other brother, the San the High School of Rockland, in which count a. large number of patients who
city
he
was
married.
STARTERS, GENERATORS,
Diego Union of Feb. 6 said .
received treatment outside of the
-4
Four volumes of the Amherst Books
"Funeral services were held
hospital. At present there are 2
have
thus
far
been
issued:
“
The
Lib

BATTERIES
Charles Le Roy McLoon Friday at 1
LIGHT FOUR, price
$1595.00 Delivered
patients in the hospital.
o’clock from the Johnson-Saum under eral College,” by Alexander MeikleThere are. 14 persons on the hos
john;
“
The
Life
Indeed,
”
by
John
REPAIRED
taking parlors, the Rev. Rolla
One of the motor sensations of the year
pital payroll. Mrs. C. D. Whiting is
Brown officiating. Mrs. Brown sang Franklin; “Essays in Biblical Interpre superintendent, Miss Marion Ham
tation,
”
by
Henry
Preserved
Smith;
"Shadows," and a quartet from the
blin is assistant superintendent in
“Parties and Party Leaders,” by An charge of the operating department.
New Batteries for all cars. Brushes,
First Baptist church of San D
THE LIGHT EIGHT,
$1855.00
son
Daniel
Morse;
all
of
which
have
gave "Memories of Earth, and Be
Miss Jean McKenzie is assistant in
THE BIG EIGHT,
$2301.00
yond the Smiling and the' Weeping." evoked from the newspaper reviewers charge of the nurses and patients,
a
Ignition Coils and Parts for all systems
Marshall and Miss Flora Fish is matron of the
the' Iasi two bj requt t of Mr. Mclxxtn a high measure of praise.
TON SPEED TRUCK,
$1650.00
expressed mane years ago. Members .Jones Company, Boston, are the pub nurses’ home.
of the Baptist rlmreli at Ocean Beach lishers.
The public does not need to be told
say that lie will lie missed most keenly
what a valuable institution Knox
Thirty-two painters, under
the Hospital is. but it should not neglect
at the door of the church. his custom
All models of these cars ready for immediate delivery
of standing there always with a smil command of Fred H. Ward, have be such opportunities to see with its
ing greeting for eve ryone having won gun work on the East Coast Fish own eyes what is being done.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
for him the affectionate title of ‘the eries Company’• traweler fleet, paint
ing
all
of
tlie
hulls.
After
finishing
doorkeeper.' ”
643-645 Main Street.............. Telephone 661
on the trawlers at this port the crew
BE A BOOSTER)
Smalley’s Bus Is now running be will divide, part of the men going to
DYER'S GARAGE, ROCKLAND
TRADE AT HOME)
52Stf
tween Kockland, Camden and Belfast Pulpit Harbor and part to Rockport,
TAKE THE HOME PAPERI
. . .
... .
!V,|;
.
.
•
connecting for Bangor. Try the New to paint the two trawlers which have
been wintering at those ports.
Uus - adv.
44 tf

China is Starving

Please HELP Now I

Millions Starving

BIG GUT IN PRICE

•160 Chm.let‘180
ROCKLAND
MOTOR MART

Battery and Auto Electric

Oldsmobiles

Service Station

MAGNETOS AND

F. W. PARREL COMPANY

PARKER F. NORCROSS

4

Every-Other-Day
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Rpckland Courier-Gazette,. Saturday, May 14, 1921.,
Donald B. MacMillan was in the city
Thursday night on liis way to Castine,
where lie lectured last night.

Calk ot the Cown

WITH THE CHURCHES

St.
Peter’s Church
(Episcopal).
Sunday services at 7.30, 10.80, 12.15
Work on the new bftsgball plant at and 7.30. Holy day service Monday.
May 9-14—Anniversary Week at the laps 1
Oakland Park, Interrupted by cold The parish notices are printed on the
theatres
weather last fail, has been resumed.
May 14—(League Baseball)—Rockland High
first page.
vs Vinalhaven High. Broadway groupd
• * « ♦
May 14—Thomaston: Epworth League cooked
After
I
read
your
description
of
food sale at E. B. Crockett’s store.
At the Congregational Church Sun
the superdreadnaught
Tennessee,’’
May 14—Arbor Bay.
May 17—Knox County \V. C. T. U. Conten
said Capt. J. W. Crocker, “I glanced day morning Mr. Rounds will preach
Our trip to New York last week enables us to offer many new
tion in North Union chapel.
up on the wall at the framed picture on ihe subject, “The Cure for Fret
May 18—Past Noble’ Grands' Association
The churth school will
models in Wraps, Capes, Coats and Suits at most attractive prices,
of the Monitor Milwaukee, and was fulness.”
meets in Odd Fellows hall, Camden.
onvene at n6on. The public is inMay IX-19—Money raising campaign of Lit
amazed
at
theenormous
strides
having taken advantage of many small lots which we closed out from
tlefield Memorial Church
which the Navy has made since lted.
May 20—Country Club, dancing at 8 p. m.
our most reliable manufacturer at much less than early prices. We
Civil War days. The Monitor was a,
May 20—Meeting of Kockland Lodge of Per
First Church of Christ, Scientist,
fection at Masonic Temple
douhle-lurreted craft of 2«00 tons,
invite your inspection of garments on the first floor from $5.00 to $50.00.
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
May 20-22—Maine State Spiritualist Asso
and
we
thought
it
quite
a
magnifi

ciation holds annual convention in Camden.
Sub
On the second floor from $50.00 to $225.00.
cent war vessel.” Capt. Crocker was morning service at 11 o’clock.
May 21—Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
meets at Glencove.
sailing master and acting ensign of ject of lesson sermon “Mortals and Im
mortals.” Sunday school at 12.10.
May 22—Country Club, final of season, con
tlie Milwaukee.
cert at 4 30, luncheon 0 30.
Wednesday evening meeting at 7.30.
FIRST FLOOR
May 23—(8.15)—Address before Woman’s
** ♦ < •
Educational Club. Methodist \estry, Jefferson
Past Grand Master Frank B. Miller
COATS
AND
WRAPS
FOR
MISSES
C. Smith, Y. M. C. A State Secretary.
At
Littlefield
Memorial
Church
and
Rev.
Herman
R.
Winchenbaugh
May 23—(7 p m )—Regular meeting of the
Dolmans, Capes and Coats with raglan sleeves; colors Pekin blue,
were the speakers Thursday night, Sunday at 10.30 Rev. O. W. Stuart
Woman’s Educational Club, Methodist vestry.
May 26—Annual levee and ball of J. F.
when Germania Lodge of Waldoboro will preach on “Christian steward
brown, beaver and tan,
Sears Hose Co, in the Arcade.
celebrated the 102d anniversary of ship” ajid the choir will sing the
May 27—Knox-Waldo Music Festival la
$25.00
$29.50
$35.00
Odd Fellowship.
anthem ‘Magnify the Lord With
Camden Opera House
May 30—Memorial Day
Me." Sunday school at 12. Christian
June 7-9—United Baptist Convention of Maine
Howard and Brown, former pro Endeavor 6.15, evening service 7.15,
PRACTICAL COATS FOR CONSERVATIVE WOMEN
meets at Baptist church, Camden.
prietors of the Commercial College, the pastor's subject "Spirit Gravity”
July 11-16—Community Chautauqua in Rock
land.
Three-quarter and full length, belted models with raglan and set-in
are engaged in their annual spring and anthem by the choir.
July 27—Thomaston : Knox Memorial benefit.
• • • .
task of engrossing diplomas for
sleeves; colors brown, blue, tan, and black, in sizes up to 50,
Aug. 3—Thomaston, Baptist church circle
forthcoming commencements. They
hold their summer sale.
Rev. Mr. Ratcliff's subject at the
$20.00 $25.00 up to $40.00
arc working early' and late as the Universalist Church Sunday morning
work is much more extensive than ^.t 10.30 will be "The
King Hiram Council It. 8. AI. its
Unbroken
usual on account of the exceptionally Chain.” The choir will sing the
planning a big meeting'for June «.
POPULAR TOP COATS FOR GENERAL USE
large
graduating
classes.
/
inthems "How Amiable Are Thy
Our best selling numbers in Camel's Hair and Polo Cloth, shown ,n dif
Bert Pease is acting temporarily
“As Pants
Dwellings” Rogers, and
City Clerk E. R. Keene is in Booth- the Hart.” Thomas, with tenor solo
as night operator at the Western
ferent models and colors, range in price from
Union office.
bay doing a little weekend work with bj* Chester Wyllie. Tuesday evening
$22.50 and $25.00 up to $39.50
his civil engineer’s kit on the half the Religious Study Class will meet
mile stretch of gravel highway which lor the first time with the new liasFrank A. Tirrell, Jr. has leased the
Others as low as $15.00.
that town is about to build. Jona tor. Wednesday the Wortian’s Socie
McIntire house on Suffolk street.
than S. Gardner of this city will ty will serve a circle supper at 6.30
Better qualities, $45.00 and $50.00.
have charge of the construction.
A telephone has been established in
a
clock.
• • • •
Herbert L. Oxton’s residence on War
JERSEY
SUITS
I. F. Buigess and Orel E. Davies
ren street. The call is 171-3.
Pratt Memorial Methodist Church,
of Rockland and F. E. Morrow and Rev. J. 8. Crorsland pastor. Sunday
Big assortment to select from—plain colors in navy, brown, tan
Herbert M. Rankin of Camden at morning 10.30 the subject will be "An
Fred E. Leach is building* a garage
and taupe; also the popular heather Jersey. Models in high and notch
tended the Optometrists convention Unusual Choice.” At this service wifi
,on his premises on Kockland street,
in Bangor Wednesday
in which the water company’s truck
collar, Tuxedo, and Norfolk. Sizes up to 46.
be the following musical items: An
will bo stored.
them, “There is a Land,” Smieton, by
$18.75 and $21.75 up to $29.50
A.
S.
Black,
president
of
the
Black
the choir, and solo "Come, Y'e Disr
New
England
Theatres,
was
in
the
The Past Noble Grands Associa
on solate,” Rishtr, by Mrs. Arm
city yesterday, attending to a multi strong. As usual a short address will
tion will meet in Camden Odd Fel
FLANNEL AND JERSEY SPORT COATS
tude
of
business
matters
which
had
lows hall next Wednesday. Picnic
be given to the young people. School
All colors at $12.50
accumulated during his long absence. will assemble at noon with classes
supper at 6.30.
Mr. Black is much pleased at the for everybody. Our attendance -has
manner in which the public lias re been remarkably good. Help us to
Isaac Berliawsky’s
real
estate
RAIN COATS
sponded on Anniversary Week in the maintain the standard.
agency has sold for Mrs. Kate Her
Epworth
Misses' and Ladies' Mixture Raincoats, all sizes,
50 cities and towns in which his pic League at 6.15 p. m. to which all
bert her property on Bunker street
ture
theatres
are
now
located.
the purchaser being Capt. William
oung people are especially invited.
$8.75, $10.50 up to $18.50
Yonng.
Evening service 7.15, opening with
Black Rubber Raincoats for girls and boys, ages 4 to 16,
Limerock Valley Pomona Grange bright song • service, a short gospel
will meet with Penobscot View Grange message from thj pastor and violi.i
The annual meeting of the Rock
$5.00, $6.00, $7.50
Glencove, Saturday, May 21.
and vocal solos. Welcome to Pratt
land Savings Bank was held Wednes
Black Rubber Raincoats for Misses and Ladies, sizes 14 to 42.
day, these officers being elected:
Memorial all day
Watch
for
an
interesting
item
con

President, Frank W. Fuller; treasur
$7.50, $8.75
cerning
the
Arcade.
er, E. D. Spear; assistant treasurer,
At the First Baptist Church Sunday
Children's Rain Capes in red, blue and brown, all sizes,
Miss Annie B. Blackington; trustees,
at 10.30 the pastor will speak on
Park
Theatre
was
crowded
Thurs

F. W. Fuller. N. F. Cobb. R. K.
The Atonement” and “Ten Thousand
$3.50
day night on account of the double at Times Ten Thousand" will be sung
Snow, A. L. Orne, C. S. Robbins, M.
Silk
Poplin
Raincoats,
plain,
check
and
changeable
colors,
traction
presented
by
an
extra
good
33. Wotton and E. D. Spear.
by the choir. “Bottled Tears" will be
feature picture and a real stage wed the subject of sermonette to the jun
$18.50, $20.00, $22.50
ding. The contracting parties in the iors. In the evening at 7.30 the pas
L. E. Fogg of South Thomaston
Transparent Oil Silk Raincoats in high colors,
marriage were Fred Gray and Miss tor will take for his topic "The
exhibits a’silver trinket and enjoys
Theresa Bowman, who came to this Friend of Sinners.” Stanley Cush
your vain attempt to guess what it
$18.50, $22.50
city not long ago from Massachusetts. ing of Thomaston will sing a tenor
means. Then he explains that it is
a tinder-box, made to wear on the
The officiating clergyman was Rev. solo and the very beautiful anthem
CHILDREN'S COATS
John Ratcliff, the new pastor of the Crossing the Bar" is to be sung by
watch-fob and used a hundred or
more years ago for fire-kindling pur
Universalist church. The couple were the choir. There wifi be instrument
Polo mixtures and Check Coats in 2 to 6 year sizes,
poses, assumbly from its, size and
unattended. Manager Packard's com al music and it is expected that the
handsome construction the accessory
$5.00, $7.50, $10.50
pliments, in behalf of the theatre, male quartette will sing. Other serof a hipe-smoker.
were extended in the form of $25 in ices of the day include Sunday
Polo Cloth Coats in 8 to 14 year sizes; colors r-. ic, Pekin blue, and tan,
gold, and the minister's fees was also school at 11.45 with clrsses for all
Repairs are being made on tlie
paid by the theatre. The couple made ages, Children’s Happy Hour at 4 p.
also Velour checks.
Catholic Church.
their exit from the stage to the strains m. and B. Y. P. U. at 6.15. Prayer
$10 00, $12.50, $15.00
of the time honored Mendelssohn wed meeting on Tuesday evening at 7.15.
A. W. Sidelinger has bought
ding march, and followed by liberal AU seats arc free and strangers and
through the Parker F. Norcross
WAISTS AND BOYS’ WASH SUITS
applause from the audience.
visitors are sure to receive a cordial
agency an Oldsmobile touring car.
welcome at the First Baptist church
Shown
in
Balcony
Hr. Neil A. Fogg is driving an Olds
John Bcnitz, special agent of the on Main Street.
mobile runabout also bought from
SPECIAL FOR SATURDAY
Carnegie Hero Fund Commission who
Mr. Norcross.
VISITED WARREN LODGE
has headquarters at tlie Oliver Build
SPECIAL FOR SATUROAY
One lot of Boys’ Wash Suits,
ing, Pittsburg, arrived here Tuesday
“We have just had a caller from
and is a guest at the home of Ernest Degree Staff From Rockland Lodge
Three dozen Voile Blouses, in
sizes 2 to 8 years, made from
Kockland—Fred R. Spear, and were
Confers the Third On Five.
A. Benner. He is here for the purpose
both
high
and
low
neck.
ExGingham,
Chambray
and
Galaall glad to see him,” writes a member
of making inquiries into the accident
of the the Black New England
Knox Lodge of Odd Fellows paid a
of Nov. 10, 1920, when the 13 year old
ceptional value at............... $1.50
tea, reduced from $4.35 to $2.85
Theatres staff, from Boston, adding
son of Charles P. Richardson fell into fraternal visit to Warren Lodge last
the wish that more Rockland folks
an abandoned limerock quarry at the evening, and conferred the third de
would call while up that way. For
head of Limerock street, and was res
gree on five candidates, Ralph C.
the benefit of Rocklandites who make
cued by young Benner, at the risk of
Wentworth, William
Sidensparker,
occasional journeys to the Hub it
his own life.
Merrill J. Robinson, Seldom D. Robinmay be stated that Mr. Black’s office
ion and Earle P. Moore. On the arIs in the Social Union Building, Suite
II. II. Stover has been elected diival of the visiting members, nuin
301, at 142 Berkeley street.
lector for Knox county of the Maine bering about 50, the usual excellent
Truck Owner’s Association, and will supper was awaiting them, which was
There came to this office yesterday
attend the banquet at the Elks Club more quickly attacked and disposed of
something which seemed to be a cross
in Portland next Thursday night. than were the candidates. Mystic Re
between a petrified sponge and hor
Anybody else interested in this or bekah Lodge had charge of the dining
net’s nest Mrs. F. O. Hilt, who sent
Jlrs. Amanda Norwood, widow of ganization and desiring to attend the room and rendered highly efficient ser
Wallace R. Farrington, a former
it from Matinicus Rock, writes that
Capt.
Llewellyn Norwood, formerly banquet, should notify the Associa vice.
Rockland
editor,
now
under
consider

the object had been on the Rock for
keeper of Owl's Head light, died April tion.
At the close of the degree work
ation
for
appointment
as
governor
of
ppme time, examined by several per
28 at the home of her niece. Mrs. Clin
brief remarks were made by the visit
sons, and finally thrown away by Hawaii, recently visited his former
A
Maple
street
four-year-old
heard
ton Grey, in Center, Mt. Desert Island
ing members. The visitors had the
each. N. B. Fiekett. who is of a more home in Brewer, and on his homeward
the sad story of the suffering in use of a special car in charge of Carl
inquisitive turn* of mind, finally turn journey to Honolulu stopped off in aged 67 years.
China told by her Sunday school W. Chaples as conductor and Earl U.
ed it over to the ladies, hoping that Washington, D. C.. for a conference
teacher, urging the class to bring Chaples as motorman. On the return
Happy little folks, to the number of
their superior knowledge might help with President Harding. Your 'and,
their pennies tomorrow to help swell trip enough smoke was produced to
nearly
half
a
hundred,
thronged
Grand
overnor
Farrington.
solve the mystery. Mrs. Hilt in turn
the fund for tlie famine-stricken ure about one-half of the annual aleArmy
hall
Thursday
afternoon,
the
sends its to The Courier-Gazette of
land. Returning home, she question
fice which has asked Norman W.
Rev. Carl N. Garland's household occasion being the annual children's ed her grandmother as to why the wife run in Warren.
Tlie degree staff comprised: Noble
Lermond, curator of the Knox Mu belongings were moved to Bangor day, given under the auspices of Ed little Chinese
children's mothers
seum to come over and make the Thursday on one of 11. II. Stover & win Libby Relief Corps, and with the didn't give them something to etet. Grand, Ernest B. Packard; vice grand
patriotic instructor, Mrs. Lura Cables "Because” she was told, "there is no Abram W. Nye; past grand, Woodbury
diagnosis.
Co.’s trucks.
L. Richards: high priest. Oliver B
in charge.
The youthful guests food in the land.” "Well,” said four
Being all dressed up and no where
Edward B. MacAllister, manager of marched into the hall in perfect order year-old. "I've got ten cents; they Lovejoy: conductor, Herbert L. Stev
ens; priest of initiatory degree, Don
to go is not a circumstance to the tlie Huston-Tuttle book and station and gave the flag salute and allegiance can have that."
ald H. Kelsey; first degree. Percy E
superdreadnaught Tennessee, which ery' store, has been in Atlantic City’ to the flag. This program followed;
Hill; second degree, Winfield S. Ken
came to Rockland under ideal weath this week, attending tlie 21st annual Recitations. Elizabeth Harden, Anna
Joseph H. Kelley, who has been niston; third degree. Allen V. Sawyer;
er conditions, but has been unable to convention of the American Book Green, Marion Mullen and Vivian Mul ondueting public auto service at
banner bearers, . initiatory degree
have its trial on account of a busted sellers' Association. Nearly 400 book len: song, Frances Wheeler: piano Daytona, Fla. since Nov. 29, arrived
James A. French, first, George C
motor.
sellers were in attendance. The head solos, Dorothy Choate, Miss Egan and home yesterday, and the register Shute; second, Milton. V. Rollins
Alice
Hall;
piano
duets,
the
Knight
quarters w’ere at Hotel Traymore, and
showed that his journey had covered third, Harold A. Jackson; right scene
j Workers of the Littlefield Memorial n addition to the sessions devoted to sisters; piano and violin, the Mears 1997 miles. He fouund perfect roads,
supporter. L. Eugene Frost; left
Church are in training for next the serious discussion of trade mat brothers. Refreshments were served except a stretch of 77 miles between
scene supporter, Albert Cables; altar
week’s drive when they hope to raise ters those present were afforded ample The young folks got a great deal of Jacksonville, Fla. and Waycross, Ga.
bearers. John D. Richards, Frank F.
the church budget of $2250 on Wed opportunity for recreation, the pro enjoyment out of the event, and it was and this too will have been con
Richards, Isaac Newton Morgan and
nesday and Thursday
gram including a dance, theatricals reflected in the satisfaction which verted into permanent highway by Milton T. French; ark bearers. J. Les
Mrs. Cables and the other Corps another season. Mr. Kelley saw the ter Sherman. William B. Mitchell, Har
and a banquet.
Arthur LeDuxe and Harry Smith
members felt. Work was begun at the world's speed record lowered by a old A. Simmons and William H. Lar
who have been running the Hotel
Roma car which did 103 5-8 mils All rabee. George C. Simmons acted as
The game between Rockland High Corps meeting on 14 comforters.
Rockland barber shop for Libby and Vinalhaven High on the Broad
hour, ami whose driver Mr. Kelley inside conductor.
Paladino have bought the shop and way ground this afternoon is sched
had often taken as a passenger be
At its meeting May 20. Warren Lodge
The James F. Sears Hose Co., which
fixtures from H. F. Mayo. Mr. Paia uled for 3 o'clock. Both teams have
tween the hotel and beach.
will initiate one candidate and at the
dino is now running but one shop. pennant aspirations, and hoth will answers all alarms, is going to have
following meeting there will be work
It is loco ted in Singh i block over ha<e loyal supporters. Glenn A. good patronage at its annual levee and
Members of Winslow-Holbrook Pos in the first degree.
ball, .May 26, judging from the way are asked to meet at the Post hall Sun
the Burpee Furniture Co.—adv.
iMWrence, Bowdoin *07, who played
the tickets are selling. The commit
three years on the varsity’ team, is tee in charge of the event comprises G day afternoon at 1.30 to attend the
Hero’s another gentle remind'
funeral of their late comrade, Laforest
Manager Allen and all his patrons helping coach the Rockland team and
that the Lew Hanley dances in
wero delighted
with
the success decided improvement is looked for to W. Wheeler, captain; Charles M S. May.
Thomaston have become a Tuesday
which attended the masquerade car day. If the Rockland boys have the Blake, lieutenant: and Adelbert Clark
Tho Pageant of the Year and dance night fixture.
nival at tlie Skating Rink, Thursday assurance that the home folks are first pipeman. And those three beat
given at the Arcade last night by the
night. Th?re were nearly 100 skaters behind them they will do their two pairs any time.
BORN
Chapin Class of the Universalist
in costume, and all of the remaining darndest. last's make them under
Jacks,III- R'sklaml. May 5. In Mr. ami Mrs
Music lovers of Rockland and
church proved an immense success.
space in the big rink was filled with stand that we are. All up for Cap
Marnard
Jarkwm.
a
ilauglilsr Beverly Mar
cinity and all who wish to promote The report is deferred to Tuesday*)
spectators. R. G. Ingraham’s seven tain Brackett's lads!
Oxlnii—At Kilsli.v Hospital, May 12. Io Mr
the success of concerts here were in issue.
and Mrs Herbert b. Oxlon, a daughter—-bauri
piece orchestra was in fine fettle,
Mae: weight 6 pounds.
terested in the earlier announcement
and there was a pep about the .whole
A Rummage Sale will bo held by the of tho concert to be given by the
At the M. K. Church Wednesday
affair that made it seem very much
Ladies’ Auxiliary of the Seamen’s young women of the Harmony Club the women served their annual dan
DIED
like old times. With Mrs. McIntosh
Bethel, Thursday afternoon. May 19, on the evening of May 1, the audi delion green circle supper. It was
Norwood—folder. Me. April 28. Ainalid.
William Hamilton and Mrs. Nye act
at 1.30 o'clock, in the rooms over The torium of the First Baptist church very well patronized. The house
widow of Llewellyn N'nrtt’ooii. formerly i
ing as judges the following prize
’s Head, aged 67 years. 8 months. 2« days
Courier-Gazette office.
58*59
having been engaged tor that occa keepers were: Mrs. Ella Lurvey, Mrs, Owl
winners were selected: First prize,
Slav-Oxford. May 13. Laforest S May
sion. Miss Lottie McLaughlin, the Minnie Rodgers, Mrs. Annie bud
Boekland. aged 25 years. 6 mouths. 1 day
$5. best dressed woman. Dorothy
New York dramatic soprano, and : wick, Mrs. Austin Smith. Mrs. Eliz; Funeral Sunday at 2 p m.
Staples: second prize, best dressed
McLoon Ocean Bcacli, San Diego, 1'iilif
former Rockland girl, will be featur Hovey and Mrs. Iva Chatto. The Jan.
mail, Elmer Larrabee: third prize
28. (' be Hoy McLoon, native of South
WANTED
ed as the star of the occasion, while waiters were the young women from Tlmmaston, aged 65 years
$3. most comical woman’s <n tume.
McLoon
.Los Angeles. Calif . March B.TItom.l
another talented Rockland girl. Miss Mrs. Elizabeth Nash’s Sunday School
Vesper Glover: fourth prir- .53, most
Mcboon, native of South Thomaston, aged
Elizabeth Carini (who also has won class, dressed to represent the dande
comical man’s costume, (direct from
years
distinction in New York) will play lion blossom, and although this wa
Parts), Frank A. Curtis: fifth prize,
Miss McLaughlin's (accompaniments. their first attempt as waiters their
$1.50, second best dressed woman
Mrs. Anne Neilly of Portland, a noted services were very well performed.
Esther Harrington: sixth prize, sec
pianist, will appear as soloist, while
ond most comicajly dressed man
chorus numbers will be rendered by
The remains of the late William IFrank Smith. There will be music
the club. Tickets for the evening Shields, formerly of Vinalhaven. who
this afternoon, as well as evening,
Small, medium, large and outsizea,
(55
cents)
will
be
on
sale
by
the
died in Lynn. Mass.. Thursday, were
Tonight’s feature will be a three-leg
44 to 46. Prices 95c to $1.75.
members and also by the Maine brought to the Burpee undertaking
ged race.
Music Co.
parlors yesterday, and funeral ser
House Dresses, $1.45 to $2.00.
vices were held a-t- St. Bernard
To be sure of quality buy Bhjebird
Middy and Skirts, $2.25.
MAN OR WOMAN
C. D. Knowlton of this city, former Church this morning. Tlie body was
Corn.—adv.
Slipons, Polly Prims, Coveralls
ly salesman for T. A. Huston & Co., accompanied by Mrs.' W.' F. Shields.
and Small Aprons, from 39c to $1.00.
PERMANENT JOB
lias entered the general insurance busi Margaret. Grace, Beatrice and Joseph
John Linnell and Oliver Hamlin
.Children’s Dresses, 4 to 16 years,
ness, selling all lines, and represent Shields of Lynn, Mass.. Mary C. and
have purchased a Packard touring ear
65c to $1.00.
ing some of the strongest companies J. E Shields of Worcester, and 51.
and in addition to catering to the pub
The Courier=Gazette
In the country. He assures all pro Shields of Mqntpelier.
lie wil| make a specialty of accom
mrs. m. E. McKinney
spectlve patrons that any business
modating parties who wish to attend
49 Cedar Street.
Tel. 154-6
ROCKLAND, ME.
Every
can
of
Bluebird
Com
guar
placed
with
him
will
be
written
only
out-of-town dances in any place,
anteed.
—
adv,
in
American
companies.
—
adv.
any time. Telephone 65?-R.—adv.
OOMINfl NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT*
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FU LEER - COBB-DAY!S

PRINTER

BUNGALOW APRONS

WIGHT’S UT0TE
STORE"
Did you go to the mass meeting Tuesday night at the
Arcade? It was a wonderful meeting.
The High School students certainly were there with
the "pep." The speakers were all to the point, and a
fine committee of our leading citizens was nominated
to look into the cost and style of a new High School
building and report to the City Council at a later date.
That’s the way to do it.
As we sat there we wished the Mayor would call
another mass meeting and the citizens would get just as
enthusiastic about Main street and start a movement to
rid us of the disgraceful, disgusting and unsightly places
on it.
What do strangers, who come here by the thousand,
think of a city with a beautiful Main street, that will
allow all of the debris of a fire that occurred nearly a
year ago to remain, an eyesore to everybody but the
owners? And right here at The Brook, five years ago
the Opinion building burned, the old charred ruins of
which are still there, but partly covered up by a high
billboard. \Ve wish everybody that passes north or
south on the other side of the street would stop one
minute and look at it! And everybody has become so
accustomed to the pile of old cook stoves, horse shoes,
anchors and an automobile or two, tons and tons of
rusty junk, directly opposite two of our best churches.
In some cities the citizens would go in a body and
order the place cleaned up, or throw the junk into the
ocean. But, what's the use!
We wish the mayor would call a mass meeting right
here in our store, we would show them a thing or two.
Of course the first thing would be Claremont Coffee.
We talk about it to everybody and everybody talks
about it; some people talk to themselves about it; one
lady nearly died drinking 10 pounds to get the pound
free; but she got the habit; so have hundreds of others.
All we say is that it is the best Coffee sold today, price
38 cents; pound free almost when you wish.
And then we would show you for the last time the
third ton of Prunes we have had this month—and the
last we shall have, same kind, same price. We have
combed the country over for this lot; they are to arrive
Saturday. Did we speak the price—it’s 10 cents pound.
We are showing an absolutely pure Vanilla, full
strength, full weight bottle, made by an eminent chemist
at 30 cents for a two-ounce bottle.
By the way, almost everybody has attended the Park
or Empire Theatres this week. Were you lucky enough
to get a free package of Schrafft’s Candy? We sell
these candies, and receive them fresh every week; our
price is 50 cents a pound.
For the balance of the month we will sell Palm Olive
Soap at 9 cents a cake. Bensdorps Royal Dutch Cocoa
half pound tins, at 35 cents.
Our price for Granulated Sugar is 8 cents a pound.
Irish Potatoes, per peck, 23 cents.
Large cans California Peaches . . .................................. 28c
Large cans Red Ripe Tomatoes.................................... 15c
Fancy Slack Salted Codfish, pound.............................15c
Two large cans Evaporated Milk for.......................... 25c
Old fashioned Yellow Corn Starch, Duryea’s, pkg. 13c
Baker's Chocolate, pound............................................. 48c
Mueller’s High Grade Macaroni or Spaghetti, 2 pkg. 25c
A new lot of Pickled Limes.
New grown-in-the-ground Pansies, Geraniums, Eng
lish Ivy, and Forget-me-Nols.
,

The Wight Company
Knox county now furnishes com
paratively tew Memorial Day orators.
One of them tills year Is Judge Reuel
Robinson of Camden, wilt) will have
the satisfaction of speaking in his na
tive town of Palmyra.

Health Ofiieer 1). I,. McCarty and
Inspector of Plumbing E. H. Crockett
have issued notice to the local plumb
ers as to certain requirements which
must lie fulfilled before any job Is
undertaken.

REDUCTION IN PRICE OF
COAL AND COKE
The price of Coal has been reduced to $16.50 per
ton, and Coke to $1 5.00 per ton. As far as it is pos
sible for us to tell this is the lowest price we will be
able to make this year.
We advise our friends to order their Coal now,
for next winter, as we may be compelled to increase the
price at any time without further notice.

If you are in need of a summer fuel, try our Otto
Coke. It is cheaper than coal.

M. B. & C. O. PERRY
Telephone 487

You Can’t CooJ off Over a Hot,
Steamy Tub
Warm weather is coming—hot days that will tax your strength to
the limit, and you can’t cool off over a hot, steamy wash tub.
Let us help you keep cool—retire the wash tub and send your
family washing to us. We relieve you of all the hard work.
We iron all tho heavy and small flat work, fluff the stockings and
underwear, leaving a few light pieces easily ironed at your leisure. You
can enjoy your summer—you can keep cool and feel right—the charge
is small.
Try this sensible, saving way—just phone—we do the rest.
Let us call also for your Shirts and Collars.
try ’em and see.

Some nice work—you

WE KNOW HOW
WE WANT A FEW MORE AGENTS IN KNOX COUNTY

PERRY’S STEAM LAUNDRY
ESTABLISHED 1914
MAIN STREET, CORNER WILLOW

Page Ftni

Every-Otkci-Day
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It was bad enougli. God knows, to “L1FE WAS HARDLY
set a trap that would have killed ev
erybody on tn.v train; but this other
WORTH LIVING”
thing that has been pulled off tonight
is even worse. Mr. Dunton and his
unprincipled followers have set a thing That's What Mrs. Dereau Says
on foot here which is due to grind
us all to powder. Past that, they have
She Felt Before She Got
contrived to handcuff me so tliat I
Tanlac—Feels l ine Now.
can’t make a move without pulling
down consequences of 'a personal na
ture upon President Duuton, himself."
I have told a great many people
"Now my ‘marvelous inner reason
ing' has gone quite blind," she said, personally about my experience with
with a queer little smile. “You'li have Tanlac," said Mrs. Paul Dereau, of
Middlebury, Vt., "and I am glad to
to explain.”
“It's simple enough," said the boss make this public statement for what
shortly. “If Mr. Dunton had sent only it may be worth to others.
hired emissaries out here to bribe the
“Tanlac helped me just like it had
members ot the legislature—but he been made especially for my case and
didn't: he included a member of his
the difference it lias made in tny feel
own family.”
ings Is simply wonderful. For several
I was looking straight at Mrs. Sheila
COPYRIGHT BY CHAHLE5 SC RJ B N E R. 5 SOK-5.
as he spoke, nnd I saw a suddeD years I had no appetite and had all
next
to
tlie
coat-ruck,
and
when
Mrs.
SYNOPSIS.
frightened shock jump into tlie' slate- kinds of trouble with my stomach, was
Sheila cgme down-stairs ami went gray eyes. Just for a second. Be nervous, couldn't sleep, was subject to
CHAPTER I.—-Orabam Norrrosp, rall- through tlie hall, she didn't see me. fore you could count one. it was gone awful spells of dizziness and bad to
ad manager, and his secretary, Jimmie A second later I heard the boss jump
and she wus saying quietly:
)dds, are marooned at Sand Creek Hid
be all the time taking something for
It seems as
ing with a young lady, Sheila Macrae, up ami say. “At last!
“A member of his own family? That constipation.
and her email cousin. Unseen, they wit if you had been gone a year rather
"All my strength and energy left me
is very singular, isn't it? Was there—
ness a peculiar train holdup, la which
than a fortnight,” and then Maisie was this thing that was done actually and I felt so weak and lanquid that al
a special car Is carried off.
Ann came dodging out and plunked criminal?" she asked, Just breathing most any little task seemed beyond my
CHAPTER II —Norcross recognizes the herself down on the settee beside me.
strength.
I became terribly lowit at him.
car stolen as John Chadwick's, financial
spirited and despondent, and had such
You needn't tell me thut we had no
magnate, whom he was to meet at Portal
“It was, indeed. The election laws
gloomy feelings that life seemed hard
City. He and Dodds rescue Chadwick. right to sit tlnjre listening; I know
of this state have teeth. It Is a p^ni ly worth living.
The latter offers Norcross the manager
it
well
enough.
On
the
other
hand.
ship of the Pioneer Short Dine. which is
tentiary offense to bribe either the
'But it's certainly different with me
In the hands of eastern speculators, i I was just shirky enough to shift the
electorate or the lawmakers."
now. for Tanlac has given me a won
headed by Breckenridge Dunton, presi
to Maisie Ann. She
dent of the line. Norcross, learning that responsibility
There was silence for a little time, derful apetite m> stomach never both
Bhella Macrae is slopping at Portal City, didn't make any move torduck, so
and she was no lorger looking at him; ers me. I never feel an ache or a pain
accepts.
I didn't.
she was staring into tlie heart of the and hardly a trace of my troubles is
CHAPTER III.—Dodds overhears con
"You came out to see Cousin Basil?” glowing coals in the grate basket. By left. I am strong and vigorous, and
versation between Rufus Hatch and Gus
tave Henckel, Portal City financiers, In Mrs. Sheila was saying to tlie boss. and by she said: “You haven't told me just fee! happy and in good spirits ail
which they admit complicity in Chadwick And then: “He had a telephone call
the time. Tanlac is just grand."
this man's name—the one who did the
kidnaping, their object being to keep
Tanlac is sold in Rockland by Cor
Chadwick from attending a meeting of from the Bullard, and lie asked me to bribing; may I know it?”
directors to reorganize the Pioneer Short tell you to wait." After that. I guess
ner Drug Store; in Washington by F.
I
knew
Just
what
the
boss
was
go

Line, which would Jeopardize their Inter
she sat down to help him wait, for ing to do. and he did it; took the slip L. Ludwig: in North Haven by W. S
ns ta
pretty soon we heard her say: "Cousin of paper that Dedmon had written on Hopkins; in South Thomaston by L.
O. Hanley, and by the leading drug
CHAPTER IV.—To curb the monopoly Basil has told me a little about the
from his pocket and passed it across gists in every town.—adv.
controlled by Hatch and Henckel. the Red I
have you lieen having to her. If there was another shock
Tewer corporation, Norcross forms tne new trouble:
Citizens' Storage and Warehouse com- , another had quarter of an hour?"
for her none of us eouid see it. She
pany. He begins to manifest a deep in- {
“The worst of the lot,” the boss said had her face turned away when she ute, hut the question he asked had
terest In Sheila Macrae. Dodds learns
to come.
that Sheila Is married, but living apart gravely, and from that he went on
looked at the name on the paper.
from her husband. Norcross does not
"By what right did he come to you.
to tell tier about the Hatch visit and Pretty soon she said, sort of drearily:
know this.
Slipila?"
what had come of it; how the graft
“Once you told me that the true
CHAPTER V. — Hatch, aware that
“By what he doubtless thinks is
Dodds has knowledge of his and Henck- ers had a new claw hold ng him. now. test of any human being came when
el's participation In the Chadwick kid made possible by nn unwarranted piece
he
was
asked
to
eliminate
the
per

naping. offers him Inducements to leave
Norcross.
Dodds refuses. Leaving tlie of meddling on tlie part of the New
sonal factor; to efface himself com
office, he Is knocked senseless. Recov- ! York people in the political game.
pletely in order that his cause might
•ring consciousness, he learns that Nor- I
It
was
while
he
was
talking
about
cross has disappeared and is believed to ’
prosper. Do you still believe that?"
this
that
Maisie
Ann
grubbed
me
hy
have resigned and gone east.
"Of course. It's all in the day's
the wrist and dragged me bodily into
work. Any cause worth while is vast
CHAPTER VI.—Dodds connects Nor
the darkened front parlor, the door to
cross' disappearance with machinations
ly bigger than any man who is trying
of Hatch and Henckel. and on recover which was just on the other side of
to advance it.”
ing strength sets out to solve the mys tlie coat rack.
I thought she lia<l
tery.
“Than any man. yes; but for a
come to her right senses, at last, nnd
woman. Graham: wouldn’t you allow
CHAPTER VII. _ With Klrgan. the was making tlie shift to break off the
road’s master mechanic, DoJtds gets a
something for the woman?"
That being the case.
line on Norcroaa* disappearance! They eavesdropping.
“I thought we had agreed long ago
follow a clue given them ehrough a I was simply horrified w'hen 1 found
missing locomotive.
tliat there is no double standard, either
that she was merely fixing it so that
in morals or ethics—one thing for the
CHAPTER VIII.—The rescue party finds we could botli see and hear. The slid
and releases Norcross from captivity to ing doors between the two parlors man and another for the woman. That
which he had been lured. Norcross re
is your own attitude, Isn't it?”
sumes control of the Pioneer Short Dine, were cracked open about an inch, and
She didn't say whether It was or
refusing to give place to man whom before 1 realized what she was do
Dunton has sent to take charge.
not. She was holding the bit of paper
ing she had pulled me down pn the
he had given her so that the light
CHAPTER IX —Dodds follows an emis door beside her. right in front of that
from tlie fire fell upon it when she
sary of the Red Tower people, spying on
Norcrb8S, to a coal yard, where he over crack.
said: “I suppose your duty is quite
hears a plot to put Norcross out of
"If you move or make a noise. I'll
clear. In tlie slang of the street, you
business, and at the risk of his life frus
scream
and
they'll
come
in
here
and
trates It.
must 'beat Mr. Hatch to it.' You roust
find us both!" she hissed it) my ear;
he the first to denounce this bribery,
CHAPTER X.-At the home of Sheila nnd because I didn't know what else
Macrae Dodds is witness of strange to do witli such a kiddisli little terma clearing yourself and letting the ax
actions .of a man he b-lleves has de
fait where it will."
signs on the life of bis friend and boss. gant. 1 sat still.
It was dastardly, I
The boss was shaking his head
He prepares to defend him.
knew; but what was I to do?
bit doubtfully.
When tlie boss finished telling her
CHAPTER XI —The sudden return of
"It isn't quite so simple as that."
fihella's uncle drives the Intruder away. chant the Hatch talk, Mrs. Sheila
he objected. "I don't know that Pd
Later Dodds recognizes him as Howard
said
:
“
You
mean
that
Mr.
Dunton
Collingwood, nephew of President Dun
have any compunctions about sending
ton of the Pioneer Short Dine. A series and his associates sent somebody out
Collingwood to the dump. If the half
of wrecks on the line. Impossible to ex
here to influence the election?”
plain, cause alarm to the management.
of what they say of him is true, he
"He Is My Husband."
“Yes; that is it, precisely. But how is a spineless degenerate and hardly
CHAPTER XII.-Durgln, night dis did you know?”
• best right in tlie world. He is mv
worth saving. But to do as you sug
patcher. routes passenger and freight
"You made the inference perfectly gest would be open rebellion, you husband.”
trains to meet on a single track. Dis
aster is narrowly averted. Durgin com plain," she countered. “I have a rea
know: while Dunton remains presi
It was out at last, nnd the boss
mits suicide, leaving evidence that he
soning mind, Graham; haven't you dent. I ani his subordinate, nnd if I poor little house of cards that I knew
was bribed to bring about collision.
discovered
it
before
this?
”
CHAPTER XIII.—Evidence accumulates
should expose him and his nephew, he had been building all these months
that Norcross' enemies are plotting his
The boss nodded soberly. “I have the situation here would become sim had got its knock-down iu just those
death, but against all adviv he d» cidea
on a trip on a special train over the line. discovered a good many things about
ply impossible.”
four quietly spoken words. As well as
A pilot engine, traveling ahead, discovers you during the past six months: one
“Well?” she prompted.
I knew him, i couldn't begin to guesi
displaced rail which would have thrown
of
them
is
that
there
was
never
an

the special down a mountain side. Nor
“Such a move would rightly and what he would do or say. But he wa
cross hears for the first time tliat Sheila other woman like you since the world
properly bring a wire demand for my such a splendid fighter that 1 might
Macrae Is married. He refuses lo believe
began."
It.
resignation, of a nature that couldn't have known.
Knowing, as I did, that she had a be ignored—only it wouldn't, because
“I heard, no longer ago lhau this
CHAPTER XIV.—Hatch and other own husband alive and kicking around
I should anticipate it by resigning afternoon, that you were not—that
ers of the Red Tower corporation call on
Norcross and Inform him they have proof somewhere, it seemed as if I just first. Tliat is a small matter, intro your husband was still living,” lie
that in the recent election the road has couldn't stay there and listen tp what
“I didn't
made use of bribery. Hatch gives Nor a br4ak of that kind on the boss' part ducing the personal element. But the said, speaking very gently.
cross proof that the actual bribing was
results to others; to the men of my believe it—not fully—though I saw
done by Howard Collingwood.
Hatch was likely to lead up to. But Maisie
staff and the rank and file, and to the that there might easily he room for
demands Norcross’ immediate resignation
as the price of silence. Norcross learris Ann gripped my wrist until she hurt. public, which, as you say. is just be the belief,
it makes no difference,
from Sheila (hat Collingwood Is her hus
“You must listen!” she whispered ginning to realize some of the bene
Sheila. You are my friend, and you
band, and feels the ground has been cut
fiercely.
“
You
’
re
taking
care
of
him,
from under his feet.
fits of a real partnership with its are blameless. But before we go any
and you've got to know!”
principal railroad: these things can't farther I want you to believe that
As on many other earlier occasions, lie so easily ignored."
CHA I‘TEH XIV—Continued
I wouldn't have been brutal enough
Mrs. Sheila did away from the senti
“You have thought of some other to give you that bit of paper if I had
Dedinon, nnd Hie lawyer —3 ho mental side of tilings just as easy as
expedient?”
remotely suspected that Collingwood
hadn't spoken a single word In all ihe turning your hand over.
“No; I haven't got that far yet. But was tl.e man.”
talk—wore edplne toward the door.
“You are too big a man to let an
She didn't make any answer to that
The boss didn't make any answer to added difficulty defeat you now," she I am determined that Hatch shall not
Hatch’s wind-up except to say. "Is remarked calmly, going back to the be allowed to work his graft a second and after a while he said: “Having
time upon the people who are trust told me so much, can't you tell me a
that all?”
business field. "You are really mak
The other two were out, now. nnd ing a miraculous success. I have just ing me. I hcileve in the new policy little more?"
“There isn't much to tell, and even
Hatch turned to stick Ills ugly Jaw Olli spent two weeks in the capital, as we are trying out. I'd fling my own
at the boss, nnd M say. Just as If I
fortune into the gap if I had one, and, the little is commonplace nnd—and
you know, and everybody is talking
hadn't been there to look on and hear about you. They say you are in a more than that, I'd pull in every friend disgraceful." she replied, with a touch
I have in tlie world if by so doing 1 of weariness that was fairly heart
hitn;
fair way to solve tlie big problem—the
“No, by Jupiter—it isn't all! In ihe problem of bringing the railroads and could stand the Pioneer Short Line breaking. “Don't ask me why we were
past six months you've made Gus flic people together in a peaceable and upon a solid foundation of honest own married; I can’t explain tliat, simply
Henckel und me lose a cold half mil profitable partnership—which is as it ership. That is all that is needed in because I don't know, myself. It was
the present crisis—absolutely all.”
arranged between the two families,
lion, Norcross. For a less provocation should be.”
He was on liis feet now and tramp and I suppose Howie and I aiway
lhan that, many a man iu this neck
“It can be done; and I could do it
of woods has been sent back east in right here on the Pioneer Short Line ing back and forth on the hearth rug. took it for granted. I can't even plead
the baggage-car, wearing a wooden if I didn't have to fight so many dif At one of this back-turnings I saw ignorance, for I have known him all
overcoat. You climb down, and do It ferent kinds of devils at tlie same Sirs. Sheila reach out quickly and lay my life.”
the bit of paper with its accusing
“Go on," said the boss, still speak
while you can stay alive!”
time,” .'aid the boss, scowling down at
For some time after the three men tlie Are in the grate. And then witli scrawl on the glowing coals. Then she Ing as gently as a brother might have,
“Howie was a spoiled child, an only
went away the boss sat staring at tlie a quick jerk of his head to face her: said, quite calm again:
“In time to come you will accom son, and lie is a spoiled man. I stood
slip of paper on tlie desk slide. At “You sent the major a wire from the
last he got up, sort of tiredlike, capital last night, telling him to per plish even that. Graham—this change it as long as I could—I hope you wilt
I thought, and'said lo roe: “Jim suade me not to go to Strathcona. of ownership that we have talked of believe that. But there are some
mie, you go down and see if you can Why did you do it? And how did you and dreamed about. It Is the true tilings that a woman cannot stand
solution of the problem; not govern and------ "
find a taxi, and we’ll drive out to know I was thinking of going?"
ment ownership, lint ownership by the
“I know,” he broke In. “So you
Major Kendrick's. I promised him
For the first time in the whole six
I'd go out to the house, you reroem- mouths I saw Mrs. Sheila get a tittle people v.ho have the most at stake— came out here to be free."
tlie public and the workers. You are
ber.”
flustered, though she didn't show it
To bo continued—Began March 31
When our iaxi stopped at the ma much, only a little more color in her a strong man. and you wdll bring it
Back copies can be supplied.
about.
But
this
other
man
—
who
is
jor's gate, somebody was coining out cheeks.
noi strong; the man whose name was
just n« w.-re getting ready lo go in.
“Some day, perhaps, I may tell you,
The man bud (lie visor of his big flat but I can't now," she said sort of hur written upon the bit of paper I have
L. W. BENNER
golf cap pulled down well over bis riedly. And then: “You mustn't ask just thrown into the fire . . .”
—DEALER IN—
He wHeeled quickly, and what he
eyes, but I knew him Just the same. me.”
said
made
me
feel
as
if
a
cold
wind
It was Collingwood!
“But you did send the wire?”
AU Kinds of Real Estate
were blowing up the hack of my neck,
This looked like more trouble. What
“Yes.”
NORTH MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
because
I
hadn't
dreamed
that
he
was the president’s nephew doing
“And you also sent another to Upton
would remember Collingwood well
TELEPHONE 233-J.
41 If
here? I wondered about that, and Van Britt?”
enough to recognize him in that pass
also, if the boss had recognized Col
“I did.”
ing moment on the sidewalk.
lingwood. If he had. he made no
The boss smiled. "That second mes
“That man,” lie muttered, sort of
HILDRENS COLDS
sign, and a moment later I had pushed sage was an after thought. You were
the bell-push and Maisie Ann was afraid I'd tie stubborn and go. any gratingly: “I had completely forgot
Children have very deliopening tlie door for us.
way. That was some more of your ten. He was here Just a little while
“Both of you? oii, how nice!” she marvelous innner reasoning. Tell uie, ago. I met hitn as I was coming in
cate digestions, easily
said, with a smile for Ihe boss and a Sheila, did you know that there was Did he come to see your cousin—the
disturbed by too much
queer little grimace for me. “Come going to lie a broken rail-joint set to major?"
“dosing.” Treat croup
"No," she said, matching his low
in. This is our evening for callers. kill tne on tliat trip?"
and colds “externally” by
tone
;
“
he
came
to
see
roe.
”
Cousin Basil is out. but lie'll he back
Tliat got her in spile of her heaven
using—
“You?"
pretty soon, and tie left word for you ly calm and 1 could see her press her
“Yes. Finding himself In a pitfall
to wait if you got here before he did.' pretty lips together Lard.
That message was for the boss, and
“Was tliat what they did?” she which he has digged with his own
hands, he is like other men of his kind ;
I lagged behind in tlie dimly lighted asked, a hit trembly.
hail whili she was snowing him into
He nodded. “Van Britt was on the he would be very glad to climb out
the back parlor. I had dropped down pilot engine ahead of my car, aDd he upon the shoulders of a woman.”
guess the boss saw red for a mlnpn the liaJ settee, in the end of It found It. There was no harm done.
Over 17 Million JarsJUacd Ytarly
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BeatingtheSouthernPaafic’sFastestLimited
The Shasta Limited is the fastest
train traveling over the 751 miles
of magnificent track between San
Francisco and Portland.
But Buick clipped 44 minutes off
the best ti me ever made by this train.
A stock 1921 Buick Coupe on Jan
uary 7th and 8th performed this
remarkable feat. Conquering
frozen roads and mud holes, wind
ing mountain roads and rocky
canyons, Buick once again demon
strated its characteristic inbuilt
power, endurance and reliability.

The hind «/ ping Buieh en
countered nay he deduced
from this picture of a rear
euheel of the Buict nt one
stage cf the trip.

The time of 29 hours, 16 minutes
has never been equalled in a trip
on land between these two Pacific
Coast cities.

ROCKLAND MOTOR MART
PARK STREET,

L

apo

ub

-

-

ROCKLAND

WHEN BETTeIl AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT. BUICK WILL BUILD THEM

APPLETON
Walter E. Gushed of Springfield,
Mass., was in town Friday on busi
ness.
Elmer E. Ripley, who has resided
for some years in Camden, has ad
vertised his property here for silo.
Mrs. Emetine Gushee of Bangor is
visiting her son, U. S. Gushee.
Ambrose E. Fish is confined to the
house with a bad case of pluerisy.
Brown and Robbins have improved
the looks of their store by a coat of
new paint.
Aliss Rose Ripley is visiting in
Searsmont, the guest of her sister,
Mrs Lois Freeman.
A number from town attended the
ball game Saturday at Searsmont
played between Ihe Appletons and
Searsmonts. the score being 13 to 5
in favor of the home team.
Af other’s Day was observed by the
church in a fitting manner, with a
sermon appropriate to the occasion
by the pastor, Rev C. L. Cronkhite.
Several musical selections were given

7-J.S lb.
Packages
Only

by the < hoir in a pleasing way, .and
special mention should be made of
the beautiful antnsm by Aliss Ada
Wadsworth, Airs. Alary Ness, and Mr.
Cronkhite. A large proportion of the
good sized audience were carnations
in honor of their mol hers.
Two
young
men, Edward Ames
and
Barclay Miller, and Aliss Josephin?
Beane and her mother, Mrs. Cora
Beane, were received into oh ureh
membership. The evening exercises
were marked by a good attendance, a
fine service of song, and an interestsermon. Next .Sunday the pulpit will
be occupied by Rev E. C. Whitte
more of Waterville, w’ho will bring a
message on the New World Move
ment to pastor aid people.
Alaurice E. Davidson of New’ York
City was a recent guest of his uncle,
F J x. Dav id soi.
Miss Annie McLain is home from
Belfast for a short stay.
Airs. Adelaide Fogg is quite ill with
measles.
Mr. and Airs. J. G. Wentworth were
in Liberty Sundry, guests of her

brother, Wales Sherman and family
Ormoml T. Keene of North Appleton is driving a new car.
A

brush

lire

on

the

Ridge

iu

Ev**ry issue of The Courier-Gazette
carries the home news of Knox county
to every State in the Union and to
many foreign lands.
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!>•.A..1O O‘ A-HrCIl/
r.KANO
|»|elAILI.S. to, t«
t.Sifest.
Sifest. Always
Reliable
-r SGLI)”1 rciifiOISTSEYI
LGulSTS EVERYWHERE

JtJST bear in mind, please, that White House Coffee

is simply without an equal—that its wonderful flavor and

uniformity of quality ere really remarkable— that more and
more people arc drinking it at all seasons of the year—that
complete and perfect satisfaction attends its regular use.
Then You Go and Buy Some

DWINELL - WRIGHT CO, BOSTON
Principal

4 and 8 OUNCE CANISTERS

the

cutdown belonging to F. G. Creighton
of Union recently called out a large
crowd, but no damage was done.
Air. and Airs. W. J. To bey and chil
dren were guests Sunday of his sis
ters. Mrs. Albert H. and Mrs. Leroy
N. Moody.
I*. D. Perry was in Rockland on
business last Wednesday and Thurs
day.

Suits When Others Disappoint

c

VICKS
-WV R

•4.
, •»
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Coffee Roa3ter»

• CHICAGO

Every-Other-Day
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IN THE MOVIE WORLD

WHITE HEAD

SOUTH THOMASTON

Items Which Deal With the
Public’s Most Popular Rec

Capt. A. B. Mitchell brought home
liis new touring car Tuesday. He will
keep it at W. M, Grant s at Spruce
Head.
Miss Madelyn Ericson of Bangor
and John Erickson of Northern Maine,
who are visitin at J. R. Low’s, Spruce
Lodge, Rackliff's Island, were married
at the Baptist parsonage, in Rockland,
Saturday by Rev. B. I*. Browne. They
will leave this week on a trip to Bos
ton, accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. J.
K. Lowe.
H. W. Andrews attended the funeral
of his niece, Mrs. Eva Shea Dow, in
Rockland. Mrs. J. Edmund Andrews
of Vinalhaven, called to Rockland for
the same purpose, spent the weekend
witli Mr. and Mrs. II. W. Andrews at
Andrews Island.
Mrs. John Olsen spent the weekend
at her home in Spruce Head.
Roy McMahon of the coast guard
has moved his family here from Rock
land.
Mrs. H. W. Andrews und daughter
Kathryn visited friends and relatives
in Rockland last week.
The children had a great time hang
ing May baskets here.
Miss Madelyn Sprague of the Light
visited Theo and Thelma Andrews re

We do not wonder that “disinterested
outsiders” are occupying a front seal
in uneasy row’ when they learn of the
success of our suppers and dances held
in Grange hall every week. With the
spacious out-of-doors filled to over
flowing with cars from every quarter
$175 was easy money with us last
Thursday night.
If a referendum
never materializes we shall have me'
some nice people, had a good time so
cially and have got the townspeople to
gether as never before. Come again
Friday night of next week and have
another good supper and a general
good time. Our motto is: “Smile and
keep a-pegging.
we need th<
money in scores of places—and thanks
to everybody who has helped us.
Primary School Notes
Susie Sleeper, teacher. Pupils wht
for the past month have not been ab
sent or tardy are: Venetta Callahan
Jonathan Graves, Mildred Graves, and
Harold Rackliff. Those who have thi
second best record are Lucy Trull
Randall Hopkins and Stanton Sleeper.
In the recent spelling contest which
covered a period of four weeks thos<
wdio received the largest number of
gold stars, credits for perfect lessons
are: Grade 1, Mary Sleeper and Ethel
Holbrook; Grade 2, Edward Allen and
Harold Chandler: Grade 3, Lucy Trull
Grade 4, Malcolm Lester.
Lucy Trull and
Harold RacklifT
Grade 3 and Malcolm Lester, Grade 4.
received the highest rank in the
monthly arithmetic contest.
Ten specimens of early spring wild
flowers have been picked and brought
to school by children of the Grades 1
and 2.

reation.
(By R. Wall Doe)
Bill Hart having left the screen is
now writing boys stories, much like
the Horatio Alger series, but pettaining to the Western life.
• • • •
May Shudowland, a Brewster pub
lication, is as full of good pictures as
usual, and if picture creations along
the lines of futurism interest you
Shudowland can be depended upon to
give you a treat of picturesque per
sonalities not entirely confined to the
screen.
• • • •
Speaking of Sennett, reminds the
writer that “Home Talent’’ one of his
most successful comedies with Ben
Turpin, Phyllis Haver, Charlie Mur
ray and Harriet Hammond, queen of
tlie bathing suits, has been booked for
presentation at Park Theatre for
June 11.
• * * •
“Screcnland” a new picture publi
cation has made its appearance on
the news stand, and appears to have
a handicap over its contemporaries
by the fact that it is published right
in the city of Los Angeles where
they can keep tabs on the stars right
out of the back window.
• • • •
"Conrad In Quest Of His Youth,” a
Thomas Meiglian Paramount produc
tion which has been repeatedly book
ed here without the success TTf get
ting the picture for the days which
it is advertised, has again been en
tered to appear here, for one day
only, June 1st. The writer has heard
that this is a fine production, and it
is hoped that it will put in an ap
pearance on the date given.

• V • •

Alfred Cheney Johnston one of the
greatest portrait photographers of
the day contributes the entire star
gallery of the Juno Photoplay maga
zine, all of which are noteworthy
likenesses of as popular bunch of ac
tresses as ever appeared on the
screen. First among the pictures is
a new' and beautiful study of “our
own’’ Mary Pickford with her cur’s
n’ everything.
Seena Owen, Marie
Prevost of bathing suit fame and
Betty Compson among the screen
beauties that we know are also there.
Photoplay Magazine has something
to be proud of in being first to feat
ure these remarkable portraits, and
you will agree with tho writer when
you see them.
• • • •
Five big
productions from
the
master hand of I). W. Griffith are
now simultaneously enjoying runs
on Broadway. These are “Dream
Street,” “Way Down East,” “The
Birth of a Nation,” "The Love Flow
ers" and “Broken Blossoms.”
It is
quite a coincidence that this should
happen inasmuch as the last three
productions have previously had long
runs on Wroadway to packed houses.’
Perhaps even more coincidental is the
fact that the master director himself
is also on Broadway and was discov
ered in a box seeing the exhibition of
“The Birth of a Nation,” one of his
own pictures, thp other night. The
• projectionist threw a flood of light
upon him at intermission and he re
ceived a great ovation to which he
replied that these were rot his great
est pictures. “My greatest work has
never yet been produced" he said,
which is a great promise for the
Ameriman people.

• • • e

Advance bookings for the Park
Theatre for the remainder of May
and Well into June have just come to
the attention of the writer and cer
tainly present one of the most en
tertaining list of productions that
have ever been presented in this city.
First on the list
the Super-Para
mount “Idols eof Clay,” starring Mae
Murray. Do y ou remember her in
"On With The Dance”?—“Idols of
Clay” Is more dramatic, representing
the first of a long list of SuperParamount offerings to be shown iu
Rockland. Theatregoers should not
miss one of these great productions.
The new list of bookings give& Bebe
Daniels’ production. "You Never Can
Tell,” which has been anxiously look
ed for here by many, booked for the
Park Theatre for one day only,
Thursday, May 26. Among other
stars to appear here between now and
June 11 are Tom Mix, Wallace Reid,
Clara Kimball Young. Mary Miles
Minter,
Justine
Johnson,
Pearl
White Charles Ray, Thomas Meighan.
Wanda Hawley. William Desmond,
Mae Murray. Marion Davies and a
flock of Sennett stars which is sure
to contain some headliners.

More fishermen are wearing
Goodrich Rubber Boots today
than ever before.

The reason for this tremendous
increase in users is simple—
Goodrich wears longer than
other boots, and fishermen have
found it out. Naturally, when a
man buys a pair of Goodrich
“Hi-Press” and they last so
much longer and are so much
more comfortable, and so ma
terially cut down that big foot
wear bill — he's going to tell his
friends.

Young patrons will receive lolly
pops when they enter the theatre
this afternoon, and will doubly enjoy
"Colorado,” the great romantic mine
picture in which Frank Mayo is star
ing.
Briefly, the story concerns a
man whose cons-ience accuses him of
a thing which, through circumstance,
he had don,c. How the thought that
he has committed an unpardonable
offense preys upon his mind and de
prives him of happiness, paves the
way for the explanation which comes
in the climax with unexpected swift
ness and punch. Scenes in a gold
mine when a torrent of water threat
ens to snuff out the lives ot many
men and the girl, a thrilling tight be
tween infuriated men and a myster
ious -shadow which hovers in th**
wake of the principal ch-orcter are
qualities which make “Colorado" dif
ferent from the ordinary photodrama.
Commencing next Monday
this
theatre will be closed the first four
days of each week. There will be a
daily change of pictures on Fridays
and Saturdays.—adv.

cently.

School Notes

Parents' Day was observed Friday,
May 6, those present being Mrs. A. B.
Mitchell, Mrs. Ada Moody, Mrs. II. W.
Sin-ague, J, H. Olson, Mary Robinson
and Mabel Robinson. The program:
Welcome, Pauline Sprague; Mother’s
Fool, Theo Andrews: A Little Boy’s
Troubles, Winfield Sprague; George
Washington, Guy Robinson; Because
It's Our Flag, Thelma Andrews; The
Ant, George Moody; Bill’s In Trouble,
Madelyn Sprague; Aladdin and His
Wonderful Lamp, Theo Andrews;
Which General?
Guy Robinson; A
Modern Washington, Winfield Sprague;
The Bee, Mavis McMahon; When the
Teacher Gets Cross, Thelma Andrews;
The Fairy Shoemaker, Etta Mitchell;
Song. ‘‘America,” school.
Four new pupils entered May 3—
Mavis McMahon, Earl McMahon,
George Moody and Henry Moody.
Every pupil won gold stars this week
iu the spelling contest.
Nine different wild flowers have
been brought in by tlie pupils.

More and more fishermen are
finding out that Goodrich won't
leak,peel or come apart—it can't,
for it is made in One Solid Piece that’s the Goodrich way.

CRIEHAVEN
Look for the Red Line 'round the
top when you buy. 60,000 dealers
are now selling Goodrich.
THK B. F. GOODRICH RUBBER COMPANY
Akron, OHIO

Goodrich
Hi-Press
Rubber Footwear

EAST UNION

SOUTH SOMERVILLE

Frol Rankin is wiring James Dornan's residence.
Charles Burkett who is living in,
Rockland, was in this place recently
calling on old neighbors and friends.
There was a large attendance at
the dance Saturday night.
Miss Nora Fiske of Damariscotta
is the guest of her niece. Mrs. Mary
Payson.
A large delegation from Pioneer
Orange attended Pomona in Warren
and all report a pleasant and prolitable session.
E. C. Payson and family of Rock
land were Sunday guests at the home
of A. W. Payson.
Miss Ethel Gilman was a weekend
guest of Mrs. Maud Payson.
Mother's Day was observed in the
Sunday school with special exercises.
Mrs. Ralph Lewis of Union nnd
Miss McKenzie assistant superin
tendent of Knox Hospital. were
guests of Mrs. A. W. Payson Wednes
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Robbins were
callers with friends in South Union
Sunday.
Mrs. I.ilia Morton and •nolher Mrs
Millie Jones were in Rockland re
cently.

Miss Margaret Bartlett of Augusta
was at her home here Sunday.
William B. Hewett Jr. who has been
quite ill is much improved. He was
attended by Dr. Odiorne of Jefferson
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest P. Hewett and
two sons Merritt and Donald of Au
gusta were guests, of Mrs. Etta Hew
ett recently.
The Folsom brothers, Giles, Sumner
and Selden, of Taunton and Bridgewater. Mass., were in town recently
and called on old friends and neighbors
who are always glad to see them.
Mrs. Annie Day of Thomaston was
the guest of her mother, Mrs. Ella Day,
over the weekend.
Charles Allard and mother, Mrs.
Susan Allard, Glenwood L. Hopkins
and Mrs. Annie Day made a business
trip to Augusta Monday.
Friends of Mrs. Hannah Folsom were
pained to learn of her death which
occurred at the home of her son, Sum
ner, in Taunton. Mass., May 5, at the
age of 80 years. The greater part of
her life was spent in this town and
Washington. Wherever “Aunt Han
nah” lived she was loved and respected
by all. She was the widow’ of William
Folsom, who died about 18 years ago.
She has been tenderly cared for In the
home of her son for several years. Be
side the son with whom she lived, she
leaves two sons Giles of Taunton and
Selden of Bridgwater, one brother Lle
wellyn Turner of New Hampshire, five
grandchildren, one great-grandchild
and several nephews and nieces who
all have the sympathy of all. Funeral
services were conducted at the West
Washington chapel, Sunday, Rev. Mr.
Brewer, pastor of they church, offi
ciating. The floral offerings Were
many and very beautiful.

LOWER SUNSET

EMPIRE THEATRE

X

Walter H. Small has had a telephone
Installed in his home.
Mr. and Mrs. William Haynes have
gone to Boston for the summer.
Roscoe S. Powers was in Sunshine
on business Thursday.
Earnest Stinson called on relatives
ip Sunshine Thursday.
Walter H. Small came home Satur
day from Ellsworth where he has been
on the jury.
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Small were visit
Those small ads in The Courier
ing relatives in Mountainville Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Sterling Stinson were Gazette are read by every body. That
guests of Mrs. Stinson’s parents Mr. is why they are so popular and
bring immediate returns.
and Mrs. George Dodge Sunday.

Tha Appearance of your Cemetery Lot
is improved if the headstones stand erect. We build the founda
tions of concrete so they will stand the test of time.
We are prepared to furnish you Black and Gray Maine
Granite Monuments and Barre, Quincy or anything else you
desire. LETTERINGXA SPECIALTY.
We also sell all kinds of Marble. Give us a call or ask our
salesman to visit you.

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON

OXIEN PILE
REMEDY

Willow St.,
bos by

GRANITE AND MARBLE DEALERS
EAST UNION, ME.
53-S-tf

I'tcd over a quarter of
a century for Immediate
relief and comfort. Sooth
ing. healing add correc
tive. The result of scien
tific medical research and
Is the most
efficient
remedy for these distress
ing troubles.
Samples
and particulars plainly
mailed to any who write
The Giant Ovle Co.. 11
Augusta. Maine. For sale at 5Oc a

SUBSTANTIAL
wllh an enduring quality that suggests
dignity,

massive

MONUMENTS OR HEADSTONES

C MOORE

FRED S. MARCH

PIANO TUNER

Wttk tko Mtioo MmIo Commit
RERIB ENCE TELEPHONE. tM-L B0CKP0R

and

we have designed recently.
If this syle wouldn't look well on
your lot, we can offer you a number
of other models that include more deli
cate columns, ornate traceries and
decorative effects'. Le. us know your
preference.

AU Druggists

A.

simple outlines

proportions cliaracierize some of the

—-—-J-rttk

Mr. Rowe of Warren visited the
school here recently.
Mrs. Anna Anderson of Rockland
has been spending a few weeks with
Mrs. Andrew Anderson.
Mrs. Ralph Wilson is visiting her
mother, Mrs. W. A. Collins in Rock
land.
S. S. Tupper took a load of fish to
Rockland last week.
J. R Freeman and family visited
in Port Clyde last week.
Charles Anderson went to Vinal
haven after clams last week
The Criehaven Community Club
have had some permanent seats built
in their club house.
P. C. Mitchell went to Vinalhaven
Wednesday after a load of herring.
Miss Alice Tupper spent the week
end in Rockland.
W. H. Smith of Rockland was here
Monday .after lobsters.
F. S. Rhodes of Rockland has ar
rived to do his spring’s planting.
The school children are enjoying
the chicken pox; the puzzle is “where
did it come from.”
H. J. McClure and children and
Mrs. Brown and daughter Edna went
to Rockland Monday.
We have had very poor mail ser
vice the past week, and hope there
will be some improvement soon.
A baked bean supper and dance
was held in the Club House Saturday
evening A good crowd was in at
tendance who pronounced it a line
supper and a jolly time in general.
This is the first jollification of the
season but it will hy no means be the
last. Prospects look good for a year
of many pleasant times.
Andrew Anderson set 45 eggs and
hatched 43 well and strong chikens.
We don’t think that can be beat very
much.

MONHEGAN
Mrs. Annie Davis of Bath arrived in
town Tuesday to spend the summer.
George Green returned home Tues
day from Arlington. Vt. Mrs. Green is
in New York and will arrive here in
two weeks.
Rev. B. S. Fifield of Boothbay Har
bor is in town for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fillmore and
son Karl of New Harbor are visiting
at Earl Field’s.
Calvin Davis is painting his house.
Mrs. Josephine Shuman of Pleasant
Point is visiting Mrs. Otis Thompson.
Capt. George Cook went to Portland
Monday in the Zilpha.
Miss Katherine Robinson is ill with
the measles.

RAZORVILLE
Among those who visited Mr. ar.d
Mrs. Henry II. Clark at Razorville
Sunday were Ernest Bowler and son
Ernest of Portland. Mr. and Mrs. S. E.
Bowler of Palermo Center, James W.
Farrar, H. L. Russell and Mr. Smith
and son of Warren and Mr. and Mrs.
Sidney Humes and family of Stick
ney’s Corner.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Johnston and
Leland Jr., have been visiting his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Johnston,
Kennebunk, making the trip in his new
Ford. Mr. Johnston took in the meet
ing of Masonic Grand Lodge in Port
land on the trip.
Mrs. W. E. Overlook attended church
at Waldoboro Sunday and at Mank’s
Corner Sunday evening. While she
was in Waldoboro she was the guest
of her cousin Fred Simmons,
Road Commissioner Emery Turner
has been doing one of the best jobs on
the road that has been done for years
and has the north part nearly com
pleted. It has been accomplished In
less time and with a great deal less
team work and has smoothed up
quicker
Missionary W. E. Over lock has been
In Cumberland, Kennebec,
Andro
scoggin* and Sagadahoc Counties the
past week. While on this trip he at
tended the Masonic Grand Lodge in
Portland.
Will C. Lessner, Lamont Grotton
and Irvin Hibbert attended the Ma
sonic Grand Lodge in Portland last
week, making thp trip by automobile.
Cory dan Campbell
has
traded
horses with Fred Jones.
Dr. Stubbs of Augusta was called
here a few days ago in consultation
with Dr. Hoyt of Liberty on Mrs.
George Turner’s case.
Missionary W. E. Overlock was at
Waldoboro, South Waldoboro and
Mank’s Corner Sunday.
Frank Dolham who has been work
ing for Mont Grotton repairing car

Thi New Monumental Wtraroome
Park St, Cor. Brick.
Bockland, Ma. riages has completed his labors.

• • • «

Grammar School Notes
• Grades 5, 6, 7, 8. For month ending
May 6 our school of 19 pupils had an
average attendance
of 17i.
Those
neither absent nor tardy are: Walter
Bassick, George Graves, Robert Wil
liams, Edith Chandler, Lida Callahan,
Albertina Creighton, Lempi Anderson
Fred Anderson, Walter Andrews and
Donald Lester.
The three receiving the highest
average rank in scholarship are; Wal
ter Bassick, grade 7, 92%, Donald Les
ter, grade 6, 89%, Albertina Creighton
grade 6. div. B, 82%.
During the health and hygiene period
every Friday, each child is gathering
material and making a first aid book
let which w’ill contain much valuable
information
gleaned
from
many
sources.
Great interest is being shown in the
making of posters illustrating the ad
ministration of each PresideTit.
Kindness to birds and animals has
had a half hour period each week, in
the form of reproduction stories and
the memorizing of instructive poems
in each grade.
Much pleasure Is derived during the
last 15 minutes before the noon hour,
when the teacher (Mrs. Bernice Sleep
er) reads from “When Life Was
Young at the Old Farm,” a true Maine
story written by C. A. Stephens of
Youth’s Companion fame. The story
has great value because of its early
historical anecdotes.
May 4 a talk on “Two Years in
Africa on the Gold Coast,” given by
LeRoy Allen proved very interesting
and instructive. • Many photographs
added to the realism.
HERRING SEASON OPENS.

The herring season is on again,
several catches having been brought
into Portland Thursday and taken
out at the cold storage plants. For
the past fortnight a few scattering
herring have been seen off the Port
land lightship, but on Tuesday great
schools of fish were sighted off Mon
hegan, and the few boats that wire
rigged for herring catching at once
started out in pursuit, the little
steamer Alert picking up 130 barrels,
which she brought in here The fish
are of good size, just what is wan tea
at the cold storage plants for bait.
The news that the herring had put
in an appearance quickly spread
along the coast, and by the last of the
week it is expected that at least a
score of boats will be out searching
for them. Last season was rather
an off year for herring, the catch
having been considerably smaller
than that of the preceding seasons,
hut the fishermen report all the indi
cations this year as very favorable,
and are confidently expecting a
bumper catch this spring.—Portland
Herald.

AWNINGS, TENTS and
WAGON COVERS
MADE TO ORDER
W. F. TIBBETTS & CO.
SAIL MAKERS
61 FRONT STREET
Building formerly occupied by
A. J. Bird & Co.
TELEPHONE 225-R
CiThASat-tf

PAINTING
AND PAPERING
—DONE BY—

G. B. BLOOM
60 WILLOW ST. TEL. 234M, OR CALL
CITY OF ROCKLAN0
NOTICE—CARROLL STREET

Notice is hereby given that the Joint Stand
ing Committee of the City Council of Rockland,
on highways and sidewalks, for tlie current
municipal year will meet in tlie Board of Al
dermen's Room, City Building. Spring Street,
on tike twenty-seventh day of May, 1921. at
7 3t> p in of the <’i«»« k. for the parpoee #f
acting on the following iietition which has been
duly presented and referred to tho above named
Commission:
We, the undersigned, hereby petition that tlie
following described part of Carroll Street, lo
cated in the City of Rockland he discontinued,
to wit: Beginning at a point on the southerly
line of Clarendon Street, said point being 1S1 87
feet westerly from the westerly side of Suffolk
Street, thence running in a southerly direction
along tlie easterly line of Carroll Street 152 82
feet to a point on the easterly line of Carroll
Street, said point lieing 35 feet north of a
stake at tlie intersection of tlie easterly and
southerly lines of said Carroll Street, thence
westerly 35 feet to a point at the intersection
of tlie northerly and westerly lines of said
Carroll Street, thence northerly along the west
erly line of said Carroll Street 152 82 feet to a
point on the southerly line of said Clarendon
Street, thence easterly along said southerly
line of Clarendon Street 35 feet to the place
of lieginning. meaning to deserita that part of
Carroll Street which runs in a northerly dirn-'i^ii
Said commission will first hear all parties
interested and will then determine and adjudge
whether or not the public convenience requires
said street to l»e discontinued, and will then
pass upon sod determine the amount of dam
ages, if any, to l>e awarded hy reason of said
discontinuance.
M M. BAGGETT.
BENJAMIN C. PERRY.
MARCELLUS CONDON.
Joint Standing Commission of the City Council
of Rockland of Highways and Sidewalks for
the year 1921.
May 5, 1921.
57-60

SUFFERED SEVEN
5 LONG YEARS

Professional ^Business Care?
DR. C. D. NORTH
Physician andX-Ray Operatoi
OFFICE. 15 Beech Street. ROCKLAND

OFFICc HOURS:

Finally Relieved by taking
Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound

Until I a. a.

i:00 to 3:00 and 7.00 to g:08 ». a.
TELEPHONE 712
81-tf

H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions, Etc.

Ravenswood, W. Va. — “ For seven long
407 MAIN STREET
years I suffered from a female trouble
Naur,: 0 to 12 A. M : I to S fl. M.
and inflammation so
Residence. 21 Fulton Street Tel. 881-J.
that I was not able
Office telephone 493-W.
to do my housework.
I consulted several
DAVIS & STURM
doctors but none
Chiropractors
seemed to give me
relief. I read in a
Palmer School Graduates
paper about Lydia
400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE
E. Pinkham’s Vege
table Compound so Hours 2:00 to 5:00 P. M. Evening* 6:30 to 7.30
TELEPHONE CONNECTION
126-tf
I decided to try it,
and before the first
_____
........ bottle was gone 1 Dr*. T. L. & Ruth McBeetb
found great relief so
Osteopathic Physicians
I continued using it until I had taken
tl UNION STREET. ROCKLAND, MAIN!
eight bottles. Now I am very well and
HOURS: 8:00 A. M. TO 4:00 P. M.
can do my own housework. I can gladly
recommend Lydia E. Pinkham’s medicine EVENINGS & SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT
TELEPHONE I3B
1-tf
to suffering women.” —Mrs. Bertha
Liering, R. F. D., Ravenswood,W. Va.

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
The ordinary day of most housewives
OIDm: VINAL BLOCK, THOMASTON
is a ceaseless treadmill of washing,
cooking, cleaning, mending, sweeping,
Oflle. Hour,: I io 3 and 7 to 8 P. M.
dusting and caring for little ones. How R.tldenc. until 8 A. M. nnd by Aaaolotmout
much harder the tasks when some de
TELEPHONES: RMldnnao. 41-4; 01m, 14*.
rangement of the system causes head
8.4-tf
aches, backaches, bearing-down pains
and nervousness. Every such woman
should profit hy Mrs. Liering’s experi
ence. Remember this, for over forty Oflle. 400 Main Strout ROCK LANS, MAIM!
years Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Oflle. Hour., until 0a.m.; I U4E lull, a
Compound has been restoring health.

DR. F. B. ADAMS
OFFICE TELEPHONE IM-W

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Relldinco— Thorndlk.

Eastern Standard Time
Trains Leave Rockland for

Augusta. Aj7.00a. m.. 17.30 a. in .U 10 p. in.
Bangor. A57.00 a. in.. +7.30 a. in . tl.10 p. in.
Bath. A 57.00 a. in.. t7.30a. in., tl.10 p. in . 11.25
p. m.. A 51.3.0 p. in.
lioston . A§7.00a. m.. 17.30 a. in., tl. 10 p. m.
Brunswick .A§7.00 a.to., 17.30 a in.. |1.10 (v in,.
tt.25 p. ni.
Lewiston, A57.0(1 a. m.. 17.30 a. in., tl-10 p. in.
New York. t4.25 p. ni.
Portland. A57.00 a. ni., f7.30a. m.. tl-10 p. in..
tt.25p. ni.
Waterville, A {7.00 a. in.. 17 30 a. m.. tl.10 p.m.
Woolwich. 57.00 a.m., t7.3O a. m., tl-10 p. in.,
tt.25 p. in.. §1.30 p ni.
t Daily, except Sunday.
5 Sunday only.
A Passengers provide own ferriage between Wool
wich and Bath.
D. C. DOUGLASS.
M. L. HARRIS,
4-24-21 V. P. & Gen'l Mgr. Gen 1 Passenger Agt.

Houk.

TEL. IM.

DR. J. C. HILL
Residence and Office, 266 Mein 8»reei

Rockland, Me,

Office Hours:

10 to 11 A. M.; 1 to 2 P. M.; 6 to 8 P. M.

Di. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
Osteopathic Physician
36 SCHOOL STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Hour* 9:00 A. M. to 4:00 P. M.
Evenings by Appointment
Telephone 323.

1-tf

DR. LAWRY
U Oek (tree*

Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.

NOURS:
RQCKLAOB. Mt.
BANGOR LINE
Uetll t:00 e. a.
STEAMSHIP CAMDEN
Aeave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat 2 to 4 I. a.; 7 te 8 ». a.
TELEPHONE in
urday » .H 8 I' M is-.hi.i.nd Tima) foi Boatoa
Return Leave Boston Mondays. Wednesdays
and Fridays at ti l». M (Daylight Saving Time).
B. H. KELLER, M. D.
Leave Rockland Tuesdaxs, Thursdays and Sat
urdays at 5 A. M. (Standard Time) for Camden,
75 MAIN STREET, THOMASTON
Belfast. l<uel-s|Mirt. Winterport and Bangor
Leave Bangor 2 I’. M. (Standard Time) for
Office Huurt—Until 9 a. m.; I to 3; 7 to • p. m.
Rockland, Boston and way landings.
Telephone 141-3
MT. DESERT A BLUE HILL LINES
3 tf
BAR HARBOR LINE
(Standard Time)
Leave Rocklainf xuesdays. Thursdays and
>.irur<l.i\s at 5 a M tor North Hini'ii. Ston EMERY B. HOWARD, D.D.S.
ington, Southwest Harbor, Northeast Harbor,
Seal Harbor, due Bar Harbor 11.45 A. M.
Return—Leave Birr Harbor 1.90 P. M. for
Rockland and way landings
BLUE HILL LINE
(Standard Time)
Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays at 5 A. M tor Bark Harbor, Egge 407 Main St., Rockland, Me.
moggin. South Brooksville, Sargentville, Beer
Isle. Brooklin, South Blue Hill, due Bluo Hill
11 45 A M
DR. F. S. POWERS
Return -Leave Blue Hill 12.30 P. M. for
Rockland and way landings
Dentist
Connections at Rockland with steamer from
and for Boston
ORTHODONTIA (stralghtenlno teeth)
At Boston, connection is made with the Met GRADUATE HARVARD DENTAL COLLEOt
ropolitan Line passenger and freight steamers
298 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND
for New York via Cape Cod Canal.
Speer Slock.............. Foot ot Perk Street
TEL. 74S-M.
F. S SHERMAN, Supt. R. S SHERMAN, Agent Oflice Hour,: 8 to 12; I ,u S.
Rockland. Maine.
Rockland. Maine.

DENTIST

NOTICE
STEAMER ‘CASTINE”

Will lie kept running on tho
CAMDEN, WEST ISLESBORO AND BELFAST
LINE

Year Round Service, Standard Time
Leases Camden every morning on arrival of
electric car from Rockiahd at 8.90 A. M., Sun
day excepted.
Returning, leaves Lewis Wharf, Belfast, at
1.30 P M for West Islesboro a ml Camden, ar
riving at 3 45 In time for the car for Rockland

14 tf

COOMBS BROS, Belfast. Me.
Managers

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.

GEORGE W. FOSTER

Dealer in Pianos
Fine Tuning
75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney at Law
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE
431 MAIN STREET : : ROCKLAND, ME.
Telephones—Office. 468. House. R03-W.
BJ-tf

EDWARD K. GOULD

Tlie direct route between

Attorney at Law

ROCKLAND, VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN,
STONINGTON. ISLE AU HAUT ANO
CORNER TILLSON AVE. aefl MAIN STRECT
SWAN’ SISLAND

Steamer leaves Rockland al 1.30 p. m.,
(Standard Time), for Vinalhaven. North Haven,
Stonington and Swan's Island.
Returning. Leaves Swan's Island at 5.30 a.
M. (Standard Time), for Stonington, North
Haven. Vinalhaven and Rockland.
W. S. WHITE. Gen Mgr.

<75 MAIN STREET : : : ROCKLAND. MI.

Estate of Ella E. Fullerton

ARTHUR L. ORNE

L. R. CAMPBELL
Attorney at Law
Special Attention tn Probate Matter*

Knox <’utility In Court of Probate held at
Rockland in vacation on tlie 37th day of April,
Insurance
A. B 1921.
C \V Livingston. Administrator on the estate
Sueeeeenr te A. J. Erskine 4 Oa.
of Ella E Fullerton, late of Rockland, in said
County, deceased, having presented liis first 417 MAIM RTREFT •
• ROCKLAND MAIMI
and final account of adiiilnislration of said
-r.i’i- for allowance; together with liis per
sonal hill for $30 00
Taxi Cab and Carriage Service
Ordered. That notice thereof he given, once
a week, three weeks successively. In Tlie
Courier-Gazette, published iu Rockland, in said
BAGGAGE TRANSFER
County, tliat ail persons interested may attend
BERRY’S TRANSFER
at a Probate Court to he held at Rockland, on
,iiu |7th daj of Ma> next and abow canae, it
any they have, why the said account should
11 WINTER ST,. ROCKLAND
not lie allowed
Telephone 408
71tf
A DELBERT L MILES. Judge.
A true copy Attest :
52S58
HENRY II PAYSON. Register
Estatft of Ella E. Fullerton
STATE OF MAINE
Estate of Nellie S. Clifford
Knox, ss.
STATE OF MAINE
At
a
Probate
Court held at Rockland in &nd
Knox, ss.
said County of Knox in vacation on the
At a Probate Court held at Rockland iu and for
27ih
day
of
April,
in the year of our Lord
for said County <»f Knox in vacation on the
thousand nlna hundrad and twanfr-ona.
29tli day of April, in the year of our Lord ourWhereas
a petition has lieen duly filed pray
'•iu’ thousand nine hundred and twenty om
ing that the balance remaining iu the hands of
A petition for tho confirmation of Ambrose
W. Livingston, Admr. of the estate of Ella
Mills, Trustee under tlie wiil of Nellie S. Clif C.
K Fullerton, late of Rockland, deceased, on
ford, late of Rockland. Inning been presented. settlement
of h‘s first and final account, made
Ordered. Tliat notice thereof lie given to all
a Probate Court, held at R«H*kland, within
jiersons interested, hy causing a copy of this at
and
for
said
in vacation on the 27th
Order thereon to be published three weeks suc day of April ACounty,
1921, may be ordered to lw
cessively in Tlie Cqurter-Gaaette, a newspaier distributed amongB tlie
of said deceased,
published at. Rockland, in said County, that and tlie share of each heirs
determined
they may nppear at a Probate Court to lie held
Ordered.
That
notice
thereof
given to
at Rockland, in and for said County, on tiie all persons interested, hy causing a he
copy of this
17th day of May A B 1921, at nine o’clock in
thereon to be published once a week,
the forenoon, anil show cause, if anv they have, Order
three weeks successively, iu The Courierwhy tlie prayer of tlie petitioner should not be Gazette, a newspaper ptiblislied at Rockland,
granted
in said County, tliat they may appear at a
ADELBKRT L MILES, Judge of Probate
Probate Court, to l>c held at Rockland, in and
A t nn cow Attaal
for
said County, oiutlie 17th day of May A B
52S58
HENRY II PAYSON. Register
1921. at nine o'cbxY iu the forenoon, and show
cause, if any they have, why tlie prayer of
Estate nf Arianna T. Smith
Knox County In ('«»iiit of Protmte held at. the (tetitioner should not he granted.
ADELBKRT L MILES, Judge of Probate
Rockiiind in vacation on the 29th day nf April
,\ 11II.' cop) A " . Bl
A. B. 1921
52858
HENRY It PAYSON. Register
Frank L Luce, Admr. c. t a. on the estate
nf Arianna T Smith, late nf Rockland, in said
Estate of Sarah T. Menroe
(’nunty, deceased, having presented Iris second
STATE OF MALNK
account o( adnluMratken of mM attain far
Knox, ss.
ullnwance.
At
a
Pnfisate
Court held at Rockland iu anti
Ordered. That notice thereof be given, once
a week, three wwks successively,
in Tlie for said County of Knox in vacation oa the
28th
day
of
April
A. B 1921, in the year of
Courier Gazette, published in Rockland, in said
County, that all persons interested may attend our Lord one thousand nine hundred and twentyone
at. a Probate Court to be held at Rockland, on
A i»etition asking for tlie appointment of Mary
tiie 17th day of May next and show cause. If
any they have, why the said account should M Snow as administratrix on tlie estate <»f
Sarah T Munroe, late of Rockland, in said
not be allowed.
County, having lieen presented and applica
•
ADELBKRT L MILKS, Judge.
tion having been made tliat no bond be required
A true copy—Attest :
of said administratrix
52858
HENRY II PAYSON. Register.
Ordered. Tliat notice thereof In* given to
all jHTsons interested, by causing a copy of this
Order to be published three weeks successively
You Know What You Are Doing. iu Tiie Courier-Gazette a newspaper published
at RiH'kland, in said County, that they may
appear at a Prolate Court to he held at
Other People Nay Not.
Rockland in and tor said County, oil the 17th
il.iv ol Hay A B 1881, Bl nine o’etodfe in tin*
forenoon,
and show cause, if any they have,
Tell Them Through an Advertise why the prayer
of the pe. it loner should not be
granted
ment In This Paper.
ADELBKRT L. MILES Judge of Probate
A true copy A*test:
52858

HENRY H

PAYSON, Register.

Every-Other-Day
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WARREN

THOMASTON

WANTED

— ■—

Sidney Stevens has bought a new
truck.
Rev. C. H. Seliger of Vinalhaven
! will preach at the Baptist church
Sunday.
The W. C. T. I’, meet at the Monti gopiery parlors Sunday at I o’clock.
The infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
Forrest Spear is ill.
Herbert Kennirton is moving Into
the place recently vacated by II. Pen
dleton.
Frank Montgomery and Jliss Grace
Walker have gone to Boston.
The catching of alewives bus be
gun.
The mite box opening will he held
Saturday afternoon at Mrs. Caler's.
Earle Rtibinson is improving at the
hospital.
Rev. C. W. Turner goes to Wultham
to supply for his brother.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Mathews have
arrived from Wisconsin.
Mrs. Helen Davis has gone to Cantden for a visit.
Rev. Bi W. Webber will preach at the
’ongregational church Sunday morn
ing and evening, at 10.30 and 7, stand
ard time.
High School Notes
Last Friday night the two plays,
'The Scroggln's Divorce" and "The
Modern Sewing Society," were pre
sented'in Glover hall before a large
nuilience, nearly $75 being netted from
the entertainment. The school thanks
townspeople who so generously helped
to make the affair a success.
A change in time for this week was
tried, school beginning at 9.00 and clos
ing at 3.45, daylight saving time.
Doris Wincapaw who has been ill
with measles has returned to school
after several weeks absence.
Mrs. Louie Druett. graduate of '19,
visited school last week.
The chemistry class of '21 and "22
has completed Its year’s assignment
and is to take up general science.
As Mrs. Wentworth has returned
pupils who are to take part in the sing
ing hope to advance farther and faster
in their work.
The pupils who will take part in the
Music Festival met at Rockland
Thursday for a rehearsal.

SUMMER BOARDERS
Parties wishing to take city board
ers through the Summer, having
cottages to rent, or city people de
siring to board in the country this
summer write giving full informa
tion.
Outing Exchange.
P. O. Box 359,
Rockland, Me.
tf-55

A nupper will bo given by the
Woman’ll Auxiliary next Tuesday at 7
j>. m. (daylight saving) at the K. P.
hall for the benefit of the WilliamsHrazier Post. All boys who have seen
service in the late war are cordially
invited to attend, a genuine goqd time
On Power Machines
being promised.
There will be a bundle drive of
clothing for the sufferers of the Near
Lott and Found
East Thursday. May 19.
All those
■willing to contribute will please bring
LOST Open Lice gold watch. L. K. (’ on tin*
'
......... -v.
'•'■ward if
•' ;d
or send their bundles to Mr. Walsh's
to L K. G., Fuller-Cobb-Dfcvis._________ 58-60
store on or before that date.
Miss
LOST An automobile top Must cover In tixyit
Margaret Jordan and Miss Alice
of Fred S March’s marble shop. Finder plea*w
(ieorge will be in charge of receiving
notify Pit W HARRISON SANBORN
58-1;
and shipping the bundles.
5Stf
FOUNO Tidied up adrift, double ender. 3
Howard C. Moody will deliver the
miles east of Monroe’s Island
ANDREW
Economies in manufacturing successfully accomplished.
address in Vinalhaven on Memorial
( LEAKY. 54 Winter Street.
Advantageous contracts for materials. Improved meth
Ha y.
LOST—A urev kid {jlove.
KeUirn te lids
office or at I’ERKY’S COAL OFFICE, Northern!.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Burns of Port
’S
ods in manufacturing and increased facilities.
ug’ll
land are spending the weekend with
LOST—Five dollar gold piece, between Streer
Mr. and Mrs. John Mitchell.
Railway office and 8 High Street
Reward it
These are reasons why we are now able to ofFer WILLYS LIGHTING SYSTEMS nt
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Rivers have
Advertisements in Jhls column not to exceed left
at STREET RAILWAY OFFICE
57-lt
three lines inserted once for 25 cents. 3 times
been recent guests of Mrs. Isaac Jame
prices actually lower than before the War.
for 50 cents.
Additional lines 5 cents etch
LOST Small black purse, with suin of
son.
for one time. 10 ceuts 3 times.
Six words money, probably lost on 1.45 p. iu car out of
L-2-1% K. W. 3 H. P. light plant with 240 Ampere Hour battery was $695.00
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Davis are spend
make a line
_______
Thomaston, May 11
Reward if returned to
MRS M. E. WEBBER. Thomaston
5.-59
ing the week at the home of Farnum
Stone in Cushing.
Summer Cottages and Board
The Beta Alpha will meet with Miss
For Sale
NOW is the time when people are laving
Christine Moore next Monday evening.
summer vacation plans
Tiie Courier-Gazette
FOR
SALE
Double
house, situated one inin •
L-2-1J4
K.
W.
3
H.
P.
light
plant
with
160
Ampere
Hour
battery
was
$625.00
Mrs. George Patterson and Mrs.
suggests that owners of cottage property, to let ute from Main street; 2 rooms; Until r<-m .
or for sale, or accommodations for boarders, gas. electricity: garage; ectueut cellar. Caw
Ralph Patterson returned to Fairfield
announce tlie tact under this beading, where it he bought on easy terms
ROBERT I' COL
Wednesday after spending a few days
will be read all over New England.
LINS. Kcal Estate. 375 Main Street. Tel 77
with Mr. and Mrs. George Edgerton.
.58-tf
TO LET—By the day. week or month, fur
Mrs. Earle Starrett went to Portland
nished cottages at Mirror Lake or Cooper’s
FOR SALE Eight ro^ni house, electric lights,
Thursday, returning Friday.
Beach
H A ROBBINS. 24 Tillson Avenue, hot water heat, bath room, garage. Ten min
Rockland
. 55«y
The Grammar baseball team will
utes from Main street.
ROBERT U COL
LINS. 375 Main Street
Tel. 77
.58-tf
play the Rockland Grammar in that
TO LET To responsible parties for the sea
son
of
1921,
my
furnished
home
of
nine
rooms,
city Saturday afternoon and feel sure
FOR SALE—Fine residence on car line, •'k'THE NEW ADDITION TO OUR LINE
situated on the shore of Spruce Head. MARY trie lights, cement cellar, good heater, hard’
of trimming the Rockland boys about
T ELWELL. Spruce Hoad.
54*65
wood hoots, fireplace, batn room, one acre o.
IS runs.
Ic first class condition ROBERT
A Complete Power and Light Plant 600 Watt.—Thirty Lights.
00
FOR SALE—Two furnished summer cottages, 8 ' nd
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Ireland have
and 9 rooms, at Owls Head, Me Fine loca U. COLLINS, Real Estate. 375 Main v--et
Tei.
77.
58-tf
80 Ampere Hour battery...........................................................................
tion; price low; terms easy. B. F. HUSSEY.
closed their house tor the summer and
28 Church Street, Everett, Mass
44*82
FOR SALE—Brand new 20 inch coaster model
gone to New York. They were accom
Every farm and home, where central station current is not available, can now have
FOR SALE- Strip of land running from the bicycle, latest model; a bargain. TEL 186-2,
panied by Mrs. French who has been
58-tf
town road to Georges river. Beautiful loca City.
sending several Weeks with her sister.
electric light and power at lowest possible cost.
tion for summer cottage. Boating. Ashing and
FOR SALE Faims. I or 23 acres, near cut.
The Parent-Teachers Association
bathing facilities
Inquire MISS EVA K
Hen farm all equipped, three miles from city.
TORREY. Tenant’s Ilarbor.
.
32*tf
held a most enjoyable meeting last
PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW at new prices for early delivery. Wire, write or
ROBERT U. COLLINS, Real Estate, 375 Mails
Street. Tel 77.
5R-tt
evening in the Baptist vestry Rev.
call now for demonstration or literature.
Wanted
FOR SALE—Four registered Hereford bulls
Walter S. Rounds of Rockland being
One vearling. three calves.
EUGENE FEE
the speaker. These officers were elect
WANTED—Bronze Tom turkey not over two LER. Waldoboro. Me .RD 2-56.
58*63
Some excellent, exclusive territory still available for dealers.
ed for the ensuing year:
President.
veais old. Address A. E CARLE, Pleasant
FOR SALE—A mountain sliepherd pup. 3ic
Point. Me
58*It
Miss Mary McPhail: vice presidents.
months old JOHN I PHAM, Union, Me. 58*lt
Miss Elvira Gardner and Mrs. Louise
♦WANTED - Agents make $75 Weekly selling
FOR SALE A Dodge sedan car. P.»2# model,
guaranteed hosiery. We guarantee $36 weekly
Hall: secretary, Mrs. Viola Atwood:
full time; 75c an hour spare time. Experience with extra wheel and cord tires Run less than
treasurer. Mrs. Mabel Creighton. Sev
unnecessarj.
PERFECTWEAR
HOSIERY. 1500 miles. Inquire at 26 KNOX STREET.
Thomaston.
58-59
Darby, Pa.
58*It
eral musical numbers were much ap
preciated and refreshments
were
FOR SALE- Early cablmge plants 10c per
WANTED- Horse suitable tor saddle or driv
VINALHAVEN
Head lettuce plants,
ing puriKMies. for summer.
Address THIS doz 80c per hundred
served, followed by a social hour.
15c per doz , $1 per hundred Cucumber Hants
OFFICE or Phone 42-5-4
58-60
It is especially requested that all
10c per hili. L. E. CLARK. 1 Like A»e.
At the children’s concert at Union
WANTED-A capable girl for general house
members of the Red Cross meet at
church last Sunday evening tlie pro work in small family; all modern conveniences; Phone 321-1_________________________
Watts hall Sunday afternoon at 1.30.
FOR SALE Harley-Davidson motorcycle with
laundry sent out
MRS. W. H REID. Belfast
gram
included
a
recitation
by
Colon
to attend in a body the funeral ser
side car, EI819. ELMER KALLOCH. 20 8t;iUj
56-58
Winslow. This little speaker was the Road. Camden. Tfl. 67-11
v
57*59
vices for Private Theodore Colley Wil
WANTED—Carpenter work of ail kinds. F
youngest child on the platform and de
liams to be held at 2 o'clock. Thost
FOR SALE look! Man’! Buy a chopping,
A. IOOST. Carpenter and Boatbuilder. 737 Main
serves
honorable
mention,
which
by
block ho you wife can split the kindling. Good
Street. Tel. 233-M.
56*5t
members who have uniforms are asked
ones at one and two dollars E. L. BROWN.
lives for a few days. Mrs. F. J. 6.30 daylight saving time
Degrees mistake did not appear in the earlier
to wear them to distinguish the or
WANTED -Girl
for
general
housework.
CAMDEN
Summer Street.
.57-tf
Blood who has been their guest mo- will be conferred upon three candl- notice.
WINDSOR HOUSE. Myrtle St. Rocklanu. 56-tf
ganization; but the request is not
FOR SALE—Two cows, one new milch; .also
While seining for pollock ’ Tuesday
tored through with them.
dates.
limited to them, it is extended to the
WANTED—Te exchange for city or sea pasture to rent for season. W. L. MERRIAM.
Knox and Lincoln Past Grands’ As
Miss Edith Herinton has returned j Admiral Arthur (Tough who is in Capt. Walter T. Tolman and crew shore real estate a Dort Sedan, just overhauled Union,
entire membership.
Me.
37*59
sociation of Odd Fellows will meet
from Boston where she visited her 1 command of the East Coast Fisheries aught a salmon measuring 3 feet, 9 and repaired. Address Box 462, Rockland
FOR
SALE
-One
Ay
reshire
bull,
pure
bred.
Wednesday They will he joined with brother and sister.
55*62
! trawlers in Rockport harbor is high inches and weighing 26 pounds. This
THEODORE C. WILLIAMS.
months old. price $75
One Ayreslrire bulil
i
the Past Noble Grands Association at
WANTED—.Maid for general housework. calf, pure bred. 3 weeks old, $25. Papers with
B. E Packard of Sanford has been j line on fresh water fishing both for is the largest salmon known to have
6.30 o’clock when a picnic supper will
MRS G. M SIMMONS. Ill Talbot Ave
55tf them if wanted. A O. BENNER, Castle Hill
in town this week.
' size and quantity. No one
would been caught in Penobscot Bay.
Military Funeral Sunday For Thom be served.
66*61
WANTED—A Ford runabout body; in good Farm, Waldoboro Village. Maine.
The subject of the lesson sermon
I
’
’
.
E.
Morrow
and
H.
M.
Rankin
,
doubt
this
after
seeing
his
exhibition
aston Soldier Who Was Killed at
Another special town meeting is
1917 or later model. W. E. DORNAN
FOR SALE—Long and fitted hardwood, fitted
attended a meeting of optometrists ! of trout in Kenneth Knight’s window next Sunday’ at the Christian Science condition;
& SON. East Union, Me
55-63
mill wood Delivered. T. J. CARROLL, Thctuailed from 2 until 9 o’clock Saturday in Bangor Wednesday.
Chateau Thierry.
which he recently caught in West church will be “Mortals and Immor
56-tf
to vote on daylight saving. Those
WANTED—Competent girl for general house aston. Tel Rockland 263-21
Philip E. Leonard has been spend Rockport.
tals.”
work.
MRS
CLIFFORD
WOLFE.
Tel.
256-13
FOR SALE--Ford sedan, For cash or easy
The remains of Private Theodore who wish for standard time are to
ing a few cays with his father, Wal
52-tf
Moses Webster Lodge conferred de
Miss Marian Weidman motored to
payments. H. L. OXTON, 30 Warren Street.
Colley Williams, who was killed at vote, yes; daylight saving, no: ex ter Leonard of Portland.
56*58
Portland Thursday with her aunt grees Tuesday evening on Warren Bil
WANTED—Printer—man or woman, PermaChateau Thierry, will be buried in actly opposite to the way the ques
Chadbourne, son of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Cora Talbot of Rockland.
lings, Carl Burgerson. Capt. Job Cun nent job THE COURIER-GAZETTE. 52-tf
FOR SALE Chevrolet (490) touring car. Tires
Thomaston Sunday afternoon, with tion was voted on at the other meet Harry Richards has returned from
Price $250.
3 GIL
Mrs. Loring Philbrook is taking a ningham and Horace Bray.
WANTED Repair man, apply at once to BAY good. New battery.
lull military honors. The body ar ing.
CHRIST STREET. Thomaston, Me •
56-58
Knox Hospital where he had the ton two week's vacation from her duties
47-tf
Mrs. Frank Jones and son Frederick VIEW GARAGE, Camden
The V. M. C. A. baseball team has sils removed.
rived Wednesday and was taken to
FOR SALE Second band (bickering parlor
as clerk in the lluston-Tuttle Book and H. W. Fifteld and daughter Doris
WANTED
—
Your
property
to
sell.
I
have
the S. R. Cushing undertaking par been organized with the following of
piano; rosewood case. Inquiro of MR
Mrs. Belle Russ of Lincolnville has ' Co.'s store Rockland.
returned Wednesday from Searsmont, customers for all kinds of property. R. U grand
FOSTER. 75 Cedar street.
56-tf
lors. Today and tip to the time of ficers; Manager, John I. Taylor: as been the guest for a few days of her
Michael Drisc»>il and family have where they accompanied the remains COLLINS. Real Estate and Insurance, 375 Main
Street. Tel 77.
32-tf
FOR SALE New milch Guernsey cow. with
the funeral, at 2 o’clock Sunday’ af sistant mahoger, Oscar II. Emery: daughter. Mrs. Leroy Alien
I moved into what Is known as the of Mrs. Lucy E. Walls for interment.
•aif.
ORVILLE
WOOD.
Llnwrock
St.
56-53
ternoon, it will lie in state at Watts temporary captain, Forrest Magee.
WANTED—35 shaggy cats and kittens, male
Mrs. J. W. Kimball o
Jamaica Kellar house on Amesbury Hill,
Mrs. Ascha Jacobs returned to Hope
female. Highest prices paid. JOHN 8
Others interested are Harold Cross, Plain. Mass., is the guest
FOR SALE Ford truck in first class con
hafl.
f rela- , Mrs. H. G. Crockett and daughters Thursday, having been called here to and
RANLETT.
Rockville, Me Tel. 352-14.
Dtf
dition new tires and newly painted; at a earMembers of the 3d Company C’. A. Donald Richards, George Boynton lives in town.
Dorothy, Beulah and Blanche' of North attend the funeral of her brother-inriflee No further use for it. B. MILLER. 26
WANTED—('hets, cooks, waitresses, cham
•
Camden and 5th Company, C. A. and Arthur Morin, pitcher: Irving
Ii. A. Eldridge of Springfield, Mass, Haven who have been the guests of law, the late Eben Smith.
56*58
bev maids, laundresses, general and kitchen Rankin Street Tel 692-J.
C., Rockland, are invited to join Taylor, Kenneth Blackington, Clar is the guest of his daughter, Mrs. Mrs. Crockett's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
workers, etc. Telephone or call, except between
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—Ten hones. I
Mrs.
Sarah
Carver
left
today
for
with the 4th Company. Thomaston in ence Mitchell, and Myron Drinkwa- George Start.
12
and
2
and
6
and
7
MRS
HAWLEY,
780
pair black mares matched, 5 and 6 years old.
W. F. Upham, have returned home.
North Haven to spend the summer High St, Bath. Me. Tel. 725
100-tf
weight 2»yn lbs.; bay horse 6 years old. nice
performing escort duty. The Thom ter, catchers: Forrest Magee. Francis
Thomas Gushee and granddaughter
season at her bungalow.
driver and worker, weight 1306 lbs ; nice family
aston company will furnish the bear Bresnehan. John McGrath and Harry Eva were recent guests of his mother
mare. Canadian chunk. 5 years old; tyo work
Eliza
Patterson
returned
Wednesday
ers and the firing
squad at the Hooper, infield: George Thomas, Ar Mrs. A. A. Gushee of Appleton.
UNION
horses, seconds; 1 saddle horse. 8 years old:
Miscellaneous
from Rockland where for the past
1 second hand set double harnesses; 1 white
cemetery. Sergeant G. J. Wood, who thur Dougherty, and Neil Magee,
J. R. Douglass of Boston will oc
three weeks she has been the guest of
Chester boar Tel 9-31, Washington. Me. WIL
NOTICE—All persons are forbidden to tres
is stationed in Rockland
for duty outfield.
There was a box social and candy- her sister Miss Pauline Patterson.
cupy the Armsleigh Cottage duringpass on the Ingraham farm, at tlie Meadows, LIAM HALL. Union. Maine. R. F D. 3 56*61
The Kr.ights of Pythias and Pyth the summer season.
with the three (’oast Artillery Com
sale at G. A R. hall Thursday evening
Miss Carrie
Pendleton
arrived for any purpose whatever Trespassers will be
FOR SALE—P R and R I RED Eggs for
panies is co-operating with Williams* ian Sisters an requested to attend
Carl Heath of Boston is visiting hi Thursday from Brookline. Mass. She prosecuted MRS AGNES INGRAHAM 56-58 hatching. Inquire G H BLETHEN or MR.
George W. Perry, has been since
morning service at
the
Baptist Sept. 1. and is now a clerk in the sister, Mrs. Harry’ Pierce.
Brazier Post American
Legion i
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING. Picot Edge. Ac- RAWSON. 56 Holmes St. $1 66 a setting. 55*60
is the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Jane E. corffioh I’l.iiting. Narrow Knife and Side Plaiting
making the fune,\il
arrangemnts. church Sunday.
Guaii’anteo Trust Company, >jew
F. E. Burkett has a new air com
FOR SALE—A few great bargains in farms;
The stone tower on Mt. Hottie York, learning the banking business pression pump for filling auto tire Hopkins, while her summer home Rock Orders promptly tilled. PHYLLIS E TOLMAN. also a few good trades in double and single
Chaplain E. W. Webber of the Stab
18 Leland St. Tel 270-J
53*61
which will replace the wooden house from the bottom lip. This is the sec which is a great convenience to the Cottage is undergoing repairs.
houses
Apply to FLOYD L. SHAW, Rockland.
Prison will officiate.
54-tf
AMATEUR DEVELOPING and finishing of Me Tel 422-12.
At the annual meeting of the Me
The body will be borne to the is progressing rapidly.
ond largest bank in the country with traveling public.
quality. Send for sample plioto and price
morial
Association
held
Thursday
A patriotic concert will be given at branches in foreign lands. During
FOR SALE- One gray mare 9 years old;
metal
cemetery in a flag draped
list;
get
ready
for
summer.
E.
ALTON
BICK

There will be a public supper at the
1656 pounds
Will take horned cattle
casket on an army caisson, In the the Congregational church Sunday at the war Mr. Perry served in the avia- Rebekah hall Monday to which all are evening the following officers were NELL, Room 461, 39 Exchange St , Portland. weight
u exchange
A. H. CHATFIELD, Rockport.
53-58
elected:
President,
Margaret
E. Me.
30 o’clock by the children of the tion corps in France followed by a
funeral cortege will be the band
• 51-tf
invited.
Libby; Vice President, Mahala Vinal:
with ,hl. ..y„ wo,.k
Turkey.
SILK REMNANTS—For fancy work, quilts,
firing squad. 4th Company, C. A. C., Sunday school. Special invitations ,
Make
The Ladies Aid of the Congregation Treasurer, W. S. Vinal; Clerk, H. W. pillow tops, portieres, etc
FOR SALE—Organ; will sell cheap
For
23
cents
will
members of the 3d and 5th Com are extended to the G. A. R., Wom
51-tf
al church will have an all-day meeting Fifield; Trustees, W. S. Vinal. M. L. mail large package of assorted colors. HOME offer. 150 MAIN STREET, Thomaston
panies, C. A. C., clergy, members of an’s Relief Corps, American Legion
SILK
WORKS,
Box
427,
Rockland.
Me
53*58
FOR SALE—A 5-room house with barn and
with Mrs. Eula Leach next Thursday. Libby, T. E. Libby, Mahala Vinal, Liz
ROCKPORT
the family, selectmen, P. H. Tillson and National Guard
HAVE A FARM—Which you want to other buildings, about three acres land. Situ
Picnic dinner will be served.
zie Diack, J. E. Hopkins, H. W. Fi sellIF atYOU
ated on road to Crescent Beach and near Ash
Chisholm Bros, store has been com
Post. Ladies' Auxiliary.
Williamsonce
let
us
bring
you
a
customer.
If
Rev. and Mrs. Smith and Rev. and field, L. R. Smith and E. C. McIntosh.
Bargain. Easy terms MAINE REAL
John Marks of Portland was the
you want to buy. our new booklet is sure to Point
Brazier Post, Masons,
Knights of pletely renovated and a first class
ESTATE CO , 414 Main St., Rockland. Me 50-tf
line of confectionery, fruit, etc., in guest of his mother and sister Mrs. Mrs. Ufford were invited guests of A directors meeting was also called interest you. LEON C. FISH, representing E.
Pythias and civilians.
Strout Farm Agency. Rockland, Me. 51-tf
Misses Mary and Eva Ware Friday.
FOR’SALE Smail house at O«ls Head Full
and Jane E. Hopkins, Mrs. C. B. Vinal.
The deceased was a son of Mrs stalled. At the opening on Saturday Laura Marks and Mrs. Percy Luce
The many friends of Mrs. Nettie Mrs. Lizzie Diack and Minnie Smith
PASSENGER AND FREIGHT AUTOS—Five description and price on application. MAINE
Wednesday.
Clara M. Williams.
a box of candy’ will be given to th
REAL
ESTATE CO., Rockland. Me.
50-tf
passenger car.
Furniture moving.
JOHN
Albert Larson of Chicago is the Moody of South Union will be sorry to were appointed to care for the G. A. KEARLEV,
first 50 ladies.
East Union Tel. 18-31 Union 51-62
FOR SALE- Double tenement at Southend,
learn
that
she
suffered
a
severe
shock
Mrs. William Tyler left Thursday guest of his parents Mr. and Mrs.
R. rooms. The committee for general
MAYNARD BRENNAN has a Dtxlge sedan .ets for $22 per month. Inquire at 306 MAIN
Tuesday.
TENANT'S HARBOR
49-tf
for Boston where she will visit her Charles Lar son.
upervision of the upper hall are: W. which lie is using for public service. Call STREET.
Work
is
progressing
finely
on
the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Newman
have
49-tf
sister. Dr. Wetherbee.
S. Vinal, II. W. Fifield and L. K. DYER’S GARAGE. 124. or 618 M
FOR SALE—Nine room house with all mod
electric
line
to
East
Union.
Mrs. Abbie Clark has returned from
been
spending
a
few
days
in
Boston.
Irving Bucklin of Thomaston was
Smith.
PUBLIC AUTO SERVICE—Day or night ern improvements, on corner lot at 38 Crescent
W. E. Perry is driving a fine new
Medfield, Mass., where she has been a recent guest of relatives in town.
Douglas the young son of Mr. and
Comfortable, roomy, new Nash car. L. A Street. Terms reasonable. Tel. 361-M- MRS
43-tf
span
of
well
matched
black
horses.
WILSON.
38 Middle St. Tel. 449-M, Rockiand CLIFTON
this past winter.
Mrs.
Robert
Davis
was
thrown
from
Miss Maude Thorndike.
manager
47*58
The Masons had work on three can
FOR SALE—Early Pride seed potatoes; these
of the Western Union Telephone and his tricycle Thursday and dislocated
GREEN’S ISLAND
Blubird Brand Corn is the very best
didates Thursday evening.
Visitors
BOATS TO LET On Alford Lake, week days. potatoes last year made a yield of 300 bu. to
Telegraph office, left Thursday f*»i his shoulder.
—advt.
the acre. O. W. HOLMES, Lake Ave.. Rock
ERNEST (’ DtVIS
44-tf
Harbor Ught Chapter O. E. S. will were present from many other lodges.
her home in Dexter. Mrs Ralph Col
land Tel. 352-2.
42*58
Mrs. Aurelia Bray spent the week
A
tine
supper
was
served.
GET
YOUR
LAWN
MOWER
SHARPENED
entertain
Naomi
Chapter
of
Tenants
lins is substituting during her abend with her son Bradford at the Bray NOW And have them all ready for use. Wc
FOR SALE—Briscoe touring car. just over
Elbridge
Perry
of
Appleton
is
at
the
Harbor
and
Beach
Chapter,
Lincoln

hauled, almost new shoos, at a bargain. DR.
c ence.
home.
call for tliein and grind them ali nice on
.UNION HALL
IV. and Mrs. F. G. Blood of Roslin- ville at their next meeting Tuesday. Sanitorium lor a much needed rest and
•Mr. and Mrs. B. It. Witham arrived power sharpener, and deliver. ROCKLAND W HARRISON SANBORN. Tel 339-M 47-tf
HARDWARE
CO
40
-tf
treatment.
May
17.
Supper
will
be
served
at
FOR SALE—New and second hand furniture
dale, Mass., have been visiting relaWednesday. They were guests Tues
THOMASTON
WALL PAPER—We have had a line of at B L. RYDER’S. Pleasant 8t., Rockport. 18-tf
day
night
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Elmer
The Pick of the Best Pictures
samples sent us, frotn which to take orders
FOR SALE—18 foot power boat, engine over
Witham at Big Green Isle.
Mr. Albert Peterson, in the Carpet Department, hauled and rebuilt, in good running condition.
TUESDAY EV’NG, MAY 17
Lightkeeper Fred Robbins launched will be pleased to show them and take orders Apply to ( APT. CHARLES PATTERSON, 57
if you make a selection. FULLER-COBB- Maverick Street Tei 63-11.
FEATURE—COLORADO
his motor boat last week.
46-tf
DAVLS
35-tf
Winfred Lord's new boat is nearing
FRANK MAYO
FOR SALE—J. H. Flint homestead at 29
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the Franklin street, double lot, 9-room house, slated
completion.
5 Reels Western
Rockland Hair Store. 336 Main St. Mail or roof, bath, electric lights, cemented pellar, fur
Bradford Bray spent Tuesday night ders solicited HELEN C RHODES
18-tf nace heat, barn, woodshed, carriage house, heuat Crane Island.
ENGRAVED CARDS—Call at this office and pen HARRY M. FLINT, at Flint’s Market. 262
And a Good 2 Reel Laugh Maker
Main street.
31tf

Willys Lighting Systems
The Super Farm and Home Light and Power
Plants Reduced to

Lower Than Pre-War Prices

,s Now $595.00

15 N0W $525.00

SEE THE WILLYS LIGHT JUNIOR

Harold A. Robbins, Willys Light Co.,

STITCHERS

MODERN PANTS CO.
ROCKLAND

24 TILLSON AVENUE, ROCKLAND, ME.

Pillsbury Dry Goods Co.
Thomaston
Fine line of Voiles, 25c per yard.
Children’s Dresses, Middies and
Rompers.
Boys’ Wash Suits.

HATS
Silks, Serges, Organdies.

THE SUCCESS OF THE YEAR

MOTOR CxVKJS
Let us give you a con
vincing demonstration.

Tei. 131 Camden

Gordon Hosiery, Forest Mills Un
derwear.
Agents for Edison Diamond Disc
Phonographs and Records.

PILLSBURY'S STUDIO
Your friends and relatives are
still waiting for your photograph.
Appointments made day or evening.
Enlarging, Framing and Films
Finished.
PHONE 33-11

WALL PAPER
STILL THE MOST
SATISFACTORY WALL
COVERING

W. P. STRONG

Wdkhnidl'rr and Jeweler
THOMASTON, MAINE

examine .styles If you* already have a pUte
bring it in and let us print vou cards in latest
FOR SALE—Two 25 h p. gasottne engines.
size THE COURIER-GAZETTE
3-tf
These engines, one of them in good shape, but
both
in good running order. Will sell either
WHEN IN BOSTON—Evnry issue of The
(curier-Gazette is on sale by the Old South one of them at a trade Can be seen at my
mill.
The reason of sale is that I am going
News Co., Washington St., opposite foot of
School. Call around and get a copy of the to use electric motors for grinding. L. N.
LITTLEHALE.
4-tf
paper with the home news.
23-tf

Six-48
Touring, 5 passenger
$2185
Sedan, 5 passenger
$3185
Coupe, 1 passenger
$3185
Sport Roadster
$2285
Price F.O.B. St.Louis

NOTICE—R. B. Fillmore is authorized to rep
resent The Courier-Gazette in Knox county and
to receipt for money paid ou new and old subwimiomi
100-tf

ti:n to one

SALESMEN WANTED

Not just one outstanding feature combined with others of obscure
origin and unestablishcd quality, but each and every one of its ten
principal units is the product of specialists. That’s the wonderful thing
about the Moon. Consider its powerful six-cylinder Continental Red
Seal Motor, which the best engineering skill of a generation has made
the accepted standard of motor efficiency.

The Tw*n State t;.«s and Kleetrlc Com
pany serving with electric light and power
a population of 165 666 in New Hamp
shire. Vermont and South Western Maine,
needs bright, energetic men to sell its
7*T Prior Lien stock.
This Company has been o|«rating suc<*esafuily for 15 years—has been paying
dividends on its preferred and common
stock for 12 years and has earned for
many years an amount equivalent to three
or four times tlie annual dividends on its
Prior Lien stock.
Salary and commission. Apply for ap
pointment to

And just as it embodies the talent of the world’s foremost specialists,
unsurpassed in their particular field, so every one of the other nineprincipal units has been established by demonstrated excellence of
quality/ Delco Starter and Ignition; Timken Axles; Spicer Universal
Joints; Brown-Lipc Transmission; Borg & Beck Clutch; Rayfield Car
buretor; Exide Battery; Fedders Radiator—Nickel-Silver; Gemmer
Steering Gear—these are the cxcptional units of specialists whose work
no single plant or factory, however great, could equal.

Their selection by Moon engineers is backed by an experienced judgment
of sixteen years. The record of Moon accomplishment in engineering
and coach work is expressed in this wonderful car. No one feature
dominates at tbe sacrifice of others. There are ten units of equal merit
in the Moon, ?ach one of proven quality, guaranteeing goodness through
and through and resulting in a car that hasn’t a shortcoming to trifle
with the judgment or confidence the owner puts into it.

BAY VIEW GARAGE

S. O. BARTLETT
P. 0. Box 67,
Rockland. Me.
57-59

KOHLER iiowit
Direct connected home light.
Using Standard equipment.
Represented by

HUNTER MACHINE CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

MARINE
Firemen, Oilers, Water Tenders,
Stewards, Cooks, Messmen and
Radio Operators. Steady positions.
Labor trouble. Apply to

49Stf

W. H. MURRAY

CAMDEN, MAINE
FOR SALE—The Nelson farm at NurUroort,

25 acres and 6 acres of young growth; plenty
nF wo<mI
Splendid sltiLitioii f«»r a summer
home. Address IHChEV hNUWGTON CO. Itel
fast, Me.

7*if

Narragansett Hotel,

Rockland
57*58

To Let
TO LET Furnished or unfurnished rooms
for light housekeeping; also small rent, electric
lights in both MAIN STREET. COR. WILLOW.
NO. 2
58*60
TO LET—Three rooms for housekeeping, fur
nished or unfurnished
Apply at 16 SWEETLAND ST, off Rankin St
57*59

TO LET—Tenement at 36 Mechanic Street.
Inquire of W. S. KENNIS’fON, 176 Main St.

54-tf

TO LET Furnished
PLEASANT STREET

Apply

at 10
54-58

TO LET Building on Tillson Avenue, suit
able for store or restaurant. MRS. B. POL
LOCK
50-tf
TO LET—Nice dry storage for furniture, auto,
boats; also wharf privilege. The C. M. BLAKE
WALL PAPER STORE Tel. 466-1T
47-tf

TO LET—Somebody ts needing a house or
rooms
Advertise yours in this column and
you’ll get an application immediately.
3-tf
TO LET—STORAGE- For furniture, moves,
ano musical instruments or anything that re
quires a dry., clean room.* Terms reasonable.
J. R. FLVE. 221 Main Su. Rockland
45tf

FOR SALE

AT ATTRACTIVE PRICES
New Manilla Rope, all sizes.
New Manilla Trawl Twine 3 and 4
thread
New Wire Rope, all sizes.

RECEIVERS OF
EAST COAST FISHERIES
PRODUCTS CO.
Telephone 290.
Rockland, Maine
58-58

'age Seven
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Every-OtEer-Day

WOMAN’S CLUB

In Social Circles

he Educational Celebrates
First Anniversary of Its
Highly Successful Exist
ence.

lu addKlon to Deraonal notea recording de-

■aruirea and arrivals, mia deiiartmen: especial
ly desires Information of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
telephone will ue gladly received
tELEPHONE ................................................... 770

Mr. and Mrs. William M. Morse of
Zephyr Hills, Fla., are visiting their
daughter, Mrs. .1. T. Berry, Grace
street, before going to their slimmer
home in Cushing.

Mrs. Edward J. Hellier of 90 Talbot
Avenue delightfully entertained a sew
ing party at her home Thursday after
noon. About 4.30 o’clock a huge
"shower" came up and rained utility
gifts on ihe guest of honor. Miss Alice
Hellier. Some very clever poetry ac
companied the gilts, and caused much
/nerrimenl. l.unch was served.

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A CARLOAD
OF THE POPULAR

DORTS

Mrs. Elizabeth Booth lias arrived
from Boston to spend the summer at
her cottage at Holiday Beach.

COUPES, SEDANS,

ROADSTERS, TOURING,

Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Gilley of Broad
way will occupy the S. A. Burpee cot
tage. at Cooper’s Beach this season.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. S. Cobh and Miss
Ruth Cobb of St. Louis sailed from
New York Thursday for England, and
plan to spend the greater part of the
summer, and where they will be guests
for some length of Mr. Cohh’s sister,
Mrs. A. W. Butler, and Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur B. Richardson. Mrs. Cobb will
come to Rockland in August for her
Usual summer visit, but Miss Cobb will
remain abroad a while longer.

The 8th birthday of Grace Bottllianne
was celebrated Monday at the home of
her parents, 113 South Main street.
Refreshments were served by Mrs.
Boullianne and Mrs. Hazel Fisette.
Games were played, the Victrola and
piano furnished enjoyable music, and
the hostess received many gifts. Those
present were:
Mrs. Myra Flagg.
Hazel Fisette, Mary and Grace Boul
lianne, Myra Watts, Constance Grey,
Grace Grey, Dorothy Grey, Louise Mc
Intosh. Addie McIntosh, Evelyn Mc
Intosh, Myra Flagg, Forrest Flagg and
Myra Simmons.
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Brown of Rock
land and Henry Carver of West Rock
port have been visiting their father.
Deacon Ira Carver, at North Haven,
who has been very ill.
Members of the Progressive Liter
ary Club were guests of Mrs. O. Gar
diner at supper at the Country Club
Tuesday, following the annual meeting
which was held in the afternoon.
These officers were elected for the
coming year: President. Mrs. L. N.
Littlehale; vice president, Mrs. O.
Gardner; secretary. Mrs. O. E. Black
ington; treasurer, Miss Kitty Coburn.
The club will read "Othello" next year.

Rev. J. T. Coombs went to North
Haven Thursday for a few days.

Mrs. R. L. Knowlton has returned
from a fortnight’s visit in Boston.
The Woman’s Foreign Missionary
Society of the Methodist church met
Thursday afternoon at the home of
Mrs. F. C. Flint.
New England
Branch has been invited to come to
Rockland
for it? annual meeting
October 10 to 13. Only once before has
Eastern Maine had this privilege. In
addition to a fine program, plans for
entertainment were discussed and Mrs.
Minnie Rogers was chosen as general
chairman. Her assistants are Mrs.
Beatrice Crossland and Mrs. Ella Lurvey. These committees were appoint
ed: General arrangements—Chairman,
Mrs. H. A. Dunton; hospitality—Chair
man. Mrs. Rebecca Ingraham: assign
ments and
registration—Chairman.
Mrs. H. V. Tweedie; reception com
mittee—Mrs. David Beach; meals, Mrs.
Austin Smith; finance, Mrs. George
Nash; music. Mrs. L. N. Littlehale.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar E. York and
child of Springfield. Mass., are mak
ing a week's visit in this city, guests
of Mr. York’s nipt her, Mrs. Weed,
Spruce street.
Bertram Keene, lately returned
from Fremont, Neb., who has beet
Ihe guest of his father, City Clerk
Keene, left today for New York,
where he enters the employ of Henry
L. Dougherty & Co.

We have plenty of

CADILLACS and REOS
READY TO DEMONSTRATE

WE HAVE A FEW

SECOND HAND CARS
Read the list and see if we haven’t something to
interest you:
One 1914 Cadillac Touring
Or.o 1916 Cadillac Touring
One 1917 Cadillac Touring
One Dodge Touring, in first class
thapo
Velie Six Roadster
Bring ycur

Three 1920 Dort Touring
One 1916 Dort Touring
One 85-4 Overland Roadster
One 85-4 Overland Touring
1914 Ford Touring
One Nice Vim Truck

license and ride home.

GROCERY ANO ROAD WAGONS
Received
Every Tuesday.

FRESH

In Real Estate we have some good trades
OFFICE FURNITURE, SAFES, ROLL TOP DESKS

ALWAYS HAVE SOMETHING TO TRADE.
COME IN AND TALK IT OVER

Geo. M. Simmons
23 Tillson Avenue
ROCKLAND, ME

Telephone 4-W.

WEST LIBERTY

AUTO

SERVICE

PASSENGER AND TRUCKING
A serious accident happened at the
Day or Night at Reasonable Prices
Curtis steam-mill May 11. when Mr.
Curtis started the mill at 6.45 a. m. to
ROY H. GOULD
blow’ out the sawdust which had col
EAST UNION, ME.
lected near the carriage.
This car
Tel. Union 13-5. Rockland 9053-4
riage is of the self feed type and sup
58*63
posing he had secured it so it could
not start, he went to work down in
front of it. when by some means it
started. He could not get out and the
carriage, which weighs some 2800
pounds ran partly over him, as it had
the full power of the mill. His body
threw it off the track against the saw.
Help was at hand, the mill was
MRS. BRENNAN has taken the
stopped and Mr. Curtis was taken out.
hotei at Port Clyde, which has
Dr. C. B. Hoyt of Liberty
made
record time and arrived to find him
been thoroughly
renovated, and
badly hurt internally, hut just how had
will be open for Summer visitors
it is impossible to tell at this writing—
June first.
hut it is feared he has small chance of
recovery. Every tooth was taken out
Mrs.
Brennan
will
serve
of the saw. Mr. Curtis will probably
SHORE DINNERS as usual.
he taken to a hospital.
553tf
Granville Turner, who saws slabs,
got his linger on the saw Tuesday and
Our sale of wall papers is still go
cut it badly hut will not lose it. R. I.
Bradstreet on the same day caught his ing on. Room patterns $1 per bundle.
finger and crushed the end of it very At the C. M. Blake Wall Paper Store.
—-adv.
47-tf
badly.

PORT CLYDE

Miss Lucy Ball who has recently
resigned her position with the Bur
pee Furniture Co., is spending a two
weeks' vacation in Boston.

Arthur Wardwell, who has been at
home for a few days, returned Thurs
day to East Boston.
The Woman’s Educational Chib
members are invited to an informal
referendum as to proposed improve
ments in club program and plans
Take along your criticisms and sug
gestions as basis for coming year’s
changes in methods, study subject, and
special features. Constructive fault
finding will be welcomed. All dues
hre now payable to Miss Alice Hovey
8 I-aurel street, or Mrs. Georgia Glover,
Talbot avenue, assistant treasurer,
Please dont’ wait for the collector's
Visit: Join the Quarter Hour Club for
solid daily reading or study; only 1
minutes required.
Memorize Ute
American’s creed. Civic questions 2*57
to 273. Celebrities. Jane Addams and
William Jennings Bryan. Mrs. Win
nie Horton is critic. In Starkey's and
Dnnnack’s hooks city manager and
commission plans, instead of a mayor
Prepare yourself to mention a brief
current event. Applications of new
members must be invariably accom
panied by the advance dues.
Bluebird Corn packed by Medomak
Canning Co. Try it.—adv.

; Tlfh,first anniversary meeting of the
j Woman’s Educational Club was held in
i the Methodist vestry May 9. The sec
retary's report for the year showed 24
1 meetings held, including live guest
nights. Important studies for the year j
included civics, citizenship, current
events and word study. Speakers at
the different meetings were:
Miss
Myra V. Parker. State board of health
I nurse, who also gave a moving pic• ture entertainment; Mrs. E. F. Berry,
E. F. Berry, Mayor P.euben Thorndike,
ex-Mayor Frank C. Flint. Miss Helen
Corbett, Rev. Howard A. Welch. Frank
j E. Southard of Augusta. H. H. Pay' son, U. S. Senator Hale, Dr. Stephen
I Vosburgh of West Pownal and James
I Perkins of Bath.
At the close of the first year the club
I shows a membership of 251. Officers
j were elected: Mrs. J. F. Rich, presi
dent; Mrs. E. F. Berry, Mrs. E. M.
Lawrence and Mrs. E. B. Tremaine, vice
presidents; Mrs. Frank C. Flint, sec
retary; Miss Alice Hovey, treasurer;
Miss Hope Greenhalgh, auditor. Rev.
J. S. Crossland was the speaker of the
evening, his address treating of “Some
aspects of the present day scope of
Woman’s Work." His remarks re
ceived the closest attention.
A poem dedicated to the Woman’s
Educational Club was read by its au
thor. Miss Elizabeth Marsh. It fol
lows:

SATURDAY EVENINC, MAY 14
Dancing 8 to 12. Gents, 50c; Ladies, 25c. Plus Tax.
CARS AFTER THE DANCE

MARSTON’S
GOOD CROWDS

MUSIC
GOOD TIMES

There are .clubs of varloi kind* and styles,
And sizes loo as well—
Some never make a bit of noise,
While others riots qwetl.
Once on a time a President,
Beloved of all the nation,
Swung a '’big stick” so fearlessly
He wrought great consternation

Used Pianos and

Phonographs

all - record phonograph

AT A GOOD TRADE

And there arc clubs of pasteboard too,
‘Black as the ace” of old.
In hands of gamblers these, when trumps,
Are worth their weight in gold
And other clubs, some of great worth—
Of charity, you know.
Where women congregate to talk
While they pretend to sew.

without attachments

Grand Upright Piano
Prescott Upright Piano
Orchestra Upright Piano
Baus & Co. Upright Piano

And clubs of church and clubs of state,
Secret and strong and bold,
Where men were wont to congregate
And scheme, in days of old
And < ivlc clubs so numerous,
Efficient till the same
When* emancipated woman
Tries her hand to win the game

UCH is The Brunswick, and part of its
fame is due Io this great innovation.

2 Columbia Table Pho.
1 Columbia Cabinet Pho.
2 Victrola Cabinet Pl.o,
I Starr Cabinet Pho.
i Edison Cabinet Pho.
1 Flemish Cabinet Pho.

And clubs for higher knowledge
Where men and worsen true
Seek for the world’s upliftruent
And strive to know and do.
With all “thede clubs prolific.
Just one 1 have in view,
I think it—the best ever
And I’ni sure you think so too

Until (he coming of this noted instrument,
most phonograph owners had to be content
with a one-record instrument.
Brunswick
made this idea out of date.

The Ultona is part of l he Brunswick, in
built. And it plays every record at its best.

ALL CF THESE HAVE BEEN
TAKEN IN EXCHANGE FOR
ERUNSWICK PHONOGRAPHS
The one that leads them all and plays
any records made, even the Edison
without attachment.

Tis just a little simple club,
First formed of nieinliers tew.
But like "Mr. Finney’s turnip"
This chib it grew and grew ;
’Till now it is formidable
And still keeps growing on,
A very brilliant prodigy —
Just one year since Twas born

But listen, while I tell you
Why this club is such a hummer—
’Twas Rich in its foundation
And is going some, this summer
Its president Is Rich and wise.
So we will never sunder.
If this combination we can keep
We’ll e’er be a Rich wonder.

V. F.

Iis mission is just woman’s work,
To seek and search and find
The higher education
That develops heart and mind.
And the health of brawn and muscle,
And all the organs, too,
To function in the body,
Each one ils pan to do.
And to bring to state and city,
And aye to country too,
A sense of higher duty
As Patriots strong and true.
And so this club so young in years.
Is well started on the way
That makes for better citizens.
And thus iu, time may stray

The original

EXPRESSING

Another exclusive feature is the Brunswick
Tone Amplifier, built entirely of wood. It
lias no cast-metal throat, as is usual.

STUDLEY 2S3

THEIR

Main SL, Rockland

Arcade for the mass meeting of May

The

Rockland

Teachers’

Associa-

jq

Vion takes this means of expressing
Its appreciation of the courtesy ex-

John

M.

Richardson,

TODAY:

»

ANNIVERSARY WEEK CLOSES

................................... -I— . I........... .

............ - . —...... .. -I.

--------

FRANK MAYO in "COLORADO"
A great romantic picture, from the stage success.

NOTICE TO PLUMBERS
Every plumber before doing any
work in any building shall, except
in the case of repairs of leaks, file
with the health officer, upon blanks
furnished them for that purpose, a
statement of all the work he pro
poses to dc.
All pipes, tanks, faucets, valves or
other fixtures by and through which
waste or sewerage is used and car
ried, shall not be placed in any
building except in accordance with
plans approved by the Inspector of
Plumbing or by the Health Officer,
and no plumbing shall be done, ex
cept leak repairs, without a permit
being issued therefor' by the said
Health Officer.

Camden-Built Craft Navigates Rock
land Main Street on Trolley.

I

Final episode of "THE THIRD EYE”

jj

Commencing next week this theatre will be open only on Fridays and
Saturdays, but with a change of pictures each day.

THE NEW ARRANGEMENT
LOLLYPOPS FOR THE YOUNG FOLKS THIS AFTERNOON

PARK THEATRE
THE END OF A PERFECT WEEK

[

The Camden Anchor-Rockland Ma
chine Co. recently shipped through
this city by trolley a handsome raised
deck cabin cruiser, 34 feet long and
9 feet beam, consigned to M. Green
wood, Savannah, Ga. The boat w.’i.s
not only built by the Camdeli con
cern, but was designed by it and is
equipped with one of its 16 II. P.
valve-in-head, Model G, models. In
the forward compartment under the
raised deck are located the water
tanks, toilet, lavatory and cabin, the
cabin being fitted up with two transoms and two pipe folding berths.
The bridge deck is located amidship.
and under the bridge deck is the en
gine room. The after compartment
contains cabin, toilet. lavatory, gal
ley, ice chest
and two clothes
presses. The boat will easily accom
modate six persons.
The frame
throughout is Maine oak and the
planking is Maine cedar. The sides
of th<» cabin are Maine oak. The in
terior of cabin is finished out with
white enamel paint, with mahogany
trimmings. The boat will make a
speed of 10 miles an hour.
In transferring the boat from the
Camden Anchor-Rockland Machine
Company’s works she was placed in
a cradle, properly secured, and was
drawn from the works to the freight
station hv 10 horses. This says the
Camden lies aid, is lhe first boat the
builders have shipped in this wajk
for many years. In the past yt*ors
the boats have been delivered by
water.
PARTIAL COMPENSATION.

By order of

TODAY ONLY

D. L. McCARTY,

Health Officer.

E. H. CROCKETT,

WILLIAM

in

FARNUM

"THE

SCUTTLERS"

See his terrific battle in the hold of the sinking ship, and another
while marooned on the desert isle.

Electric Doll Lamps Given Away This Afternoon

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WALLACE REID

NORMA TALMADGE
—IN—

—IN—

"PANTHEA"

“What’s Your Hurry?”
How he drove a truck into a
broken dam and saved the valley

The life, tne romance, the sacri
fice and the punishment of a girl
who gave ALL that her husband
might know happiness.

“On a Summer’s Day”

“HE LAUGHS LAST”

Verdict In Case of Fairfield Vs. the
W H. Glover Co. of Rockland.
A decision was rendered Wednes
day by Major Arthur L. Thayer of
Bangor t chairman of the Maine In
dustrial Accident Commission, in the
.1

<»f

F’.i it li'‘ltl

T

IPPER

WATTS

HALL

THOMASTON

MARSTON

EVERY TUESDAY
HANLEY'S

pair

TO THE PEOPLE OF ROCKLAND:—

The Park Theatre under the new arrangement will run
with a daily change of program on Mondays, Tuesdays, and
Wednesdays, a special picture two days, Thursdays and Fri
days, and a complete change of bill again on Saturdays.
(Signed) ALFRED 8. BLACK.

58 59

S|49

Announcement!

It is with sincere regret therefore that I now announce that
hereafter the Empire will be operated only on Fridays and Sat
urdays with a complete change of program each day.

North

AN EXAMPLE j

/STRAP

Business conditions in the amusement field in Rockland
have not for some time justified the running of the Empire
Theatre on a full time basis, but due both to sentiment and pride
—since the Empire was my first house—I have continued to
keep it open.

flf

Islesboro versus the W. II. Glover
Company and the Travelers’ In
surance Company, insurers, awarding
partial compensation.
The petitioner states that on Dec.
20, 1918, while working as a carpenter
in the employ of the W. II. Glover
Company at Rockland, he received
a personal injury by accident arising
out of and in the course of his employment wherein he was struck in
the eye by a piece of stone.
The
injury resulted in the loss of vision
of the left eye.
This STYLIbH

DANCE

LAUNCH.

President,

ILarriette G. Trask, Secretary.

Beyond the narrow limits.
To the larger fields as well
For once started on the journey’
Where 'twill end no one can tell.
I venture this conclusion.
And I think It’s safe to bet,
With a County Commissioner leading
We are sure to get there yet I

Here’s to the Youthful Prodigy
May it grow on apace,
Ever Rich in its achievement.
And a winner in the race.

CABIN

HANDSOME

tended by A. S. Bl.uk and Manager
Packard in giving it the use of the

THANKS.

___

A Super-Value

—of the tremen
dous saving possi-l
bit* when you buy j
direct from the “L.

J. TAPPAN Shoe
Co.’’, makers of
women’s high
grade shoes. These J

One Strap Slippers

could not be bought elsewhere under
$3.
Black, kid-finished leather with
durable, flexible soles and rubber heels
Unseamed lining and soft in-soles
make these as easy on your feet as
old shoes.
POSTAGE FREE.
Send
only $1.49 for each pair desired. Ask
| for illustrated literature
describing
our WOMEN’S SHOES at FACTORY
!

PRICES.
Boston

Visit

BE

Our

SURE

Store

TO

When

GIVE

In

S1?E.

Address M. 0. Dept. No. 10.

L. J. Yappan Shoe Co.
18 HANOVtR ST

58-60

BOSTON. MASS.
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Page Eight
THE NAVY'S ENEMIES
“Tear Gas,” Intolerable To
the Eyes, and "Toxie Gas,
Instantly Fatal, New Ele
ments of Warfare.

Frankfurt, the cx-Gcrinan battleship
Ostfriesland and a number of ex-Ger
man submarines and destroyers. Live
bombs will be used against these ves
sels. In addition the combined aerial
forces will attack the radio-controlled
battleship Iowa with dummy bombs to
develop the accuracy factor.

ROCKVILLE

The use of poisonous gases against
This town has not generally adopt
Naval vessels under simulated battle
ed the daylight saving time.
conditions will be tested for the first
The weather is cold for the season.
lime during bombing experiments to Wednesday morning the thermome
be conducted off the Atlantic Coast be ter registered two degrees below
freezing.
A heavy white frost lay
ginning June 21.
over the
low lands and covered
While Army and Navy aerial forces some that were not low; but in spite
are cooperating in an effort to demon of cold every thing in
nature is
strate the effectiveness of aerial bombs really a month curlier than usual.
against modern Naval vessels, the One enjoys a ride through the coun
chemical warfare service of the Army try about this time it they enjoy , na
will be launching a poison gas attack ture, and 1 think they do according
from the air against one or more war to the number of automobile parties
ihat passed through this village Sun
ships in an attempt to show that the
day. It was a beautiful day, though
Navy must immediately build up de
cool. Woods, fields and pastures arc
fenses against a new and terrible men
lovely
There arc so many different
ace—asphyxi.it ion.
and beautiful colors all blending har
Under present plans the ship to be moniously, making a perfect picture
gassed will have a crew’ aboard. Non- that only
the Master’s hand could
explosive bombs filled with “tear gas”
produce.
will be dropped and every man on
Rodney Messer has returned to the
board the vessel will be required to employment of Owar Carroll.
keep within the protected areas and
Some of ear farmers are planting
wear a gas mask.
while others have not planted any
Officers of the chemical warfare ser thing yet.
One of them said there
vice believe that by using a gas of in was no time lost as.the ground is so
tolerable concentration, that is of suffi cold.
cient strength to incapacitate but not
Mr* Hannah Wotton has been
to kill, the service can prove its conten visiting
her niece, Mrs. Augustus
tion that in the next war battleships Rankin, in Rockland.
must be made literally airtight to pro
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Barrows were
tect the crews.
in Rockland Wednesday. We were
The Chemical Warfare Service and glad to see Charles out after his ill
the War Department are cooperating ness.
in conducting experiments in the use
Enoch Hawley is planting his gar
of toxic gases at sea and in building den.
up adequate defenses to protect Amer
Saturday an alarm of tire was giv
ican sailors in the next war. As a re en. because of a fire at Elbert Gxton’s
sult of these experiments important place over the hill. Some of the men
changes may be made in the design of sprinted over there double quick and
new ships and some already under the Rockland Chemical also made
construction, but not yet far advanced. record time. Rockland’s fire company
The “tear gas” which the Chemical are no laggards even if they do have
Warfare Service proposes to use in the to go out of their way. The fire was
coming test is known to chemists as all o»t when they got there. It was
brombenzyicyanide. The mixture is caused by a spark falling on the roof
intolerable to the eyes, but is not dan of ell. Very little damage was dona.
gerous. The significance of its effect
on the battleship personnel. Army offi
cers assert, will lie in the fact that it
is of a concentration and persistency
exactly similar to the instantly fatal
gases which the Chemical Warfare
Service is prepared to use against a
hostile Navy in time of war.
• » » •
Jt was pointed out by Army officers
that the ventilating system of all war
ships is based on a suction system
drawing air through tubes to every!
part of the vessel. This system, they j
declared, would be the chief ally of an i
enemy gas attack, sucking into every
nook and corner of the vessel the .dead
ly gases introduced into the ship by
deck-piercing shells dropped from air- i
craft. Gases already prepared and in J
stock are of such deadly mixture, the
officers declare, that one whiff will kill!
almost instantly.
The chemical warfare service has
also developed, it was learned, another
deadly weapon to be used in Naval
warfare in the future. It is a “toxic
smoke” called diphenyichlorarsine. It
is designed to be used in place of the
smoke-screen heretofore laid down by
destroyers to shield the main fleet
from the enemy.
This “toxic smoke” consists of dense
poisonous dust clouds designed to be
liberated on the surface of the sea
through bombs and
smoke-boxes
placed to windward of the enemy
force. The poison dust will be drawn
Into the ventilating system of the hos
tile ships, the officers assert, with par
ticularly deadly effect.
A third innovation the chemical war
fare service is working on is the de
velopment of a " system of placing a
smoke screen over a fleet by the use of
smoke bombs atached to parachutes
and dropped from aircraft, or similar
bombs fired into the air from guns on
the vessels. A smoke or gas is being
developed for this use that will hover
in the air two or three hundred feet
above the ships.
Naval officers are particularly inter
ested in a report this week to the effect
that all the destroyers of one of the
great Powers have been provided with
two boxes to be kept in the firerooms
at all times—one to generate dense
clouds of deadly poison gas through
the smokestacks and the other to de
velop an unusually dense and effective
smoke screen.
The first
of the bombing tests
.against Naval vessels will be conduct
ed jointly by Army and Navy aircraft
June 21 against one of the ex-German
submarines, it was announced at the
SOLD BY
Navy • Department.
A
preliminary
plan was drawn up at a meeting of a
joint Army and Navy board. Other
tests will be carried on until late in
July.
After the aerial attack on the sub
ROCKLAND, MAINE
marine, the flyers of the two services
will bomb the ex-German cruiser

Kineo
Ranges
and
Heaters

With all
the latest
improve»
merits, in
cluding
glass oven
doors, are
used every,
where.

Y. F. STUDLEY

let the Children in,too!
It’s no longer necessary to
maintain a dividing line
at the breakfast table—tea
or coffee for grown-ups —
no hot cup for the youngsters

Serve

Instant
POSTUM
to each member of the fam
ily, and all will be pleased
and benefited by this pure,
wholesome cereal drink.

'There’s a Reason fr Postum
Sold by all grocers

Made by Postum Cereal Company Inc.

Eveiy Other-Day

IN THE GRADES

Pupils Still Active With Wel
come End of School Year
Only Little Way Ahead.

See the

Grade 2 Tyler have dramatized the
story of “The Lion and the Mouse.” The
characters chosen are: Lion. Dorothy
Feeney; Mouse,
Clara
Dennison:
Hunters, Crosby Ludwick and Billy
Ellingwood.
• • • •
Thirteen of Grade 1 Tyler have not
been absent or tardy the past month:
Grade Black, Ralph Chaples, Charles
Freeman. Faye Hodgkins, Edna Kaler.
Francis Knight, Veto Leo, Ruth Perry,
Leroy Radley, Theda Searles, Lucy
Sewall. Ruth Towers and Evelyn Wey
mouth. The children were very much
interested Friday afternoon in a lad
der race which was won by Ruth Perry
time one minute.
• • • •
In Grade 6 Tyler the following pupils
have not been absent or tardy the past
month: Virginia Bisbee, Arlene Cha
ples Raymond Cross, Maybelle Fales,
Maurice Frye, Kendall Greene, Albert
Hallowell. Neil Karl. Frank Knight.
Randall Marshall, Alva Mears, Ensign
Winchenbach, Edith Raye, Harvey
Richards, Wilson Searles, Alma Sew
all, Evelyn Simmons, Mary Sylvester.
William Stowell, Madelnice Gross,
Frances Winchenbach.
• • • •
Grade 6 Purchase thanks Mrs. Edith
Hall Mills of South Easton. Mass., for
a copy of “The Little Brothers of the
Nation” and map of Europe, the same
grade are dramatizing “The Childhood
of David Copperfleld,” with Peter Pillcane as Peggotty, Madelyn Rubier as
Barkis, Lawrence Dow as Landlady,
Annie Leonard as Waiter. Clyde Bea
ton as Tommy Traddles, John Scott as
J. Steerforth, Erwin Chase as Mrs.
Murdstone. Helen Kirkpatrick as Mrs.
Gummidge, Ruth Stearns as Little
Em'ly, Estelle Hall as Ham. Maurice
Pitts.
* * * •
Thirty-seven of the 45 pupils of
Grade 7-B have their names on the
perfect attendance list for the first half
of the spring term: Eleen Ahlberg,
Rowland Ames, Celia Dyer, Alberta
Knight, Foster Fifield, Edward Palmer,
Bertha Smalley, Lawrence Barbour,
Helen Coltart, Charles Staples, Donald
I'pham.
Vernley
Garnett,
Ethel
Smalley, Avis
BlacRington,
John
Jameson, Anna Gordon. Charles Win
slow, Louis Reardon. Vivian Sartelle,
Helen Robinson. George Phillips, Annie
Delmonico, Wendell Flint, Anna Rich
ardson, Hartford Foster, Berla Lord.
Harriet Grover. Clara Boardman. Ella
Oxton. Barney Benovitch, Henrietta
Libby, Florence Mayo. Frederick Seavey. Esther Fernald, Kenneth Daggett,
John Anderson. Leonard Campbell.
•

*

SIPE LESS
tp.de

MARK
RL&'P

f U R N AC E

DEMONSTRATION
May 16 to May 24
Let us demonstrate to you how the CaloriC is sold on the basis of
satisfaction or “money back.”

The patented CaloriC Pipeless Furnace heats homes in the same

way that the sun heats the earth by natural circulation of air.

THE AIR IS FRESH AND BALMY.

PLANTS THRIVE WONDERFULLY.

EST WEATHER AND FEEL NO CHILLS.
Our exhibit opens next week—drop in and then let us explain in

detail how the CaloriC operates and how it can save you from onethird to one-half of your fuel bill every year.

Battle Creek. Michigan.
II

X-DAT Operator
BBHMEM STREET, BOCXLilB
TELEPHONE 121

••-III

__

Special Offer

To every customer purchasing a CaloriC this

month we will allow a discount of five per cent for
cash when installed.

ROCKLAND HARDWARE COMPANY
406-408 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

TELEPHONE 791.

MATINICUS ROCK

LIBERTY

M. D. Gott, Mrs. Gott .and F. O.
Hilt made a business trip to Matinicus and CriehavenxTuesday.
Despite prevailing cool weather we
get out some part of the day and
puzzle where our flower gardens shall
be made. We truly live on a rock.
There is not much soil near the
dwellings, a fewr spots here and there
of dirt some distance from where we
want it, so we get busy and wheel it
from place to place.
Mrs. Beal gives one of her hens
much praise for laying a large egg.
measuring 3% inches long, 6l4 inches
in circumference and weighing 4%
ounces.
An outdoor picnic dinner broke up
the monotony for us last Wednesday
when we all gathered at the Old
Landing and ^enjoyed a social chat
and feast. It was very comfortable
weather when we started in but be
fore we satisfied ravenous appetites
the cool wind breezed on and we
were glad to hustle through the meal
and get back to comfortable fires.
The Red Clover Club held its regu
lar meeting Wednesday and retir’d
just long enough for tea when the
meeting was prolonged until 9.30 p.
m. Plans were made for a busy fu
ture.

Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Fuller visited
relatives in Searsmont recently.
Everett Overlook's two
children
who have been ill with typhoid fever
are improving.
Melvin Bartlett who has been visit
ing his sister in Montville has re
turned home.
John Light and John Overlook are
shaving noops for A. Overlook.
Much needed repairs arc* being
made on the road from Belfast to
Augusta. Now we shall expect to
see more motor vehicles passing this
summer.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Leigher visited
Mrs. Leigher’s parents. Prof, and
Mrs. John Sukeforth. Sunday.
Clifton Leigher is hauling lumber
to Union with a big truck for the
Comeau & Childs mill.
Our mail carrier, Walter Ludwick,
has his ear all painted and looks to
be ready for another 16 years of ser
vice
Miss Lucy Fuller went to Auburn
Friday.
John Light has his road eart re
paired and is ready to exercise his
trotter.
We notice that Severn 1 of the
scribes are lost again
We would
like to know what has become of the
man who saw’ the early frog.
.Mrs. Jessie Rhodes and Mrs. Elden
Rhodes are bunching staves at Elden Rhoades’ mill, having bunched
50,000. They have as many more to
bunch. Smart ladies
Fred Jones and Corydon Campbell
have exchanged horses.
Leslie Savage was in town Monday.
Bernard Leigher iff working for
Ernest Light.
Raymond Fuller who has been at
tending school in Pittsfield
is at
home ill with measles.
He is now'
able to be out of doors
Elden Rhodes has dosed bis mil!
dining planting time.

X/’ou never tasted
any “string
beans” quite * o
sweet and tender as

HATCHET

BRAND
stringless

CRANBERRY
BEANS
They have a taste
that lingers.,

The
*

Twitchell-Champlin
Co.
Boston and Portland

?2I
HATCIIET Brand COFFEE in Good Tut*
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.

THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
K. B. SILSBY. SiirfMn

Oup

“the furnace that’s
guaranteed as to results"

CLARRY HILL
Edw’ard Rose is working for W. J.
Smith.
E. H. Clarry lost a very nice heifer
last week.
The animal got cast in
the pasture
Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Jackson spent
last week in Belfast with relatives.
C. F. Rose who is w’orking at
Wild Cat spent Sunday at home.
H L. Tibbetts called on relatives
here last Sunday.
Rufus Moody is working for E. H.
Clarry.
Henry Cunningham of Jefferson
was a business caller here recently.
Herbert Offff of North Waldoboro
called on friends here last Sunday.

UPSTAIRS AND DOWN.

YOU MAY SIT AT THE WINDOWS DURING THE COLD

* e

Grade 8, Mrs. Snow’s room, had
charge of the outdoor assembly of the
McLain school May 4. and presented a
very attractive program. Mrs. C. F.
Snow of the school board was a guest.
The following exercises were given:
Devotional. “The Battle Hymn of the
Republic,” The 91st Psalm, Prayer, Uy
the schools. Part 1, recitations as fol
lows:
Subject, “Kindness,” Alden
Perry, Carl Herrick, Stanley Hall,
Donald Crie, William Frye, Rowland
Achorn; If you have a Friend. Ruth
Sylvester; Somebody’s Mother, Clara
Merrill. Part 2, patriotic selections:
Singing, Our patriot Fathers, Grades
8A, 8 B and 8C; Recitations—The
Americans (’reed, Grade 8C; For What
Does Our Flag Stand? Elmer Emery;
Why I Love Our Flag. Leola Rowling;
Declamation. Our Flag. Kenneth Mo
ran: Salute to the Flag, by tHu ^hools.
Very interesting remarks were nude
by Superintendent Hull.
* • * *
McLain School Notes
Grade 8-A in connection with civics
work has been making a special study
during the past week of the public
law’s passed hv the 80th legislature.
On the reading table in 8-A is a
volume of the “Blue and Gold Journal”
whose attractive cover was designed
by Jean Scott. Other good cover de
signs submitted w’ere by Ralph At
kinson. Marion Richardson.
Leroy
Watson and Evangeline Garnett.
Herbert Prescott supplied the title
to a “combination composition” written
by the pupils of 8-A. It took the form
of a ghost story and was full of thrills
and mystery. The pupils acted as
their own critics, rearranging subject
matter and polishing sentences until
they got a story which they deemed
good enough for their school magazine.
Grade 8-A had two articles in the
manual training exhibit at the Arcade
—magazine racks made by Raymond
Perry and Sidney Bird.
New class marshals are: 8-B. James
Murphy, 7-A. Martha Wasgatt, 7-B,
Vivian Sartelle, 6, Ethel Quinn.
Grade 2 are preparing for a spelling
match. Captains will be chosen and
the teams will start for a good fight
May 16.
Mary Law’rence, Cynthia Wasgatt,
Oram Lawry, Mary Lawry, Edgar Rob
bins and Rodney Murphy had the most
perfect arithmetic papers the past
month at Grade 2.
George Lewis and Sherman Lord
from 8-B exhibited very creditable
work from the manual training depart
ment at Arcade meeting.
In Grade 7-B Minerva Stover won
in the last arithmetic contest for ra
pidity and accuracy. George* Phillips
headed the boy’s list.
Grade 7-A is much pleased with new
copies of Guitteau’s History of the
United States. They expect to do bet
ter work by using books having no
missing pages.
Some grade is to have charge of the
opening exercises at the uot-of-door
assembly next week. The program
will consist mainly of patriotic se
lections.

FLOWERS AND

JOHNSTON’SDRUGSTORE
COMPLETE DRUG AND 8UNDRV
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS. DE
VELOPING, PRINTING AND ENLARGING.

1370 Main St.,

Rockland, M<

REFINISH YOUR OLD FLOORS WITH

No. 61 Floor Finish
If the cracks are filled with Rutland Crack Filler, they
will look as good as new.

W. H. GLOVER CO.

I. L. Snow Company
EXPERIENCED

AUTOMOBILE REPAIRMEN

SPECIAL

MACHINERY
FOR

Reboring FORD BLOCKS and renewing main bearings
EXPERIENCED

ACETYLENE

WELDERS

54lf

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
ROCKLAND* MAINE
ESTABLISHED 1868

DEPOSITS $2,284,482.49
Deposits draw interest from first day of each month.
Dividends for past two years have been at the rate
of 4 % per annum.

WHEELER'S BAY
Miss Frances Dennison has em
ployment at the Thomaston Pants
Factory
Floyd Barnes is working at Wild
Cat.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S Tripp and 3
son Fred were at Mrs. Hoi ace Clark’s
Sunday
Mr. and MrA Harry Allard ,and
Guy Martin and friend attended the
dance at East Union Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Dennison have
taken their infant daughter to Bos
ton hospital for treatment.
Those w’ho were in Rockland this
w’eek w’ere Mrs Horace Clark, Mrs.
Nora Allard, Mrs Ida Barnes. Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry Allard,
George
Nolan,
Guy
Martin
and
Lester =1
Elwell.

I ATLANTIC FISH ERMAN

j

MONTHLY PUBLICATION

CHOCK FULL OF FISH NEWS

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE COPY

ATLANTIC FISHERMAN

I
:J

Every Issue of The Courier-Gazette
carries the home news of Knox county
to every State in the Union and to
many foreign lauds,

. 100 BOLYSTON STREET

Boston, Mass.

•

Send $2.00 (at our risk) for year's subscription
53-65
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